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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development was set up under a
Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960 by the Member countries of the
Organisation for European Economic Co-operation and by Canada and the United States.
This Convention provides that the OECD shall promote policies designed:

to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising
standard of living in Member countries, while maintaining financial stability, and
thus to contribute to the development of the world economy;
to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member
countries in the process of ecoromic development;
to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory
basis in accordance with international obligations.

The Members of OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and
the United States.

The Directorate for Scientific Affairs, which is responsible for the publication of the
present report, has been established within OECD to take charge of the activities of
the Organisation relating to science policy and research and to the expansion and rational
utilisation of the scientific and technical personnel available so as to meet the needs
arising from economic growth.

The Mediterranean Regional Project consisted of a joint programme undertaken by
countries in Southern Europe (Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugoslavia)
to prepare for governments an assessment of their educational needs up to 1975 and to
arrive at detailed plans, including financial estimates, for meeting these needs. The

Project was initiated by bilateral agreements between the OECD and the participating
countries. The expenditure involved is shared.

The OECD Secretariat's share of the work consisted of research in co-operation
with national teams of experts, consultation, the training of research workers and the
preparation and publication of methodological documents and national reports.

A grant from the Ford Foundation has made it possible to apply to other developing
countries the experience acquired in the planning of human resources. The technical
evaluation of the methods and results of the Mediterranean Regional Project was carried
out under this programme and forms the subject of this publication.

OECD's Development Centre, which co-operated with the Directorate for Scientific
Affairs in the carrying out of this programme, was set up in 1962. Its task is to assemble
the available knowledge and experience of participating countries concerning both economic
development and the drawing up and carrying out of general economic policies, to adapt
this knowledge and experience to the actual needs of developing countries or regions and,
by the appropriate means, make it available to the countries concerned.
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PREFACE

The present volume is the first of a series dealing with a number of studies carried out

under an OECD programme financed by the Ford Foundation. This made it possible to
undertake several projects concerning the transfer of experience in the development of

human resources and particularly by investigating conditions as they more specifically apply

to non-Member countries. The five studies which will make up the series are:

1. A Technical Evaluation of the First Stage of the Mediterranean Project.
2. Human Resources, Education and Economic Development in Peru. Forecasts of

manpower requirements in 19130 and of educational development prospects.
3. Education, Human Resources and Development in Argentina.
4. Problems of Human Resources Planning in Latin America and in the Mediterranean

Regional Project Countries.
5. Problems of Educational and Manpower Planning in the Arab Countries and

Mediterranean Regional Project Countries.

These five publications report the results of the main operations conducted under this
programme designed to transfer experience. The pr..sent work constitutes a stage of

critical appraisal anticipating the more concrete study of methods and the manner of their
application to non-Member countries. The next two describe pilot experiments conducted
in Argentina and Peru along much the same lines as during the initial phase of the Medi-

terranean Regional Project.

The last two publications confront the findings of experts from Latin American and
Arab countries with results obtained by the MRP or by other OECD countries, as analysed
at two regional seminars also sponsored by the programme.

These five publications clearly show that the Programme was more than asimpletransfer
of experience; in both Argentine and Peru the work of the OECD experts was not simply to

apply, as such, the same forecasting methods as had been worked out and applied during

the first phase of the MRP for estimating manpower and educational planning requirements.
First, the work was carried out in close co-operation with the national experts of the plan-

ning services of the two countries, thus facilitating adaptation to the specific conditions
each country; secondly, the first stage of the programme, which is the subject of this .

volume, consisted of a critical evaluation of the methods and results of the MRP forecasts.
Included in the conclusions are a number of improvements to the methods used for analysing
the labour market and forecasting techniques. Quite a few of them have been applied inPeru

and Argentina, particularly the multi-dimensional analysis of the population census, allowing



..

much better use to be made of the available information on manpower. In addition, the

qualitative analysis of the educational system went more deeply than in the MRP, and

OECD' s recent work on the application of mathematical models to the study of educational

output was first tried out in Argentina.

The publication of this series will allow the results of the experiment to be made avail-

able to other Member and non-Member countries; this is not just a description of what has

been done, but a careful examination of the methodological problems which crop up when the

aims of educational development are being brought into line with those of economic develop-

ment. Case studies, and the regional confrontations which are the subject of each of these

studies, extend the geographical field of the application of the planning of human resources,

at the same time as they propose techniques for analysis and forecasting.

This does not mean that these experiments are given as models to be copied. Although

this programme is now finished, it consisted of no more than one stage; much still remains

to be done for the stop from long-term forecasts to operational plans and their execution,

and forecasting methods, which still leave much to be desired, must be improved. The

publication of the results is thus In this sense an invitation to all specialists to offer their

criticisms - a condition of future progress.

Thorkil Kristensen
Secretary General of the OECD
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FOREWORD

The Mediterranean Regional Project (MEP) was initiated, under the auspices of the

OECD Committee for Scientific and Technical Personnel, by bilateral agreements between

the Organisation and the Government, of Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugo-

slavia. It represents a major and original attempt by these countries to assess the impli-

cations of economic and social objectives on the size and distribution of requirements for

education in the period up to 1975.

This project has now been completed and the six national reports have been published

together with related methodological studies resulting from the experience gained during

the course of its implementation. A Special Review of the whole experiment and its

implications for the educational development policies of the six countries concerned has

also recently been carried out by the Committee for Scientific and Technical Personnel.

Although based on the same methodological principles - which was the actual aim of

the Programme - the experiments made in the six MRP countries gave different results,

owing to the social and economic structure of the countries and the resources available.

It was therefore necessary in a retrospective study on the one hand to assess the extent and

significance of these differences and on the other, and especially, to see how far the method

of approach was applicable to the national planning of human resources.

The technical assessment which will be found in the present volume has,been under-

taken for this purpose in the context of a programme carried out thanks to a grant from the

Ford Foundation. Although the MRP method is not simply based on economic factors and

takes general account of the social objectives of education, this assessment has been

intentionally confined to the problems raised by forecasts of manpower requirements and

their incidence on estimates of educational requirements.

However, R. Hollister has not merely assessed the method of forecasting manpower

requirements used in the MRP countries, He has examined the very principles of the

approach in the light of the criticisms levelled against it. In particular, he has provided

practical evidence on the basis of data taken from the six national reports, for or against

arguments which have so far most often remained theoretical. Lastly, he has suggested

methods for identifying the essential factors in the chain of operations which lead to the

final forecasts, eniphazising the most delicate problems - which are also the least well-

known - that arise at each stage of the process.

9



Much of cou.'se remains to be done in order to refine and perfect the methods of
projection, but R. Hollister suggests - and this is not his smallest merit - lines of re-
search which should prove fruitful. From this angle, the technical assessment provides
a methodological contribution of very high interest; but what is still more important, it
demonstrates that the manpower requirements approaeh is both rational and applicable to
educational planning.

Alexander King
Director for Scientific Affairs
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INTRODUCTION

The present publication is an extension of the Mediterranean Regional Project (or MRP),

which, it will be recalled, was initiated and developed under the auspices of the Committee

for Scientific and Technical Personnel as a joint unckrtaking by six countries (Greece, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugoslavia). Its purpose was to forecast long-term manpower

needs according to a common methodology and draw the necessary inferences in regard to

training and education.* To succeed in such an objective, the OECD Secretariat 'irst pre-

pared a systematic set of working assumptions and forecasting methods linking long-term

economic development prospects with educational targets. The six country reports are not

mere exercises in the practical application of these methods - these were adjusted and
amended in the light of the available data , the conditions obtaining in each country, and the

choices decided upon by each work team.

Hence it was not a matter of suggesting that the non-Member countries ape the experience

of the MR9 and apply ready-made methods, but rather that they should make use of the earlier

findings by taking the positive results into account as well as any aspects which called for

improvement. For this reason it was thought expedient that such a transfer of experience

should begM with a critical appraisal of the MRPI s methods and statistical projections,

consisting in an analysis of the theory on which the forecasting methods were based and an

empirical examination of manpower and educational changes as foreseen by*the various

countries in 1975.

The theoretical part of the study contains a detailed analysis of objections often made

to the methodology used in forecasting manpower requirements, particularly the validity of

the simplifying assumptions underlying such forecasts : on the premise that a given pro-

ductivity level can be attained only through a single combination of occupations, each re-

quiring a specific type of education, it would then be possible to proceed from the economic

objectives to the educational objectives, provided the statistics required were available.

But it is neither likely nor, incidentally, desirable, that such a degree of rigidity should

exist between production, the occupational structure and levels of education. An analysis

of the comparative statistics obtainable indicate that substitution possibilities between

occupations and between types of education for a same productivity level are considerable,

even without allowing for various feasible combinations of the capital and labour factors.

* The Mediterranean Regional Project: Country Reports: Oteece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Tutkey and Yugoslavia, OECD,

Paris, 1965 (6 voi,). See also: Herbert S. Parties, Forecasting Educational Needs for Economic and Social Development, Paris 1962,

Planning Education for Economic and Social Development. OECD, Pans, 1962.

11
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This stresses the value of undertaking research on the rational, use of labour so as to develop

present methods of manpower planning, which are chiefly based on fixed complementary

relationships observed in the past or in foreign countries. One of the things made possible

by the MRP Technical Evaluation is research into the methods of combining the levels and

types of training most effective with the various occupational categories; this moreover is

linked to the search for a criterion of optimum yield from educational expenditure.

In the empirical section or the technical evaluation, changes in the occupational structure

of the active population as estimated in the MRP reports Zrom 1960 to 1975 are analysed, an

attempt being made to assign a weight to each of the factors considered by the planners;

according to th e. results yielded by such an analysis, the assumptions as to overall growth

rate and labour productivity in each economic sector appear to have the greatest impact on

occupational structure estimates, whereas changes in the economic structure (i.e. distri-

bution of the National Product among the various branches) and in the occupational pattern

within each sector have affected results to a less extent; such provisional conclusions,

which are largely confirmed by an analysis of the changes observed in Italy' s occupational

structure between 1951 and 1961, suggest that manpower planners should pay special at-

tention to the factors which have the most marked influence on the result of their estimates,

and that, as necessary, they should formulate variants for these preponderant factors.

At another stage of the analysis, an attempt was made to determine the factors of

change in the educational stock of the labour force, one of the most important, yet least

known, phases in forecasting educational requirements. The findings obtained by using the

same method as in the previous analysis seem to indicate that the trend in training require-

ments between 1960 and 1975 will hinge on the raising of the level of education in each oc-

cupational category of the labour force. This underlines the importance of correctly
formulating assumptions as to the future level of training considered desirable in each

occupation, as well as the need for data on levels and types of education corresponding to

the occupations.

The publi:ation of this critical analysis of the MRP and the acc -nying international

comparisons may offer other countries an insight into methods and criteria of thought.

As an annex to this Secretariat study, conducted under the supervision of Robinson

Hollister, Consultant to the OECD, two notes were prepared by Raul Trajtenberg, a

Uruguayan economist, in conjunction with his secondment to the OECD under the Ford

Foundation programme. These discuss a number of theoretical and practical problems

which arise when the method is used to analyse structural changes occurring between two

censuses. Particular findings selected for comment are those resulting from a numerical

application to changes in the education structure of the labour force in Japan from 1950 to

1960, the purpose being to determine the respective weights of an increase in the total

labour force , changes in the economic structure, and levels of education in each occu-

pational category.

12
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The method can also be more generally applied t11) all factors which show a significant

change, such as the age structure , rate of activity, etc. Other methods are finally suggested

for measuring changes which are applicable to such nonsequential variables, as occupational

categories or various types of education.
*

* *

Two works in the same series compare the MRP experiment with (a) that in Latin

America and (b) that in the Arab countries. A seminar of experts from seven Latin-American

states and various OECD countries was held in Llma in 1965, before the pilot schemes were

started in Argentine and Peru. This comparison of methods and results was not limited to

discovering similarities and differences between the problems in the two regions; it also

gave rise to a considerable amount of thought on methods for planning human resources in

the MRP. Two Latin-American experts made a critical analysis of the MRP reports on

Greece and Spain, taking into account Argentine and Peruvian experience. The working

documents and the reports on the seminar were subsequently completed by a comprehensive

report, and by a study on the manpower structure in Latin America and its trend during the

past ten years.

An OECD Seminar held in Beyrouth and attended by experts from the Arab countries

also formed the basis for a report consisting of: the working documents, an account of the

meeting, statistical and methodological studies on techniques for forecasting manpower

needs, and on the structure of the active population of the Arab countries and educational

expansion in this area.
*

4' 1

Two other works describe pilot experiments conducted in Peru and Argentina under

the same programme , they are comparable in many respects to the MRP national reports

referred to above, for the levels of economic and educational development are as different

as are those in Turkey and Spain. OECD has worked in both these countries with the national

authorities on a co-operative programme to supplement economic and educational planning

by manpower forecasts, so that long-term training needs might be determined. Experts

sent by the OECD in 1965 and 1966 worked in the education and human resources sections

set up by the central planning agencies (the National Planning Institute in Peru and CONADE

in Argentina). Five experts (of which four had previously helped in the MRP) were assigned

to these two projects throughout the period required to prepare the reports. These oper-

ations also included several brief missions and specialized training for Latin American

planners, who were associated either with the teams' local activities or with similar

studies conducted at OECD.

Complete versions of the reports descrbing the results of both pilot experiments have

been published by the authorities of the countries concerned; as part of the series to which

the present publication belongs, OECD is to issue a slightly shorter version of each, which

will discuss methodological aspects of value for other countries. As in the MRP reports,

13
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the forecasts of manpower requirements are long-term (IS years) and are linked to the

country' s economic growth prospects and the relevant educational needs. The methodology

follows the pattern applied in the MRP, but an effort has been made to profit from the lessons
taught by earlier experience, special attention being paid to the analysis of the labour market.

In both countries use was made of the 1960 census figures, to compute electronically a cross-

classification of the active population.

This series is being published to allow the public access to the results obtained from

this exchange of experience and which are of general methodological interest. The countries

concerned, rather than OECD must be the ones to decide just how valuable the project has

proved. But the considerable benefit of the exchange to the OECD should be mentioned. It

is precisely the element of reciprocity - a most significant feature of tim programme -

which warrantr. an initial evaluation of the results.

1. Favourable working conditions were encountered in both Peru and Argentina. As in the

Mediterranean Regional Project, the undertaking received the sponsorship and support of

the government authorities; the presence of the work teams at the Peruvian National Planning

Institute and in the Argentinian National Development Council enabled close contacts to be

established with the groups responsible for economic planning; the technical capacities of

the national work teams also constituted an essential factor.

2. The methodological significance of the work accomplished deserves to be mentioned,

as it was possible to continue and develop the experience gained in the Mediterranean

Regional Project. A systematic analysis was made of the labour force by occupational

categories, economic sectors and levels of education, as well as by sex and age groups.

This multidimensional classification was processed by computers, use being made of highly

representative samples (respectively one-tenth and one-fifth) of the 1961 Peruvian census

and the HO Argentinian census. A better base was thus obtained for manpower forecasting

purposes and allowed projections to be made of labour-market entries during the 1960-12Z0

time span, as distinguished from workers already on the market, whose educational level

is already fixed.

Use was also made of international comparisons of the quality structure of manpower,

based on the latest relevant OECD figures. Methods for the quantitative and qualitative

analysis of educational systems v:ere also refined, by evaluating educational outputs and

recent trends by means of graphs for Peru, and of mathematical models for Argentina.

In the latter country these models were used to project past trends in order to assess the

long-term impact on the labour market (based on three different educational output as-

sumptiohs); it was then possible for such an extrapolated "supply" of educated workers to

be set against the projected economic demand expressed in terms of manpower requirements.

5. An interesting exercise would be to see to what extent the Argentinian analysis can be

considered as an advance on the country studies of the Mediterranean Regional Project.

The most salient and significant points appear to be as follows:

14



In 'he Argentinian report, the aspect most heavily stressed is the internal effective-

ness of the educational system and the problem of dropouts and repeaters was
thoroughly examined. A model was constructed enabling the highly important question

of educational yields to be thoroughly analysed.

- The report contains not only a projection of economic and manpower needs, showing

their impact on the educational system, but another type of forecast designated as

a "supply projection". This consists of a self-contained educational sector pro-

jection based on previous graduate, dropout and repeater trends. Two separate
educational structures were accordingly devised: one "imposed" by economic

development, and the other stemming from a quasi-spontaneous growth of the edu-

cational system as determined by observed trends, and which sometimes has

perhaps improperly been described as the projection of "social demand".

The authors of the report have moreover undertaken a detailed analysis of the

occupational and educational structure of the labour force in 1960, using the 20cro

census sample taken for the express purpose of this study. This provided a vaivable

picture of the labour force as now dianributed among the various economic sectors,

by occupation and type of education.

Generally a range of values rather than single values are supplied by the projections,

which thus follow the suggestion in the Technical Evaluation of the MRP in regard

to the usefulness of sensitivity analysis.

4. Among the results yielded by the forecasts, some should at least briefly be mentioned.

The Peruvian report, for example, states that the labour market will not evolve simply by

substituting an outgoing generation by an incoming generation; for two-thirds of the new

graduates fresh jobs will have to be created, since only one-third will be required for

replacement purposes. This phenomenon, which is due to the extremely high rate of popu-

lation growth (over 3%), will make it difficult to conciliate a policy of full employment with

the need to increase productivity in the different branches of the economy. The report ac-

cordingly suggests that special attention be paid to civil engineering projects, which are

mainly financed by the Government so that employment could be influenced by maintaining

a high rate of growth and through the systematic use of labour-intensive techniqu .

5. Gaps of course exist in the reports, partly due to the shortage of statistical a,. and

partly because the time needed to complete and revise certain portions of the work was

lacking.

In the Peruvian report, it is thus unfortunate that labour and production in the tradi-

tional sector could not have received separate treatment: the usual occupational classification

is hardly applicable and is troublesome in the interpreting of census date, whether in the

industrial and service branches or the agricultural sector; implicit in the projections is the

same sort of treatment for subsistance production and labour as for the modern sector.

An analysis in depth of the labour market would moreover have been desirable for a better

appraisal of just how effectively the available manpower was being used, whereas recourse

15
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could be made only to the 1961 population census figures and the 1963 Industrial census;
as a result, the distribution of industrial workers among the three categories; skilled.
semi-skilled and unskilled manpower, which was essentially needed to determine training
requirements, was evaluated from statements by the parties concerned and their interpretation
by the services examining the questionnaires, and not on the basis of objective criteria.
Forecasts of labour productivity are moreover based on the growth rates regarded as both

desirable and compatible with the experience of other countries but still conducive to full
employment; but no information concerping the latest trends of sector productivity, technical
progress, business engineering methods, scale economies, etc., nor data for assessing
the prospects for each branch, r : concerning the factors likely to influence It were available.
Lastly, the ultimate balance between education, manpower and the economy in 1980 might
be criticised as unduly optimistic were such an achievement to be interpreted as a forecast,
instead of in its proper context, which is to suggest action needed to channel the current
trend in the right direction. One might say, in summing up the conclusions of the Peruvian
report that even if the exceptionally fast growth of the economy in recent years is sustained
during the next fifteen, quantitative and qualitative manpower needs would be served by an
educational system expanding at a much slower rate than at present - this reduced rate of

growth would in any event be bound to occur shortly due to unavoidable financial obstacles,
the present effort having attained the maximum possible in view of the other needs of the

economy. It will thus be seen that in dealing with human resources, the policy problems
consist in selecting alternatives and taking action, rather than in endlessly arguing about

the number of pupils and educational establishments. The report should not thereforebe
considered as a passive forecast doing no more than prolonging a spontaneous development
but as a working instrument, an overall study to be used as a basis for taking decisions
which would change the educational system.

Methodological improvements and the value of the results forcast are not the only
criteria for appraisal, however. Long-term forecasts are not an end in themselves; regard-
less of their interest, confrontations of experience such as those attended by expertsfrom
the Latin American and Arab countries will not have proved worthwhile unless they succeed
in furthering the subsequent progress of projects undertaken in each of the countries con-

cerned. Nor were the co-operative activities during the Peruvian and Argentinian pilot

experiments conducted for the sole purpose of preparing and publishing the final reports.
This fact is particularly important since the long-term forecats must in no eventbe regarded

as plans which need merely to be applied. The reports attempt to determine the long-range
consequences of economic growth prospects in terms of manpower requirements and train-

ing needs by using a set of perhaps arguable but invariably clearly reasoned assumptions,
based on a critical inventory of all the information available. Their purpose is to define

the conditions which would enable the objectives of economic expansion and development of

the educational system to come into balance by about 1980. Hence these are not medium-

term operational plans, and still less are they specific programmes for measures to be

taken or schools to be built. As indispensable adjuncts for evaluating the remoter consequences

I



of decisions which will require immediate outlays but will have no impact on the economy
for over a decade, such basic studies can be of help in preparing the actual plans and in
choosing the main alternatives.

Generally speaking, the two reports offer a set of facts, food for thought and criteria
which can serve as a basis in formulating a systematic education policy, whether in the
short, medium or long term. Their value will therefore depend on how they are used, both
in referring the reports for attention and study to the various administrative departments,
and in submitting them for examination and discussion by the agencies and individuals con-
cerned. This phase of participation and debate should enable priorities to be determined,
thus enabling concrete measures and choices to be decided upon, the next step would consist
in carrying out the decisions and in devising a scheme for continuous evaluation, so that
results can regularly be compared with predictions and any needed adjustments or revisions
be made.

The success of such a programme for transferring experience cannot therefore be as-
sessed in terms of a single, simple criterion or of the results directly achieved. In any
case, at leats one of the objectives of the programme will have been attained if, from now
on, the work thus undertaken influences planning methods by maintaining the contact esta-
blished between the plans of the economic sectors and those of education; if it has the effect
of stimulating new education and manpowet research using, completing and improving the
material contained in the reports, and especially if it is used by the various administrative
departments concerned i.e. the Ministries of Education and Labour; by helping to streng-
then the co-ordination necessary between planning and executiGn, between those who prepare
the projects and those whose duty it is to carry them out.

Michel Debeauvais
Advisor,

Directorate for Scientific Affairs
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THE RANGE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

A. The Range of the Study

I. This study is devoted to a very specific set of issues: those concerning the methods of
estimating manpower requirements and the derivation of educational requirements from
these estimates. Other aspects of the first stage of the Mediterranean Regional Project
are evaluated in two other documents. In "An Experiment in Planning by Six Countries",
a statement of the scope of the project and a summary of some of the quantitative features
of the plans which emerged from the first stage of the MRP are presented and, in addition,
some of the policy implications are drawn. The financial aspects of the first stage are
examined in a paper on the "Financial Implications of the MRP Targets"2. The three
documents combined - this study, "An Experiment" and "Financial Implications" - provide
a fairly complete evaluation of the first stage of the MRP.

2. The range of this study is limited not only because it does not attempt to cover fully
the MRP experience to date but also because, in general, it does not attempt a comprehen-
sive comparison of the manpower requirements approach to educational planning, which
underlies the MU', with other approaches to educational planning3. However, in the final
chapter, entitled "A Perspective on Educational Planning and the Manpower Requirements
Approach", some views are presented on the controversy about various approaches to
educational planning. The focus of the study was purposely concentrated on the prcblems
of linking the targets of economic growth to educational requirements because this aspect
of the MRP approach provides it with particular characteristics as a tool for educational
planning. As the length of this study testifies, even this smaller field provides ample
challenge for analysis.

3. For introductory purposes, it is helpful to indicate the nature of the problems the MRP
had to face and the philosophy of the approach adopted. As an excellent statement of this
type was presented in An Experiment, It is quoted at length here:

1. OECD 1965.
2. OECD 1965 mimeo.
3. For these purposes see W.G. Bowen, "Assessing the Economic Contribution of Edacation: An Appraisal of Alternative

Approaches" in Economic Aspects of Higher Education, OECD 1964.
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"The Mediterranean Regional Project (MRP) is an attempt by the six OECD Mediter-
ranean countries1, to relate education to economic growth and social advancement. It isbased on the growing realization that education and training, as well as the volume of
labour and the amount of physical capital, are an important factor in economic growth.
In fact, recent economic research has shown that increases in the input of labour and of
physical capital leave a substantial portion of economic growth unaccous4ted for, thus giving
rise to the concept of "the third factor" of productior, of which education is presumed to be
an important element.

"Now the proposition that the knowledge and skills embodied in a labour force have
something to do with its productivity is hardly revolutionary or profound. What is novel,
howeVer, is the idea of establishing a kind of quantitative relationship between education
and economic growth, in other words, the notion that it is possible broadly to ascertain
the investments in education required for achieving specified economic objectives.

"Many attempts have been made to measure the contribution of education to econcmic
growth and to calculate the rate of return to society on investment in education. The aim
of these efforts has been precisely to determine whether, from a purely economic point of
view, a given expenditure on education was the right one, and to ascertain what educational
expenditure would be required for a given rate of growth or level of output. Until now,
however, such questions tmve remained largely unanswered. We cannot estimate with any
degree of precision the relative contributions of various types of education to economic
development. We cannot, therefore, weigh the advantages to be obtained from increased
expenditure on education against those that may be derived from other expenditures aimed
at economic growth. Does this mean that planning education with a view to economic devel-
opment is in fact impossible?

"The contribution of the MRP is that it has asked these questions, not in terms of
abstractions to which there can be no answer, but in the real conditions of planning and
policy-making in individual countries. All governments must make decisions with regard
to education, for no society believes that market forces alone can be relied upon to govern
the allocation of resources to education. Despite all the difficulties and uncertainties,
these decisions are likely to be more judicious if they are made in the light of careful
analysis of economic as well as social and cultural needs - whatever the limitations of
such an analysis - than if they are made in a haphazard way. No planner can predict with
any degree of certainty the precise number of technologists or qualified technicians requir-
ed to reach a given production target in a given economic framework, But such precision
is hardly necessary, for education, considered as a factor of production, is partly com-
plementary to, and partly substitutable for, other factors of production. A certain margin
of error in estimating educational needs can be tolerated and need not affect the overall
growth targets; for it might be possible to compensate for any shortage of qualified man-
power by increasing the input of other factors of production, or by planning the pattern of

1, Greece, Italy. Portugal, Spain. Turkey and Yugoslavia,
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of growth more closely in line with the pattern of qualification structure that is available

or attainable.

"Planning education with a view to economic growth is, therefore, far from being a

purely academic exercise of no practical interest. In fact, it is precisely through the
implementation of projects such as the MRP, through proceeding by trial and error, that

a better insight might ultimately be gained into the relationship between education and

economic development.

"It should be noted, however, that the MRP does not concentrate exclusively on eco-

ninlic criteria in estimating educational needs: it also gives a large place to the social and

cultural objectives which education serves and to the demographic trends which underlie

such educational needs. In fact, the social and cultural objectives of education cannot be

assumed to be unrelated to the process of economic development: a reduction in illiteracy

may contribute as substantially to an increase in productivity as the training of additional
scientists or engineers. The guiding concept of the MRP has been that of education as a

factor which makes a general contribution to the quality of civilized society, though the

emphasis is definitely on its contribution to economic development. Economic require-

ments and criteria provide a first estimate of minimum educational needs: to these can

then be added the additional needs derived from the cultural, social and political objectives

of education."

B. Objectives of the Study

4. The MRP Reports represent one of the first attempts to develop educational plans on

the basis of comprehensive estimates of manpower requirements and this makes the task

of evaluation complicated. The complication arises because the MRP is a pioneering

example of one general type of approach to educational planning. One whishes, therefore,

to evaluate both this type of approach, in general, and the MRP experience, in particular.

5. The procedure in this study was conceived with a view to serving both these ends.

First, an attempt is made to state clearly some of the basic technical arguments which

have been raised against the methods used in estimating manpower requirements for educa-

tional planning. Then the data presented in thq MRP Reports are used in order to evaluate

the importance of these arguments. This latter aspect is particularly important because,

to date, arguments about the various approaches to educational planning have been carried

on solely in theoretical terms. The MRP provides for the first time the means to evaluate

these arguments in empirical terms. By following this procedure, the MRP methods can

be examined in light of the basic arguments against them and, at the same time, by using

the IMP as a source of data, some indication of the present state of knowledge about the

manpower requirements approach in general can be obtained.

6. There was, in addition to this primary set of objectives, a second level of concerns

which affected the shape of the study. These considerations influenced the choice of the
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methods of analysis. First, methods were chosen which would be commensurate with the
rather crude nature of the data to be analyzed, i.e., they could not he very sophisticated
methods. Second, methods were selected which could easily be used in the future by those
attempting to formulate plans. Third, and closely related, particular methods of analysis
were chosen because they reflected a certain attitude toward planning. As will be seen,
this attitude places emphasis on the careful consideration of the nature of the uncertainties
involved in planning and, as a parallel, it stresses the importance of the indication of, and
the choice among, alternatives.

C. An Introduction to the Methodology and the Structure of the Study

7. The methodological framework of the manpower requirements approach has been clear-
ly set forth in an early MRP document1. It is not necessary, therefore, to describe in
detail the steps actually taken in the creation of the MRP plans. As already noted, this
study is focused on a limited, but central, portion of the total planning procedures used in
the MRP. For this reason, at this point, it will suffice to outline briefly only that part of
`he manpower requirements approach which is carefully examined in this study. In Ap-

pendix 1, a fuller account is provided of the methods and data used by each country in the
MRP to project manpower requirements and to convert them into educational requirements.
Readers who are not acquainted with the MRP reports may find his Appendix helpful as a
means of familiarizing themselves with the approach used in the project.

8. The methodology consists roughly of the following steps:

i) Estimates of total output of the economy - since the logic of the manpower
requirements approach is to link the targets of the educational system to those of the
economic system, the starting point of the planning exercise must be the establishment of
estimates of the target levels of total output in the economy - usually stated in terms of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or Gross National Product (GNP).

ii) Estimates of sectoral output - since it is generally felt that the changing structure
of the economy as well as the level of activity is likely to have an effect on manpower and,
therefore, educational requirements, the second step is to estimate the division of the total
output among various sectors of the economy in the target year.

iii) Estimates of inverse sectoral labor productivity. In order to link the level and
structure of output to the labor force it is necessary to develop estimates of the inverse
of sectoral labor productivity, i.e. the number of persons employed per unit of output in
the sector. When these estimates are multiplied by the appropriate sectoral output
estimate fror-, step 2, the resul tant is an estimate of the number of workers required in
each sector of the economy in the target year.

iv) Estimates of the sectoral occupational distribution. It is supposed that different
types of labour will have to have different types of educational background and, therefore,

1. H.S. Panics, "ForP^asting Educational Needs for: Economic and Social Nveloprnent", OECD 1962.
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it is necessary to estimate the number of workers required according to occupation. In

order to do this, estimates are formed of the occupational distribution of the labor force

within each sector. Multiplying these estimates by the estimates of the number of workers

required in each sector, as arrived at in step 3, will give the numbers of workers required

in each occupation in each sector of the economy.

v) Estimates of the total occupational distribution. In this step, the numbers in a

given occupation in each sector are added up for all sectors in order to arrive at an

estimate of the total number of workers in that occupation required in order to reach the

targets of total output.

vi) Estimates of the education associ-Aed with occupation. In order to convert the

occupational estimates into target estimates of the educational stock in the labor force,

estimates must be developed of the kinds of education which are to be associated with each

occupation. Multiplying these estimates with the estimates of the numbers required in

each occupation gives the number with each kind of education in each occupation.

vii) Estimates of the total educational stock. In this step the estimates derived in

step 6 are added up over all occ-pations for each education level. The resultant figures

give estimates of the required stock of the number of workers in the labor force having

each type of education.

viii) Estimates of the increment of manpower by education. To convert the estimates

of target educational stock into flow estimates, it is necessary to subtract from the esti-

mates of the target stock the number of those already in the labor force, with each educa-

tion level, who are expected to survive until the target year. This gives an estimate of the

incremeat of manpower by education category which it will be necessary to add to the labor

force cFer the period of the plan.

ix) Estimates of the total graduate flow. Since a portion of the graduates of the

educational system do not enter the labor force, the increment of manpower by education

category must be multiplied by estimates of the inverse of labor force participation rates

of such graduates. The resultant figures will represent the final estimates of the required

total flow of graduates over the period of the plan.

The structure of this study follows the procedure noted in the previous section. In

Chapter II, the basic technical arguments which have been raised against the manpower

requirements approach are presented and the questions which they raise are summarized.

In Chapter III, empirical analyses are carried out, using the data drawn from the MRP

Reports. The empirical examples are designed to be closely related to the questions raised

in the previous chapter. Chapter IV is devoted to a brief review of the results and some

concluding remarks drawn upon the basis of the analyses. In Chapter V. a more general

statement of views about the role of manpower requirements in educational planning is

presented, The Appendices provide : a description of data and methods used in each of

the MRP, country' s manpower requirements forecasts, detailed explanations of methods

of analysis used in Chapter III, and the comparative statistics drawn from the MRP Reports

which served as the basis for the empirical analysis.
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II

PROBLEMS ARISING FROM METHODS OF FORECASTING
USED FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN REGIONAL PROJECT:

GENERAL EXPOSITION

10. In most countries, formal planning for education policy has been vary limited, although

policy decisions have to be taken every day. Recently, there have been more attempts to

base educational policy explicitly upon specified long-term objectives, but often proper data

for complete, formal planning have not been available. This has necessitated an approach

based upon the making of reasonable hypotheses concerning what the future of the society

requires of present educational policy. This has sometimes been called "planning without

facts". The Mediterranean Regional Project National Reports represent attempts to move

beyond this rudimentary stage in educational planning. Considerable care was taken to

gather available data and create new data in order to formulate plans more solidly grounded

on "facts".

11. The type of "perfect" information which is desirable for planning was not, of course,

available. Enough data existed, however, to construct plans which would give meaningful

guidance to policy-makers. If policy-making is to be affected by planning in the near future,

planners cannot wait until "perfect" information is available. The MRP Reports were

consciously formulated on this basis in the face of time and resource constraints.

Now, however, these Reports themselves are a source of "facts"; as such they should

be objectively examined to see what additional information they can yeild on the problems

facing those who seek to plan educational policy.

12. The Reports are a pioneering effort in the application of the manpower requirements

approach to educational planning. Their existence as an embodiment of this approach

provides a unique opportunity to seek answers to several fundamental questions about the

validity of this approach. Because of this original venturc there is, for the first time,

some hope of facing these questions in the realm of quantitative reality rather than a

theoretical vacuum. Many variables which could affect the relationship between education

and the economy have been suggested; now, because of these Reports, some indication may

be obtained about which of these variables are, in fact, most important.

13. This section of the Technical Evaluation of the MRP is to be largely devoted to an

examination of these questions about the manpower requirements approach in the light of



the experience of the MRP. This chapter contains the preliminary statement of the questions.
The empirical analysis relevant to these questions is presented in Chapter III.

14. The list of questions reviewed in this chapter should not be allowed to dim the im-
pressive dimensions of imagination and effort embodied in the MRP Reports. It is all too
easy, in reviewing thse questions and seeking their answers, to forget that such a review
has been possible only because of the considerable advances made by the authors of these
Reports - in spite of the handicaps of limited time, data and other resources.

15. In section A, a statement on the quantitative terms of reference of the study is
presented. In sections B through G, the questions about method are reviewed. The most
general form of the question concerning the manpower requirements approach is presented
in Section B. Sections C through G contain a review of the fundamental problems which

might lead to errors in manpower estimates, and an examination of variants of technique.

A. The Limits of the Quantitative Analysis

16 In this review, the data utilized in the MRP Reports will not be questioned as to
reliability nor will alternative sources of similar data be heavily drawn upon to supplement
or revise the work carried out in the Reports. Bearing in mind the limited amount of

resources and of time in which the Reports had to be Rritten, it is reasonable, in a technical
evaluation, to assume that those responsible for the Report did the best that could be done
to find data and to verify their reliability. Quantitative analysis in this evaluation, therefore,
has been based almost entirely upon the data provided in the Reports.

B. Impact of Manpower Requirements on the Educational System

17. The most general manner of questioning the use of manpower requirements for educa-

tional planning is to ask whether, in fact, manpower requirements have, or should have,

any impact on the character of the educational system. Critics of the manpower require-
ments method have constructed two lines of attack between which theyseek to catch advocates
of this approach. The first is that manpower requirements are not very important. They

argue that the educational system will grow roughly as the economy and the labor force grow

and that is all that is required; that is to say, the quantitative impact of manpower
requirements on the educational system will not be very significant, and therefore elaborate
and involved calculations of those requirements are not justified. The second line of techni-

cal argaimentis quite different. It is that the methods of manpower projection are so weak
that manpower requirements cannot be estimated with any degree of certainty. In this view,
even if manpower requirements could have an impact on educational planning, the nature of
present methods is such that any estimates are liable to contain large errors and that,
therefore, no planning should be based upon these doubtful procedures. The specific weak-
nesses of method will be more fully detailed in the following sub-sections.
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18. One of the two lines of attack taken by critics is more destructive than the other. If it

shoulri be found that manpower requirements, in fact, have very little potential impact on

the educational system, then the elaborate estimations of requirements would hardly be

justified and other methods for planning would have to be adopted. If, on the other hand,

the impact is potentially significant but the possibilities for error prove large, more

intensive efforts to improve estimation methods would be called for; a potentially effective

method for educational planning would have been found but greater care would have to be

taken in using it.

19. The only way to escape this dilemma entirely is to show both that manpower require-

ments could potentially have a major impact on the educational system and that possible

margins of error in estimating requirements are small (or at least small relative to those

inherent in alternative planning methods). None of the MRP Reports alone provides these

proofs, nor can this evaluation, based on all these Reports, meet that test. However,

some analyses can be made which provide partial information on these issues. Such

analyses will be considered in Chapter III.

20. Before proceeding to these analyses, it is necessary to state more fully some of the

weaknesses in the manpower requirements method which critics have suggested will lead

to errors in requirements estimates.

C. Productivity Estimates and the Occupational Structure

21. Estinntion of future productivity levels - output per worker - is one of the most

serious problems to be dealt with in constructing manpower projections related to economic

output. The fact that these estimates are likely to be a source of significant error in such

projections is suggested by analysis of past productivity trends'. Studies show that the

advance of productivity is quite irregular both over time and among economic sectors.

These irregularities have not been convincingly linked to any secondary factors. For this

reason, it must be presumed, at present, that it is not likely that estimates of future

productivity levels will be accurate.

22. In the MRP Reports the productivity problem appears at two levels: first, in the

estimation of the occupational structure within the sector. The problem at the sectoral

level is a problem which all economic planning and forecasting must face. As is indicated

in the review of methods presented in Appendix I, in most of the NIRP countries estimates

of sectoral productivity made for existing plans or forecasts were available for use in

constructing the MEP manpower requirements estimates. Since the rationale of the man-

pou er requirements'approach is to put educational decision-making in line with economic

decisions, it is reasonable, where official or semi-official planning or forecasting agencies

exist, to accept such estimates of factors as these bodies can provide, e.g. productivity.

1, The most complete rtudy of such aends to dare is I. Kendrick, "Productivh; ?tends in the Unhed States". National

Bureau of Economic Research Study, Princeton University Press, 1961.

-
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In general, the MRP planners made use of such estimates. Exception to this general pro-

cedure would arise only where the manpower analysis itself gave rise to constraints which

the economic plan or forecast had not taken into account. This point will be reconsidered

below.

23. At the occuntional level, the productivity problem arises because it is only reason-

able to expect that productivity changes will require changes in the occupational structure

within a sector. As noted in Appendix I, a number of methods for predicting this effect are

available and several were used in the MRP Reports. Shifts in the occupational structure

within sectors were estimated by extrapolating trends in structure from past periods. The

occupational structure of leading firms was used as a predictor of the future average pattern

in the sector. International comparisons of occupational structure were used in a variety

of ways. "Special factors" such as the size of the sector, planned expansion of large firms,

changes in the organizational structure within both sectors and firms provided grounds for

other adjustments in occupational estimates. Sociological analysis of job tasks was attempt-

ed, in one case, as a means of defining an "optimum" structure of occcpations for the future.

Employer estimates of future occupational needs were sometimes used. The difficulty is,

however, that there is virtually no evidence as to which of these methods, if any, provides

reliable estimates of future occupational structure. No analysis has yet come to light which

compares estimations of occupational structure made on the basis of one or more of these

methods with actual historical. changes in that structure. No sound empirical basis for

evaluating these methods has yet been explored, though such analysis is conceptually pos-

sible. Some indication of the lines which such analysis might take is provided later in this

study.

D. The Effects of Supply Conditions upon Amount Demanded

24. While, as just noted, a variety of methods were used to estimate future occupational

structure in each sector, in the MRP Reports, it was generally assumed that at a given

point in time, a given level of output in a particular economic sector would require a fixed

amount of workers with particular types of skills, i.e. fixed occupational input coefficients1

(or, it might be argued, it was assumed that a given productivity level in a given sector

required fixed numbers in various occupations). This has been the usual assumption in

manpower planning and critics point out that, when estimates have been formed on the basis

of extrapolation or of international comparisons, no consideration has been given to the

possibility that a particular level of catput (or productivity) could be achieved with a variety

of inputs.

25. It is perhaps helpful to point out that this criticism is really a form of an old and

continuing argument in economic theory about whether, at a giver point in time, input

coefficients can be varied in response to differences in relative supplies of various inputs,

1. Here and below occupational coefficient Ls defined as the number of workers in an occupation in a sector per unit of

teetotal output.
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e.g., capital and labor, without changing the level of output (or productivity). This has
sometimes been called the question of the effects of conditions of supply upon the amount
of various inputs demanded; it has also been called the substitution question.

26. It is necessary to follow this point a little further in technical terms in order to avoid
confusion. At a given point in time either of two technological states exist; for a set of
levels of output (or productivity) in a sector, a) input coefficients are fixed or, b) input
coefficients can be varied in response to changes in the supply of various inputs. However,
when input coefficients for a given sector level of output (or productivity) are looked at for
two different periods of time, these coefficients could differ either a) because the state of
technological knowledge changed, or, b) because relative supplies on inputs changed and
substitution occured, or, c) because of a combination of a) and b). It is important to
distinguish between changes in input coefficients which occur because of changes in techno-
logical knowledge and those which occur, with technological knowledge constant, because
of the existence of substitution possibilities.

27. In the MRP Reports this distinction was, in general, not clearly made. The changes
in productivity which were estimated for the plan period were generally taken to reflect
the changes in the state of technological knowledge, buf the possibilities of substitution
- and therefore the effects of the conditions of supply on the amount of various types of
labor demanded - were not explicitly considered.

28. The importance for manpower planning of considering substitution possibilities - supply
effects on amount demanded - occurs at two levels. The first has to do with the use and
interpretation of observed data on occupational inputs. The second has to do with the
projection or forecast of occupational inputs.

29. The importance at the first level becomes clear if the following question is asked: are
presently observed occupational inputs solely determined by the pattern of economic outputs
or do they reflect, as well, the relative supplies of various types of labor which are available.
Only in the Yugoslav Report is this point explicitly raised. It state& that changes in the
educational system had led to a large increase from 1956 to 1960 in the relative supply of
workers with higher qualifications, and that the absorption of these workers was reflected
in the numerical relationship of personnel with high qualifications to other types of labor, as
observed in 1960. Thus the trend in occupational structure from 1956 to 1960 probably re-
flected not so much a change in the technological conditions of demand as a change in the
relative supplies of types of labour.

30. The importance at the second level is obvious if it is asked: what if the future oc-
cupational structure for various sezt s in Yugoslavia were to be estimated by extrapolating
the 1956-1960 trend, or, what if another country, basing their estimates of occupational

I. MRP Country Repom: Yugoslavia, OECD, 1965. pp. 82-96. Also note that the Yugoslavia classification is a mix of occup-
ational and educational qualification, as noted in Appcndb: 1 below.
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input requirements on international comparisons, used the Yugoslavia 1960 data as a basis
for determining their future target? In both cases, the effects of the unique supply condi-

tions in Yugoslavia in 1960 would introduce biases in the estimates for the future. The
existence of substitution possibilities, and therefore supply effects, is important at this
second level, not only because it can introduce such biases into the estimates for the
future, but also because it suggests that even for a projected given level of sectoral output

(or productivity) there may be not one set of occupational inputs but several alternative

occupational input patterns to be considered.

3 1. It is not surprising that users of the manpower requirements approach have generally
overlooked these supply effects. The rationale of the approach is dominated by the view
that an economic plan or forecast is already given and that this generates a unique set of

demands for various types of labor, which the educational system must be adjusted to

supply; it is an exclusively demand rationale. But the failure to differentiate supply effect
from other factors influencing the occupational structure can, as the example cited above

suggests, introduce serious biases into the estimates of manpower requirements. Man-

power requirements are estimated, in the case of educational planning, in order to deter-
mine the conditions of supply of various types of labor. But if the estimating procedures
themselves are biased by the supply effects of the past, then there is a serious element of

indeterminacy in the procedures - the conditions of supply determine the conditions of

supply.

32. The MRP Reports - aside from that of Yugoslavia - got around the indeterminacy
introduced by supply effects by assuming that occupational coefficients are not responsive

to relative occupational supplies; it was implicitly assumed that a change in the supply of
one occupation relative to another would not induce a change in sectoral occupational inputs.
This assumption is not necessarily incorrect, though the Yugoslav experience noted above
suggests it might be. Empirical evidence was not presented in any of the Reports to support

this assumption.

33. To reiterate, if, in fact, supply effects on demand are important, then the manpower

requirements approach becomes much more complicated. First, methods of deriving

estimates by trend extrapolation, international comparison, or by using leading firms as
predictors, will all be subject to bias - since they are all based to some extent on observed

occupational inputs which are influenced by supply effects. Secondly, the derivation of a
single set of manpower requirements relating to a given economic plan of forecast must

become more complicated. If substitution is possible, then a wide variety of Jccupational
patterns will be consistent with the given economic plan or forecast and the problem will be

to choose a single "optimum" set of occupational requirements from among the range of

alternatives.

34. There are several criteria, both economic and social, which might be applied in order

to select an "optimum" set of occupational requirements from among alternative sets. This



is not the place to explore these criteria and the ramifications of their usel. It must suffice
to mention a single one as an example; the criterion of cost-minimization. For instance,
if there are several sets of occupational requirements which would be consistent with the
given economic plan or forecast then one would choose that set which would require the least
cost in terms of educational expenditure.

35. It should be kept in mind that there are two facets to the problem of supply effects
upon demand with respect to educational planning. The first concerns the relationship
between the economic outputs and the occupational inputs. The second involves the relations
between occupations and the educational requirements for these occupations. Thus the
relationship between the educational system and a given pattern of economic outputs might
vary because of either of these two possible levels of effects. For instance, technology
might be such that there is a fixed coefficient relating output in the manufacturing sector
and the number of engineers employed in that sector - no supply effects at the first level
- but there might be a number of different educational patterns which could produce an
engineer - supply effects at the second level; the relation between output in manufacturing
and the educational system would be variable because of the possibilities of substitution at
the second level even though there are no opportunities for substitution at the first level.
The question of the relation between occupations and education is more fully discussed in
sub-section F.

36. In two of the MRP Reports, problems explicitly recognized by the authors could have
led logically to a careful consideration of substitution possibilities - that is, supply effects.

37. In the Turkish Report, it was found that the projected requirements for 1975 for
Class C workers - predominantly skilled industrial workers and skilled sales and clerical
workers - could not possibly be met because of real limitations upon the rate at which the
segment of the educational system "producing" these workers could be expanded2. It was
decided that this deficit would be met by training the additional Class C workers required
through vocational programmes. This is clearly a case of substituting one educational
programme for another - the second level supply effect discussed above. It is curious
that the assumed ability to vary the educational requirements for an occupation group did
not lead to a more general consideration of substitution possibilities, at both levels, and
thereby to the effects of supply conditions upon demand.

38. Similarly, in the Italian Report, it was found that because of limitations on the obtain-
able rate of growth of the educational system one third of the estimated requirements could
not be met'. The report hints that perhaps substitutions of other inputs will be required
but does not follow up this lead to revise estimates in the light of this possibility.

1. Alternative cri:eria are discussed briefly on p. 38,
2, MRP County Reports: Turkey. OECD. 1985. pp. 42-52,
3. ?ARP Country Reports: Italy, OECD. 1985, pp. 103-104.
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39. These two examples also serve to illustrate a point raised in the previous sub-section.
In both cases the manpower analysis started from output and productivity figures given by
official or semi-official organisations. The manpower analysis led to a set of estimated
requirements which could not be fulfilled because of real constraints upon the growth of the
educational system. The next logical step would be either to re-examine the methods used
to derive the manpower requirements - for instance by trying to take into account substitu-
tion possibilities or force a revision of the output and productivity estimates made by the
official or semi-official organisations. The Italian Report explicitly recognizes this logical
step '. but does not carry it out. The Turkish Report - as has been pointed out - avoids
the full implications of the fact by assuming second level substitution is possible in a single
case.

40. These cases suggest that consideration of skilled manpower constraints needs to be
more fully integrated into the total economic planning process and that methods of estimating
requirements for manpower need to be more complex. If response to relative supplies of
manpower by adjusting input coefficients is not possible, the problem of real manpower
constraints must be taken into account in planning or forecasting output. If adjustments in
manpower inputs in response to supply are possible, manpower estimating techniques should

reflect this possibility.

E. The Degree of Disaggregation

41. A question which has been raised several times with respect to manpower require-
.

ments is: What degree of disaggregation is necessary to obtain reasonably accurate man-
power requirement estimates ? The range of degrees of disaggregation suggested has been

quite wide. The earliest models of Correa and Tinbergen2 related education levels directly
to GNP. Disaggregation from this point has followed two lines: first, disaggregation of
GNP into sectors and sub-sectors; secondly, insertion of the occupational distribution of
the labour force between the output estimates and the educational requirements - and, still
further, more and more refined breakdowns of occupation groups. Attempts to establish
the most reliable degree of aggregation on theoretical grounds quickly run into complex
difficulties. Judgment, based on piece-meal empirical evidence, will probably continue to
be the grounds upon which the level of aggregation is determined for some time to come.

42. The MRP Reports, with the exception of Portugal, disaggregated GNP into at least
eight economic sectors, and in the Greek and Spanish Reports disaggregation of sectors
into sub-sectors is alluded to. Analyses for other countries may have carried disaggrega-
tion to the sub-sector level, though it was not mentioned in the Reports. The degree of
occupation disaggregation varied quite widely, from six categories for Italy to 62 for
Greece.

1. MRP Country Reports: Italy, OECD, 1965, pp. 103-104.
2. "Quantitative Adaptation of Education to Acceterated Utowth", KyId. .1. 15, 1962.
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43. Two general, different reasons for considering high degrees of disaggregation desir-
able can be briefly described here. The first depends upon the characteristics of the educa-

tional system. The educational programme for certain highly specialized skills may be

quite long and also quite specific in content to the particular skills. If such skills are
believed to be closely related to economic activity then a special occupational category
would be required for them (on these grounds it is reasonable to establish separate
categories for engineers as opposed to administrators but not for barbers as nosed to

firemen). It would then be necessary to see whether workers with these skills are concen-
trated in particular economic sectors. If so, projections would have to be disaggregate
enough to trace the particular development or those sectors. If such skills were concen-
trated even more in particular sub-sectors, further disaggregation would be required.

44. The second reason for considering disaggregation would be to improve the reliability
of estimates. Reliability of estimates depends upon the stability of the relationship between
the variable estimated - in this case occupational or educational requirements - and the

independent variables - in this case economic indicators. The case where disaggregation
of the independent variables is desirable is perhaps best illustrated by means of a hypo-
thetical example. Suppose the problem is to estimate the requirement of engineers in the
economy and the independent variable to which engineers are to be related is GNP. Further,
assume that engineer requirements are closely related to output in the Manufacturing sector
but are not closely related to output in another sector such as Commerce and Finance. Now

suppose that movements in the level of output in Commerce and Finance dominate the move-
ments in the aggregate variable, GNP. It is clear that in such a case a better estimate will
be obtained if the variable GNP is not used in an aggregate form but is disaggregated so
that the component stability of the engineering-Manufacturing relationship can emerge and

the disturbing component, Commerce and Finance, can be separated out.

45. On the other hand, stable estimating relationships for a variable are sometimes
discovered by aggregating variables whose movements have conflicting influences on the
estimated variable - thus component instability may be cancelled out in the aggregate.
The desirable degree of disaggregation must be determined in view of these two opposing

possibilities.

46. Attempts to answer the questions concerning degrees of disaggregation are important
in order to judge better the reliability of the estimates obtained and also to make better

use of the human and financial resources for the development of estimates. A great deal of
energy can be spent on obtaining finer degrees of disaggregation and it may well be that
thes.e refinements do not substantially increase the reliability of the estimates.

47. In addition, this question is important because some critics have argued that the

relationship between output and educational inputs is so complex that it can only be reliably
estimated by projecting requirements formulated at the level of individual firms and that,

since data for such estimates cannot be collected, the manpower approach should be abandoned.
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F. Occupational-Edtecational Relationships

48. The manpower requirements approach, as used in the MRP, puts a great deal of

emphasis on the estimation of the numbers required according to occupation. But if these

occupational estimates are to be used for educational planning, a means must be found to

convert the estimates of occupational requirements into educational equivalents. Both

advocates and critics of the manpower approach agree that we know very little about the

relationship between particular occupations and the education they require.

49. Therefore, the weakest link in the analytical chain which constitutes the manpower

requirem -ts method is the conversion of occupational estimates into educational estimates.

In fact, the determination of these relationships meets with problems analogous to each of

those described in the previous three sections; there exist productivity, supply effect and

disaggregation problems related to the conversion of occupation to education requirements.

More important, the amount of information available on past occupational-educational

relationships is very limited.

50. The productivity problem with respect to occupational-educational relationships has

two aspects. First, changing knowledge of technological processes may require a derivative

change in the educational input for a particular occupation, e.g. introduction of data pro-

cessing machines, a change in the type of training for clerical workers (this may be either

more or less complex training). Secondly, changes in educational knowledge and processes

may change the educational input for a particular occupation, e.g. improved science

curricula may allow the acquisition of technical skills with fewer years of education.

51. Supply effects upon the occupational-educational relationship were touched upon in

Section C - they constitute a second level of substitution possibilities. It may be possible

to fill a given occupation group with a wide variety of educational inputs, without seriously

affecting productivity. If this is the case, other criteria, such as relative costs, are

needed to select among the possibilities.

52. The aggregation problem occurs here since the question arises as to whether the

educational requirements for a given occupation are the same regardless of the economic

sector in wMch the occupation is carried out; in other words, is a three-way cross-
classification: education, occupation and economic sector, required?

53. Useful comparative information on educational-occupational relationships is parti-

cularly difficult to obtain because of the differences among countries in the institutional

characteristics of educational systems. As described in Appendix I, because of this
limited information educational-occupational conversions in the MRP Reports were for the

most part based upon judgment. In some cases trends in educational attainmtmt for various'

occupations were extrapolated and some vague international comparisons were alluled to.

Knowledge about the factors affecting the relationship between occupations and educational

requirements is still extremely rudimentary.
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G. Sensitivity analysis

54. There are no simple answers to the problems described in the preceding sections.

There is, however, a very simple technique which can be used tentatively to determine the
relative importance of these problems. This technique can be called sensitivity analysis.

It amounts simply to varying key parameters, variables or assumptions and then calculating

the sensitivity of final estimates to those variations.

55. In Chapter III of this paper empirical examples are presented of the application of

sensitivity analysis to the data from the MRP Rt. ports. These examples provide some in-

sight into the scope of the problems discussed thus far.

56. Sensitivity analysis can be used not only for the purpose of shedding light on these
specific problems but can also be introduced more directly into the planning process. In

planning itself, sensitivity analysis has three distinct uses. First, testing preliminary

estimates by sensitivity analysis would help planners focus their attention for further study

upon those parameters, variables and assumptions to which final estimates prove particu-
larly sensitive. This would allow improvement of estimations by a series of successive

approximations.

57. The second and third uses are closely related to the fuaction which estimates, such
as chose presented in the MRP, are to serve. If these estimates consist of documents
which are to aid decision-makers - for instance, ministers of education and labour - they

should allow for the exercise of the decision-makers judgment, that is, they should present

alternatives for choice. The second use of sensitivity analysis would be in the presentation
of such alternatives: at points where uncertainty remains about key parameters, the para-
meters could be varied over the range of uncertainty and the effect xi the final estimates
reflected. Presented in this form, final estimates would reflect a range of uncertainty and

the decision-maker would be allowed to make judgments about the most reasonable values

within this range or would be able to adjust policy decision in view of the degrees of un-

certainty about estimates.

58. The third use of sensitivity analu^.0; would also generate sets of alternatives for

decision-makers In this use the analysis would be viewed as a crude substitute for the
type of cost-benefit analysis which is commonly suggested as a basis for decision-making

in the public sectorl. Recognition of the difficulties of quantifying the "benefits" or "output"

of education was perhaps the major fac+or in the creation and acceptance of the manpower

requirements apt :oach. Even granting such difficulties, there is some room in this

approach for a type of pseudo-cost-benefit analysis through sensitivity analysis. For
instanue, in all the reports assumptions were made about the ratio of pupils to teachers
and pupils per classroom (or floor space per pupil). These ratios were generally taken to

1. See, for instance, Otto Eckstein, "A Survey of the Theccy of Public Expenditure criteria" in "Public Finances, Needs,

SCUICt3 and Utilization", National Bureau, Princeton University, 1961,
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be a rough index of quality. It would have been quite simple to vary these ratios and calcul-
ate the effect of the variations on total costs. (An empirical example of this type of analysis
is presented in Chapter III). Decision-makers would have their own opinions about the
degree to which lowering the pupil/teacher ratio would improve the quality of the education
and they would be able to balance these assessed benefits against the explicitly defined in-
crease in costs. Other "policy variables" might be treated in a similar fashion.

H. The Questions Raised

59. Before turning to the empirical analysis, it is useful to review the general questions
that have been raised as basic criticisms of the manpower approach.

1. Is the quantitative impact of manpower requirements on the educational system
likely to be very significant?

2. To what degree do uncertainties about productivity change (technological change)
affect estimates of manpower requirements ?

3. Are occupational input coefficients at a given point in time fixed or variable, and
how much difference would it make if they were variable rather than fixed?

4. To what degree must the economic structure and the labour force be disaggregated
in making estimates, i.e., must separate estimates be made for economic sectors,
industries, or firms and how far must the labour force be broken down by occupa-
tions if reliable estimates are to be made?

5. What difference does the general ignorance of occupational-educational relation-
ships make in the determination of the usefulness of educational requirements
estimates derived from projections of manpower needs?

60. As stated at the outset of this clmpter, the empirical analysis which follows cannot
provide definitive answers to all these questions. But they can provide some partial steps
toward answers and give some indication of the present state of knowledge about the man-
power requirements approach to educational planning.
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III

PROBLEMS ARISING FROM METHODS OF FORECASTING
USED FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN REGIONAL PROJECT:

SOME EMPIRICAL ANALYSES

61. This part of the paper describes empirical examples which have been constructed on
the basis of the data in the MRP Reports. These examples were chosen with two purposes
in mind: first, to seek further concrete information relevant to the problems discussed in
Chapter II; secondly, to illustrate an empirical approach which might be helpful to planners
in the future.

62. For each of the problems noted in the previous chapter there is some sort of pertinent
empirical evidence in the group of examples described. The order of presenting the prob-
lems in this part is not the same as in Chapter II, however. The order in this chapter
reflects an increasing complexity of analysis. This allows for greater economy of descrip-
tion and, it is hoped, familiarity with the methods used in the more simple examples will
help the reader when he comes to the more complex ones.

63. In Section A, an example is given of sensitivity analysis applied with a view to cost-
benefit decisions - as suggested in Chapter II. Section B is devoted to a brief introduction
to the general comparative data which have been compiled on the basis of the figures in the
MRP Country Reports. Since these comparative data are used in the examples described
below, it is important that the reader be aware of their nature and limitations. In Section C
empirical work relevant to the question of supply effects discussed in Chapter II is described
and both intercountry comparisons and sensitivity analysis are used. Section D concentrates
on analysis of the determinants of the estimates of the occupational distribution of the labour
force. The method of analysis used is similar to sensitivity analysis but is slightly more
complex. The productivity problem, and the question of derTee of disaggregation, introduced
in Chapter II, are partially examined here. The most complex analysis is presented in
Section E, and concerns the question of the impact of manpower requirements as described
in Chapter II; the problems of occupational-educational relationships are also considered
in the analysis in this section. The empirical work combines sensitivity analysis and the
method used in Section D.
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A. A Simple Example of Sensitivity Analysis: Variation in the Pupil/Teacher Ratio

64. In Chapter II, it was suggested that sensitivity analysis might serve as a crude sub-
stitute for cost-benefit analysis. Using the data from the Greek Report, a simple empirical

example was drawn up to illustrate this possibility.

65. The objective of this example was to point out a way in which information might be

presented to educational or financial decision-makers and w11h would clearly define the

relative costs of one or more of the educational choices. Wlth the costs of the choice
clearly defined, the decision-maker can apply his own estimate of the benefits (since these
benefits are difficult or impossible to quantify) and make a decision weighting relative

costs and benefits. From among several possibilities a simple example was selected that

could be applied to the problem of making decisions about improving the "quality" of education

over the period of the plan. The example consisted simply of changing the pupil/teacher

ratio assumed for 1975 and then tracing through the effect of this change on the estimate of

current costs in 1975.

66. In most of the MRP Reports, the index used to indicate the "quality" of education was

the pupil/teacher ratio. Many experts do not accept the pupil-teacher ratio as a good index I

of the "quality" of education. In fact, one sophisticated quantitative study of the United

States educational system1 provided convincing evidence that there was little correlation
between the pupil/teacher ratio and the "quality" of education. In the Turkish Report there

was some discussion of the relationship between pupil/teacher ratio and the results of
examinations2. Even if the Turldsh evidence that examination results decline with increases

Iin the pupil/teacher ratio is accepted - in spite of the United States evidence to the

contrary - it does not follow that this ratio must be maintained or "improved". This will i

}

depend first on whether the examinations test the skill that concern the objectives of the 1

i

educational plan - for instance, increased economic growth. Then, even if the examinations

do serve this end, it must be asked: how much is society willing to pay - in monetary or

opportunity costs - to prevent such a deterioration or to realize an improvement by lowering

the pupil/teacher ratio still further?

67. In spite of these reservations about the usefulness of the pupil/teacher ...aim as a

"quality" index, an empirical example was constructed to show the cost of "improved

quality", due to planned reductions in pupil/teacher ratios, which were built into the Greek
plan. A measurement of the sensitivity of costs to changes in the assumed' pupil/teacher

ratio was examined on the basis of the data in the Greek Report.

68. This f3 xample was created simply by calculating what current costs would be for the

plan period if the pupil/teacher ratio remained at the 1961 level rather than being lowered

as suggested in the Report.

1. rtoiect Talent, University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pa. 1964.
2. see p. 80..
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69. For instance, in the Greek Report it was suggested that the ratio in 1974 in secondary
education should be about 24 pupils per teacher. In 1961 the pupil/teacher ratio for second-
ary education was recorded at about 2 8 pupils per teacher. A new estimate of teacher
requirements for secondary education was made by taking the Report estimates of 1974
secondary enrolment but applying the 196 1 ratio of 28 rather than the 1974 estimate of
24 pupils per teacher. The resulting requirements were then multiplied by the 1974 average
salary for secondary teachers as estimated in the Report. This gave a new estimate of
total secondary teacher salary costs in 1974 to which were added the 1974 estimates of "other
current expenses" for secondary education as provided in the Report. This new estimate of
total current expenditures was compared to that in the Report, the difference between the
two representing the bun-ease in cost which is due to the reduction or the pupil/teacher ratio.

70. The estimates of costs in 1974, assuming the 196 1 pupil/teacher ratio, those made in
the Report on the basis of a lowered pupil/teacher ratio, and their difference as a percentage
of the Report cost estimates for 1974 are shown in Table A.

7 1. In all, about 15 per cent of estimated total current costs in 1974 are due to the suggest-
ed lowering of pupil/teacher ratios; for higher education alone, this factor accounted for
20 per cent of the cUrr4nt costs estimated for 1974 (it is, perhaps', clearer to say that
estimates of 1974 current costs would be 15 to 20 per cent lower if pupil/teacher ratios
remained at 1961 level.$)1. Clearly, similar calculations could be made to cover the whole
plan period rather than only the final year.

72. These estimates of the costs of lowering pupil/teacher ratios should not be in any
sense taken to imply that lower ratios are not desirable, or not worth the price. This would
be a judgment to be made by the appropriate authority within the context of the alternative
educational choices available and the explicit or implicit goals toward which educational
activity is directed. However, with this type of cost information in hand such an authority
can make a more balanced judgment as to whether the benefits expected to accrue from
lower ratios clearly outweigh the increase in costs. It is not enough to conclude, as most
of the MRP Reports did, that lower ratios mean higher quality and, therefore, should be
built into the plan. With limited resources, all actions that are judged to be good for society
cannot be undertaken. Thus, in deciding priorities, it is very important to have the op-
portunity costs clearly shown.

73. Similar types of sensitivity analysis could be carried out to illustrate the relative
importance of other key choices within the framework of the plan, e.g. changes in the
pupil-classroom ratios could be traced through to costs. This empirical example using
pupil/teacher ratios was presented to illustrate this type of analysis.

1. The assumption has been made that "other current expenses" would not be affected by diffemnces in the pupil/
teacher ratio.
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Table A. GREECE. EStIMATED CURRENT COST TO IMPROVING PUPIL/TEACHER RATIOS IN 1974
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PRIMARY: total 891.000 29.4 38.5 2.525 275 83.3 23,326 1. 94L 2,800 2.216 -20.9

public (818,000) (29.7) (39.9) (2.300) (250) (83.6) (20,5p11 (1.714) i2.590) (1.964) (-23.0)

private (73,000) (26.1) (25.0) (225) (25) (80.4) 121819) (227) (250) (252) (+0.8)

SECONDARY: total' 456,500 24.1 28.0 2.309 611 121.8 16.530 J Z 2.920 2,602 -10.9

public (389,100) - (36.3) (1.740) (410) - 4 - 0? 150) - -

private

of which:

(87,400) - (17.1) (569) ?201) - - (770) - -

general 370,000 26.2 3 1.0 1.709 211 121.2 11.472 1,365 1.920 1,576 -17,9

public (318,000) (30.0) (40.2) (1,380) (170) (130.2) (7.910) (1,030) (1.550) (1,200) (-22.6)

private

technical/
vocationall

(52.000)

86,500

(14.9)

17.8

(14.6)

17.12

(329)

600

(41)
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(94.0)

123.7

(3,562)

3,058

(335)
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(370)

1.000

(376)

1. 026

(+1.6)

+2.6

public (51.100) - (6.6)2 (360) (240) - - (600) -

private (35,400) - (21.7)2 (240) (160) -
4 .. (400) -

HIGHER: total
of which:

45,500 15.4 22.5 495 155 167.8 2, 121 356 650 511 -21.4

science faculties (18,900) (9.9) (13.8) - - - (1.370) - - -

other faculties (26,600 (25.3) (36.4) - - - (751) - - -

TOTAL: all levels 1.393.000 26,7 34.6 5.329 1,041 41,971 4,288 6,370 5.329 -16.3

public (1,232,600) - (38.4) (4,535) (815) - - (5,350) - -

private (160, 400) - (20.0) (794) (226) - - (1.020) - -

1. Excludes ermines! education.
2. Not taking lam aCe01111tpart.tinie equivalents.

3. Foc pit Vale education. no breakdown is given inthe Gteek Report between Mules sod othet advent
cope:Mime. Is has been brohen down in the ume proportion as prevails in public agoutis:.

4. This figure has not been calculated because of the abater:Wit low pupil/totter ratio shown
foe public vocaticoal educatice. This is due to the Saes that die murder of part irne teachea hes rot been given as falltime equivalents.

S. Totals of omens omit ate the aum of genocal and vocational.

11.
Odes upenhture is assumed to be the same as that protected for 1014.
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B. An introduction to the comparative data,

74. A set of basic tables containing base year output and occupational data as well as
projections for '.he target year were constructed from Report data on a similar classificatory
framework for as many of the countries as possible. Even though the countries started from
a similar methodological framework, the comparability of the data was still quite limited,
and quite freqtently even the comparisons provided in the tables could be obtained only with
some forcing of the data. These data form the basis of several of the empirical examples,
described below, which were carried out to investigate the problems outlined in Chapter II.
An attempt has been made in the notes accompanying the various tables to indicate the
limitations of comparability. In the description of the examples based upon the tables, and
in the conclusions drawn from these examples, warnings aboutthe underlying weakness of
the data are repeated. Data in this study should be considered relevant only to the purposes
of the study and should not be used for other purposes. Those wishing to use these types of
data are urged to consult the MRP Reports themselves or the sources cited in the Reports.

75. Since these tables are used as a basis for the empirical examples discussed in sub-
sequent parts of this paper, only a few notes of commentary on the data are provided at
this point.

Tables II, I. DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES
AND DIVISIONS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

76. In these tables an attempt has been made to present a cross-classification of the labour
force by occupation and economic sector comparable for as many of the six countries as
possible.

t
77. The problem, of course, is to achieve comparability in the classification of occupa-
tions and economic sectors. Most of the countries used the International Standard Industrial
Classification for economic sectors. Comparability of the data in this direction seems
relatively good. There were considerable differences in the occupational classifications
used in the Reports, although most of the classifications were derived by aggregating in
different ways occupational categories based upon the International Standard Classification
of Occupations. It is hoped that the notes attached to the tables will serve as adequate
warning concerning the possible non-comparability among countries of the occupational
groups.

78. In Tables H and I, the percentage occupational distribution of the labour force within
the sector has also been calculated. This permits simple comparisons of the distribution
for a sector among countries in both the base year and the target year. It can also be used
to determine whether the differences in distribution among countries for any sector are
expected to narrow or widen over the plan period.

I. These data axe presented in Appendix V.
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79. For both tables the percentage distribution of each occupation among sectors was also

calculated. This type of calculation is helpful in determining whether a particular occupa-

tion is highly concentrated in one dr two sectors or is fairly evenly spread among sectors.

Where the occupation is highly concentrated in a few big sectors, further disaggregation of

those sectors may be desirable in order to improve estimates since changes in these

occupations would be particularly sensitive to changes in these sectors. For example, for

three countries over 50 per cent of scientific and technical workers were in the government

sector. .

Tables J, K. GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY SECTOR OF ORIGIN

80. The sectoral distribution of Gross Domestic Product is reported in local currency in

Table J and in United States dollars in Table K. The conversion factor used to translate

to dollar terms was the official exchange rate. Even though there has been considerable

discussion in economic literature of distortions caused by the use of exchange rates for

this purpose, no simple alternative to this method is currently available. Table J, in

local currency terms, was included to facilitate the use of other conversion factors if so

desir ed.

81. The expected changes in the pattern of sectoral distribution were largely similar.

A significant decline in the percentages of GDP in Agriculture and a rise in Manufacturing

are the dominant expected changes in all cases. A large decline in the Government and

Other Services sector percentage in Italy and a rise in Turkey, and a rise in Turkey in the

relative importance of the Banks and Insurance sector are other notable expected changes.

Table L. EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR DIVISIONS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

82. This table was included because occupational breakdowns for Turkey and Yugoslavia,

cross-classified by economic sector, could not be made to fit into the framework used in

Tables H and I, but total labour force cross-classified by sector could be made compar-

able for all six countries.

Table M. PRODUCTIVITY TRENDS BY MAJOR DIVISIONS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

83. This table is a simple combination of Tables J and K. The index computed for each

sector shows labour productivity in that sector as a percentage of average productivity for

the whole economy. Comparisons of assumptions about productivity change over the period

of the plan may be easily made within this table. The inverse of the productivity changes

- in absolute currency values - recorded here are used as one of the factors in the analysis

reported in Tables P, Q, R and SI.

1 , Tables N and 0 and Tables P. 0, R and S will be explained In the relevant sections of this chapter.
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C. Supply effects on manpower estimates: an example of possibilities for substitution

84. A thorough empirical investigation of the effects of supply of various types of man-
power upon the amount of a factor demanded would require considerable quantities of data
on a comparable basis for many countries and for several economic and educational vari-
ables. This technical evaluation does not provide the proper arena for such a task, both
because the data in the Reports themselves are not sufficient and because an evaluation is
not the place for fundamental research. However, within the limits of the data available in
the reports some empirical examples czn be generated which give an idea of the possible
dimensions of the problem. At the same time, the method used in these examples could be
incorporated into the planning process itself as a stop-gap means of dealing with this prob-
lem; more basic research on this problem may allow a more sophisticated treatment at a
later date.

85. In Chapter II, Section D, it was pointed out that there are two levels at which effects
of supply on the conditions of demand present problems for educational planning. The em-
pirical examples that have been worked out deal with only one of these levels, that concern-
ing the relation between economic outputs and the occupational inputs. The second level of
supply effects, that concerning the relation between occupations and the education associated
with these occupations was not examined in these terms. For convenience, the problem of
supply effects upon the demand for workers in various occupations will also be called the
substitution problem - since supply conditions may be presumed to affect the number of
workers demanded when technology is such that other inputs, such as capital, may be
rdatively easily substituted for various types of labour, or one type of labour for another,
in response to differences in relative supplies of the various factors.

86. The first attempt to determine the importance of substitution possibilities was made
by calculating what may be called occupational coefficients. These coefficients were com-
puted for each occupation in each economic sector for the "base year" (the year used as
the starting point for projections, near 1960). The coefficients are the number of workers
in a particular occupational group in a sector per unit of sector output. These coefficients
are derived from the basic tables simply by dividing each element of the table showing the
distribution of employment by occupation and economic sector (Table H) by the appropriate
sector output data in dollar terms from the table on*DP by sector of origin (Table K)'.

87. The occupational coefficients are presented in Tables N and 02,

1. In symbolic terms: 1.13 - number of workers in occupation i in sector j,Xj - sector I contribution to GDP. l - occupa-

tion coefficient for i in sector j. the 111 = Ljj/Xj.

2. A comparison at a fixed point in time of occupational coefficients rather than of the percentage distribution of occupations
within a sector is more hkely to lead to the discovery of any similarity in the structure of technological occupational requirements.
This may be seen by supposing that requirement for, say. scientific and techrucal professional worken in manufacturing is quite fixed
but that the requitement for unskilled workers in this sector is quite variable. lf percentage distributions in manufacturing arc compared,
the differences in numbers of unskilled workers will duturb the percentages and obscure the underlying similarity of the requirements
for scientific and technical professional workers. Occupational coefficients in one category are not statistically duturbed by the values
in other categories and therefore similarities ate allowed to emerge in comparisons.
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88. If substitution possibilities were very limited then one would expect to find that the
occupational coefficients were roughly similar among countries for a particular sector. If,

for example, the occupational coefficients for Spain, Greece, Portugal and Italy are com-
pared for technical workers in the manufacturing sector one would expect to find coefficients
of approximately the same magnitude. This would mean that the nature of the technology
was such that, regardless of the availability of such workers relative to the supply of capital
or the supply of more or less skilled workers, the input of that type of labour per unit of
output was not variable. This is the fixed occupational coefficient assumption which has
been made in the MRP Reports - the possibility of alterna:ive input patterns at any given
point in time does aot seem to have been considered (as hr as can be judged from the texts
of the Reports).

89. In Tables N and 0. comparisons of occupational coefficients show a wide range of
magnitude for almost any given occupation in any given sector, e. g. the coefficients for
technical and related workers in manufacturing are roughly of the order 3, 5, 7 and 17 for
the four countries for the "base year". This evkience must be interpreted with great care.
The most that can be said is that, according to this evidence, there is no indication that the
occupational input per unit of output is technologically fixed. All this comparison suggests
is that the possibility that occupational input patterns may be varied at a given point in time
should be considered.

90. The reasons why no stronger presumptions can be made on the basis of these data
should be clearly shown. This can be accomplished by listing the various alternative
factors which might be put forward as causes of the observed variation, among countries,
in these coefficients. The most obvious are those relating to problems with the statiE tics
themselves and, the most serious problem, that of comparability of the occupational classi-
fication1. This possibility is clearly relevant to these data since, as stated above, the
classifications used in the Reports were not all exactly the same and, in some cases, the
data had to be forced into the framework used for the comparison.

91. A second type of classificatory heterogeneity could arise from differences in the clas-
sifications of economic sectors. Since all Reporits used roughly the same international
classification, the forcing of the data in this direction was less severe2. However, the
question of the heterogeneity of economic sectors can be maintained even if the classifi-
cations are exactly the same since the sector - at a fairly aggregate level such as this -

1. This difficulty could arise even if every country was using exactly the same nominal classification, since census workers
of different nationalities could well interpret the same classification differently, not to mention all rt.:: usual problems related to
census data in general,

2. A rough check was made of the data to see if there was any clear evidence of biases arising from differences in classifi-
cation of either occupations or economic sectors. This was done by checking along a row or column of the matrix of coefficients to
see wehther one country was consistently larger or smaller than the others. If, for example, technical workers in Italy were so defined
that they included some of what were called sales workers in other countries, then one would expect Italian technical worker coeffi-
cients to be consistently larger than those of the other countries for all sectors. No evidence of bias appeared in this category, or in
any other, except for the clerical and sales worker coefficients for Italy. These coefficients were lower for all sectors except transport
and communications in the "base year" w hich may indicate some classification difficulties for this category for Italy. No other
biases appeared when the tables were checked. However, this is only a rough sort of eheck for bias,
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may contain quite significant differences in internal composition, e.g. in Italy the automo-
bile industry is an important part of the manufacturing sector, whereas in Greece it does
not exist. The question then remains whether more or less similarity in occupational co-
efficients would be found if the economic sectors were disaggregated into sub-sectors and
the coefficients compared,

92. Variations in the coefficients could also arise because the output data were converted
into common dollar terms by using exchange rates. This use of exchange rates as a con-
version factor creates familiar problems. The variability introduced by this factor would
be greater in those sectors which are not subject to the influences of international trade.
It is more likely to introduce variability in the Transport and Communication sector than
in Manufacturing or in sectors where differences exist among countries in the degree to
which the price structure is affected by government action, e.g. agriculture',

93. Variations in the coefficients could also be caused by differences in the degree of uti-
lization of capacity, i.e. recession could affect the degree of plant utilization and this could
disguise underlying similarities in coefficients which would appear if all countries were
working at full capacity. However, the magnitude of the differences in coefficients in most
sectors seems to be too great to be due to this phenomenon alone.

94. Finally, variations could arise because the countries were working on different pro-
duction functions. In order to minimize this possibility, the comparisons were made for
approximately the same year in all the countries, thereby removing the effects of pure
technological change which would appear if comparisons were made at different points in
time (this is the normal procedure when trying to "identify" supply effects as differentiated
from the effects of changes in the state of technical knowledge)2. It should be clearly

1. A casual examination of Tables N and 0 did nor locate any evidence that this factor dominated as a cause of vari-
ability. Variation in coefficients did not seem significantly different in non-trade-affected as opposed to trade-affected sectors, or
in agriculture.

2. The existence of "trade secrets" and patent rights - to the extent these are observed mternatioaally - and imperfections
in the means of international communication on technological matters clearly limits the strict reality of this assumption. However,
the fact that this is believed to be a reasonable generalization is indicated by its almost universal adoption in the literature on inter-
national economics, both theoretical and empirical, Nur erous cases of the use of this assumptirn for theoretical purposes are cited
in any general review of international trade theory; see, for instance, R. Caves, Trade and Economic Structure, Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, 1960. This assumption is specifically adapted in several major empirical studies, e.g. K. Arrow, H. Chentry,
B. Minhos and R. So low "Capital - Labour Substitution and Economic Efficiency". Review of Economics and Statistics, VoL
No. 3. August 1963, p. 226 and IL Chenery "Patterns of Industrial Growth", American Economic Review, Vol. L. No 4. September
1960, p. 626.

Naturally, when international or intra-national studies ate made on the basis of a cross-section of very narrowly defiL^c1
industries the lack of common accessibility to technological knowledge may be an important factor which must be allowed for - anc.,
penaps, appropriate information would be available at this level to make the allowance specific. Where the level of study is rela-
tively aggregate (as it is in this work) there is no reason, given the present degree of understanding, to suppose that deviations from
this assumption introduce any consistent bias,

It is important to understand that this assumption applies to technological knowledge in the purest, general sense.
Clearly, the detailed knowledge and skills required to "embody" "known" technology in a productive process may be expensive to
obtain and, thus, while a "best practice technique" may be known, it may not be "embodied" for economic reasons, This dis-
tinction between knowledge of "best -practice techniques" and their "embodiment" in the prqductsve process is more fully discussed
in Productivity and Technical Change, W. E.G. Salter, Cambridge University Press, 1960.
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understood that differences in coefficients might appear even if the countries could be con-

sidered to be on the same production function - variations in this case would simply reflect
the substitution of one type of input for another in response to relative supply availabilities.

The importance of this distinction for planning purposes should be fully understood, If the

differences are due to substitution effects then it is conceivable that at a point in time there

are several different occupational patterns that are compatible with a given level of output;

these various patterns could be obtained by varying the pattern of other inputs substituting

for manpower or being substituted for by manpower. If this is the case, planners would

have to take this into account in their plan formulation. If the variations are due to the fact

that countries are on different production functions - as a result of "traditional" charac-
teristics or other factors not strictly economic - then it will not be possible for a given

country to obtain the alternative pattern of occupations without affecting the level of output.

In this case fixed coefficient assumptions are justified and the observed differences in co-

efficients can be said to be due to factors outside the control or influence of the planning

process - at leastuithin the period of the plan.

95. Variations in the occupational coefficients could have arisen because of any of these

factors - classification differences, the use of exchange rates for the output conversion

factor, differences in the degree of utilization of capacity or differences in the production

function upon which countries are operating - but none of these are supply effects. The

possible causes of variability are listed so that the comparison made in this example is
viewed with care and conclusions drawn from it are taken with the proper reservations.
But, second and more importantly, they are listed in order to point up the many difficulties

which manpower planners face in trying to draw conclusions about the occupational struc-

ture of various sectors by using international comparisons. As noted in the previous chap-

ter, almost every country used some such international comparison to some extent in
determining occupational structure estimates. All these comparisons were, theoretically,

subject to all the complications listed above.

96. The objective in calculating and comparing occupational coefficients was to gain some

insight into the possibility that occupational inputs were affected by the availability of such

workers relative to the availability of ot'Ler types of workers and other factors of production.

Having listed all the other factors which might have caused the observed variations, it is

necessary to note that the variation in the coefficients could have been due to the differences

among countries in the supply of workers in various occupations', The data did not provide

any reason to reject this possibility, and, therefore, one must proceed on this basis that

it is possible to vary occupational coefficients - subject to-all the reservations listed and

1. In the Greek Report, p, 12, it was suggested that the occupational structure wasgreatly affected by the size structure of

the economic sector. An exact knowledge of the size structure of various sectors for various countries was not available, However,

it can be argued that there is a good correlation betweea the size structure of a sector and the absolute size of the sector output. On

the basis of this argument, an attempt was made to test the Greek hypothesis by drawing scatter diagrams plotting the occupational

coefficients against the dollar value of sectoral output. for the various occupations and sectors, No uniform trend in the coefficients

in relation to the size of sector could be observed in these graphs, Thus the variation in the coefficients did not scem to be explained

by differences in absolute size.
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to the possibility that more conclusive evidence on the question may appear eventually. If
the possibility of substitution is accepted the next question is: how much difference could
substitution make in the educational estimates that emerge from the Reports?

97. In order to obtain some idea of how much difference certain types of subb zitution might
make in the proy 'ted education requirements, an empiricalexample was constructed using
the SpLaiish projections as the basis for the exercise. Supply effects upon the occupational
coefficients can be divided into two general categories. First, those which result in the
substitution of other factors of production for labour, or vice-versa. This type of subsitu-
tion could result in variations among countries not only in occupational coefficients but also
in the total labour productivity of a given sector. The second type of substitution is that
between occupations witnin a sectr total labour productivity in the sector remaining
constant, that is, the skill mix .1 sector would vary but the total number of workers
per unit of output in the secto' "aryl.

98. The empirical exampl istructed was limited to the illustrations of the
second, more limited, type .311. This was done because it is tlns type of sub-
stitution which is more directly to the implicit assumptions made for the MRP
Reports. As was noted in the previous chapter, it can be argued that the MRP assumptions
were that a given leve' of productivity was associated with a particular, fixed set of
occupational inputs, i.e . that substitution of the second type was non-existant, or so
limited as to be ummportant;

99. The example amounted, simply, to tracing through the effects on the final educational
estimates of the limited type of substitution. This was done by generating an alternative
occupational distribution sector by sector for Spain in 1975 (holding sector total labour
productivity constant) and then summonir.gup the occupational structure over all sectors.
In order to give the example the maximum degree of realism, the alternative occupational
structure was constructed on the basis of data drawn from the same type of tables for other
countries for the base year. The alternative total occupational structure was then convert-
ed into educational requirements using the same conversion factors which were used in the
Spanish Report to convert the estimated 1975 occupational structure into educational
requirements for 1975. 3 In Table B the requirements resulting from this alternative
occupational structure are compard with the requirements estimated in the Spanish Report.

I. In symbolic terms: the first type of substitution would result in variations of the lj and the 11/Xj. where li/X)::

where i re occupations and i economic sectors. This assumes that the countries are on the same production function in the sense
0444 "total factor productivity" h the same but that there are differences in the labour productivity because different amounts of
other factors are being used with labour. The second tmse of substitution would also result in variations in lij but 11/Xi would be
the la me among countries.

2. Although for the purposes of this study. the example was designed only to test the signn'icance of the second mote !Muted
type of substitution the importance of the fast, wider type substitution should not be forgotten. M noted m the previous chapter, this
type c Nbsthution can be imporant both because it can lead to biases in estimating procedures and because its existence would
Indicate a wider range of choice within which economic and educational policies could be determined.

3. A stepby-step description of the procedure followed in producmg the estimates for the effects of limited substitution
is provided in Appendix U.
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100. It is clear from the comparison of the alternative estimates with those of the Report

itself that evcn the limited et. -utitution illustrated in this hypothetical example can make a

significant differ ence in the final estimates. Assuming that the range of possibilities was
accurately reflected in the data for the base year upon which the estimates were constructed,
the substitution would allow a 20 per cent reduction in the estimated requirements for higher

education and a 10 per cent reduction in the estimated requirements of graduates from
general secondary education, but these reductions would have to be offset by a 7 per cent

increase in the estimated requirements for technical secondary graduates.

101. As mentioned in Chapter II, it should se troted that the choice among alternative
estirna+Qs such as presented in the Table could be made according to several different

criteria.
Lowest total cost would be one such criterion, but other criteria whichhad a higher

social content or a longer time horizon of concern might be applied. For example, the
alternative having greater higher-edacation requirements might be considered desirable
because of the other social benefits which derive from having a larger percentage of the

population with higher education. In this case the plan estimates are helpful in the sense

that they suggest it will be possible to employ this greater percentage of higher education

graduates within the framework of the projected economic plan, and thus, the danger of
"intellectual unemployment" can to this extent be ruled out.

Table B. SPAIN: GRADUATE REQUIREMENTS 1960-1975
Comparison of Spanish graduate requirements based on Spain' s projected

occupational distribution of the labour force, with graduate requirements based
on an alternative occupa4* ,nal distribution of the labour force,

allowing for limited substitution of labour

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

1

ESTIMATES OF
GRADUA TES REQUIRED

ACCORDING TO
SPANISH PROJECTIONS

2
ESTIMATES OF

GRADUATES REQUIRED

USING ALTMNATWE
OCCUPATIONAL

DISTRIBUTION

% DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN 1

AND 2

With Higher Education

With Secondary Education
general
technical

Teacher Training

243.4

1, 153.5
(677. 1)

(356.5)

(119.9)

192. 9

1, 106.8
(606.6)
(380.3)

(119. 9)1

+ 20.7

+ 4.0
(+ 10.4)
(- 6.7)

-

NOTES: Estimates have been made for seco.,..lary and higher education only, as primary education is compulsory, and consequently

no special provision is neccuary on the basis of manpower requirements.

1. Estimates have Mt been computed for primary teacher training, as primary education is compulsoty. and hence requitemenu are

based on demographic rather than manpower considerations.
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102. The purpose of this example has been to show that realistic substitution possibilities
can make important differences in the final educational estimates; the final educational
estimates may change in fact, if the possible supply effects upon the number of workers
demanded in various occupations. The example has also been put forward in an attempt
to show how planners might trace through the implications of different assumptions about
the occupational structure in various sectors. It is clear that given the present state of
knowledge no single occupational structure can be said to be absolutely necessary for the
attainment of specific economic outputs. As illustrated in the previous chapter, planners
in the MRP countries used several different methods in arriving at occupational structure
estimates. This suggests that any planner will be faced with a choice among several
alternative estimates of the required occupational structure, based on the various methods
of estimation. It is important that,before choosing anyone among the alternatives, planners
should attempts to trace through to final education estimates, The example illustrates the
way sensitivity analysis can provide insights which would aid the planner in making the
"best" choice, or allow him to present decision-makers with a meaningful set of alterna-
tives. Clearly this procedure does not deal with the fundamental question of the full im-
portance of supply effects, but this question can be answered only by extensive basic
research, and in the interim this procedure proviies a stop-gap means of allowing for the
possibilities of substitution.

D. Analysis of factors of change: the occupational distribution

103. The estimation of the occupational distribution of the labour force in the target year
of the plan plays the central role in the methodology followed in five of the six MRP Reports,
These occupational estimates are the key links between estimates of economic outputs and
estimates of the educational requirements. A careful examination of the nature of these
estimates must be, therefore, a basic element in any critical evaluation.

104. In undertaking such an examination, it is helpful to review briefly the process of
arriving at these estimates as set out in the basic methodology? According to this method-
ology the number of workers in any occupation group is determined, by definition (that is,
this is a tautology, not a functional relationship)2 by four factors:

a) the number in the occupation as a percentage of the employed labour force in
each economic sector;

b) the productivity of labour (all labour in the sector) in each economic sector (or
more exactly the number of workers per unit of output in the sector, i.e. the
inverse of sectoral labour productivity);

1. H.S. Parties, Op. cit.
2. The tautological nature of this relationship is easily seen when expressed in symbolic terms:

GDP - Gross Domestic Product. SGDP1 - Sector i conaibuted to GDP, Li - total labour in sector i, Li) = number in
occupation I in sbctor i :

(a) (b) (c)
Lij = (4tiL.) (SGDPi

' SGDP1' GDP
or, Lij = Lij. a tautology.
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c) the pernentage distribution of Gross Domestic Product among economic sectors;
d) the level of Gross Domestic Product.

If, for any year, these four factors are multiplied together for each sector and then summed

over all sectors, the resultant will be the number of workers in that particular occupation

in that particular year. It follows that a change in any one of these factors, all the others
held constant, would change the total number of workers in the given occupation group. Over
the period covered by the educational plan it may be expected that all four of these factors
will change. The estimated change in the number of workers in the occupation or the
period of the plan can be attributed to the estimated change in these four factors. Some of
the factors will act to enlarge the number in the occupation, e.g. an increase in GDP: other
factors will have the effect of reducing in the number in the occupation, e.g., a decrease in
the occupation as a percentage of the labour force in some sectors. The actual estimated
change in the numbers in the occupation over the period of the plan will be the resultant of
the joint effect of these factors, some offsetting the others.

105. An examination of the nature of the occupation estimates simply amounts to asking:
what was the relative importance of the four factors which determine the estimates?
Two of the four factors can be related to two of the questions raised in the previous chapter.
Factor b), the inverse of labour productivity, is obviously to be connected with the question
of the affect of uncertainty of productivity estimates upon educational estimates. An indica-

tion of the relative importance of this factor in estimated change in the numbers in each
occupation will indicate the seriousness of the problems raised by the likely inaccuracy of

productivity estimates. Factor c), the sectoral distribution of GDP, is related to the

question about the desirable degree of disaggregation. An indication of its relative import-
ance in the estimates will shed some light on the degree to which this type of disaggregation
is likely to improve estimates. Thus, in attempting to answer the question about the relative
importance of the four factors which entered into the estimation of the occupational distri-
bution of the labour force tentative steps are made toward answers to some of the basic

questions which have been raised about the manpower requirements approach.

106. The data available for the examination of these questions are those already presented

in the basic comparable tables and used in the previous empirical example. For three
countries, Greece, Italy, and Spain, there are data giving occupational distribution by

economic sector-data which have been made comparable both in terms of occupational

classification and of the classification of economic sectors. There are also comparable
data on the Gross Domestic Product by economic sector for both the "base year" and the
"target year", Table K. From these tables values of the four factors related to the
occupational distribution can be derived for both the "base year" and the "target year".
Taking the difference in the numbers in each occupation in the "base year" as compared to
that in the "target year" and the difference in each of the four factors over the period,
changes in the factors and changes in the numbers in each occupation can be analyzed.
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107. This analysis will indicate the relative importance of each of the four factors which
determine the estimates of change in the occupational distribution for each of the three
countries. Such an analysis showing which factors weighed most heavily in determining the
estimates of occupational change can be useful in two ways. First, the results can be
compared with those of similar analyses of historical data as a means of roughly checking
the reasonableness of the planners assumptions about the importance of the different
elements of change. This type of comparison was carried out on a very liznited basis, as
will be described below. Secondly, such an analysis can be used by planners in the process
of developing their plans, to get a clearer idea of what factors and assumptions are playing
a major role in determining their final estimates of occupational change. An awareness of
the sensitivity of their final estimates to their various assumptions would allow them to go
back and more carefully examine the most important elements in their eeiimating process
or to hedge their final estimates in view of the degree of uncertainty which dominayns
through the various assumed - or estimated - factors.

108. The Italian MRP Report has provided some historical data on the occupational distri-
bution and the levels of GDP by economic sector. The same type of analysis of the relative
importance of the four factors related to occupational change can be made on the basis of
these data. As noted above, the results of this historical analysis can be compared with
the analysis of the projected estimates of occupational change for the three countries. It is
important, however, to be aware of the dangers inherent in such comparisons. Although
possible reservations about the validity of such comparisons are carefully examined at a
later point, it is worth noting the major problems here. The expected growth pattern of
the countries over the period of the plan can be significantly different from the historical
growth pattern observed in the country used for comparison. In addition, the degree and
type of structural disequilibria, particularly in the occupational distribution of the labour
force, may be quite different at the start of the plan period from the particular disequilibria
which existed at the start of the historical period in the country used for comparison. These
reservations will be more . arefully examined when the results of the comparison are
discussed below.

109. The technique used to relate the changes in the absolute numbers in each occupation
to changes in each of the four factors is similar to the sensitivity analysis used in the
previous empirical examples but is not, strictly speaking, the same. For convenience,
this type of analysis may be called analysis of factors of change. The difference between
the two types of analysis is that in sensitivity analysis one factor is varied and the effect
on the final estimates is observed, whereas, in sources change analysis several factors
have varied and portions of the variation in the final estimate, which has been observed,
are attributed to each of the varying factors.

110. The fact that in the case where analysis of factors of change is used several multi-
plicative factors have varied leads to a technical complication1. With several factors

I. A more precise description of the method used in analysts of factors of change and a discuss:on of the technical problem
is provided in Appendix M.
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varying, an interaction of their effects occurs which cannot be strictly attributed to one
factor or the other. More technically, as has been pointed out in the literature, to which
references are provided in Appendix Il, the analytical problem arises because the resultant
change analyzed is a product of the four factors, whereas, in trying to attribute a portion of
the variation to each of the factors an attempt is being made to convert the resultant change
to a sum of four elements. It is, therefore, necessary to make an arbitrary decision about
how to proportion the interaction elements among the four factors.

111. The results of the analysis of factors of change in each of the projections of changes
in the occupational distribution and the analysis of the historical change for Italy are given
in Tables P, Q, R and Si . Looking at each table individually, it may generally be
said that two of the four factors seem to be considerably more important in influencing the
size of change for each occupation, with the exception of technical workers. The factor
which consistently weighs most heavily is the change in the level of GDP (factor d in the
tables). The other large factor, which works in the opposite direction, is changes in the
level of labour productivity in the various sectors (factor b in the tables). Generally,
changes in the occupational distribution within each sector (factor a in the tables) are
not very important - except in the case of technical workers. The sectoral distribution of
GDP (factor c in the tables) is also not very important in most cases. This suggests that
assumptions concerning the GDP and productivity growth rates in each sector have been to
a large extent the determining factors in the formulation of the projected occupational
estimates. A more forceful way of stating this conclusion is that a small error in the
estimate of either the growth rate or the productivity change would entirely wipe out the
effectiveness of extremely careful and accurate estimates of shifts in the occupa 1

distribution within a sector or of the relative growth of the various economic sectors, i.e.
careful disaggregation. On this evidence the productivity problem looms large.

112. The import for the aggregation problem of these results is only partial: the effort
to disaggregate GDP into sectors, to the level carried out in the Reports, did not play a
significant role in determining occupational estimates, but this by no means settles all the
aggregation questions.

113. Several suggestions to future planners follow from these results. This type of
analysis not only underlines the importance of the productivity problem, but also provides
additional information which may help the planner to reduce the uncertainties introduced by
undependable estimates of productivity change. This information is provided in the internal
elements of the Tables. If these elements are examined for particular occupations, those
sectors in which the productivity change assumptions played the largest part can be picked
out and energy can be concentrated on improving these estimates2. The importance of the

1. See Appendix V and fcc a methodological note on these tables, see Appendix in.

2. A quick survey of the tables with this point of view in mind brought out one panicularly disturbing element. Fix many
occupations anumptions about productivity change in the sector "govetnment and other services' were very important. This is
distutbing both because there is no evidence that esnmates in this sector viz= made with special care and because the concept of
productivity itself in this sector, where output measurements are largely input based, is rather vague.
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growth of GDP as an element in determining the occupational distribution gives particular
emphasis to the idea that alternative estimates of the occupational distribution related to
different assumed rates of growth of GDP should be drawn up, at least in the planning
process, even if not presented in the final plan document.

114. The analysis of the results for individual countries can be deepened when comparisons
are made among countries and particularly when comparisons are made between the results
for projections and those for the historical data, ln undertaking such comparisons it is
necessary to make, once again, important reservations about this type of analysis. The
major reservation must be, of course, about the underlying comparability of the statistics,
The problems of differences in the classifications of occupations and sectors and in the
internal composition of the sectors, of the validity of exchange rate conversions mentioned
with respect to the analysis in the previous section all apply to this analysis as well. The
second type of reservation mentioned above concerns the significance of comparisons
between the historical experience of one country and the planned change in another - or
even the planned future change in the same country.

115. Some steps may be taken, however, to try to determine the extent of the seriousness
of this second type of reservation. The comparisons to be made here are between the ten-
year period 1951-1961 for Italy, the 15-year period 1960-1975 for Spain and 1961-1974 for
Greece. This is suggestive of the limitations of the comparison in one direction. The
GDP growth rate for Italy over the period 195 1-1961 was 5.9 per cent1 according to the
MR? Report. The projected GDP growth rate on which the Spanish Report was based was
6 per cent and averaged 6.7 per cent over the plan period for Greece. These, at first,
seem of roughly the same order of magnitude, but differences in long-term growth rates
are much more significant than they look in simple growth rate numbers. For instance,
one author2 has estimated that with the present structure of the United States economy, in
order to raise the growth rate over the twenty year period 1960 to 1980 by 0. 1 percentage
points it would be necessary to increase private net investment one-fourth above what it
would otherwise be.

116. By comparing the percentage sector distribution of GDP at the beginning of the period
analyzed - 1951 for Italy, 1960 for Spain and 196 1 for Greece - the degree of similarity
of the growth pattern can be appraised. In general the relative size of the sectors was quite
similar and the growth pattern was also similar with the exception that at the beginning of
the plan period, Italy had a higher percentage of GDP in manufacturing than had either
Spain or Greece. At the end of the period, i.e. 1961 for Italy, 1974-1975 for Greece anti
Spain, manufacturing accounted for approximately the same percentage for Spain and Italy
but Greece had still a significantly smaller percentage of output in manufacturing. The
target year per capita GDP for Greece and Spain was estimated to be at a level roughly

1. Italy, op. cit., Table 1, p. 28.
2. Edward Denison, The Sources of Economic Growth in the United States, 1962. p. 277.
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equivalent to the 1961 per capita GDP for Italy. These indicators of degrees of similarity
and difference should be clearly kept in mind as the conclusions based on the comparison
of the projections for Greece and Spain with the historical experience of Italy are made and
weighed.

117. The results of the analysis or the eseng= in'the occupational distron of the labour
force in Italy from 1951 to 1961 (as presented in Table S) can be compared with the
analyses of the projections (presented in Tables P, Q, R). The comparison shows that,
in general terms, the conclusions drawn from the analyses of the projections are confirmed
in the historical analysis. GDP growth (factor d) and sector productivity change (factor b)
dominate the historical experience in Italy also with, once again, the exception of the
category or technical workers

118. In more detailed termg however, the comparison with the Italian experience suggests
that the estimated required increase in Whnical Oorkers for Spain and Greece is too small
in relation to the growth of the labour' forceiae whole.. An analysis of the factors deter-
mining the occupational change in this categotyseems to indicate that the influence of the
shift in this occupation as a percentage of secteof labour force (factor a in the tables) is
somewhat underrated in the Spanish and Greek projection - even though for Spain the
importance of this factor in the estimates is high, Since both the Greek and Spanish Reports
had already emphasized the importance of increasing technical workers, this finding seems
to give added support to their concerns.

119. Weaker conclusions to be drawn from the comparisons of the Italian experience with
the projections are that both Spain and Greece have probably over-estimated the required
growth of clerical and sales workers and under-estimated the relative importance of occu-
pational shift (factor a in the tables) in determining the change in scientific, technical
and other professional workers1.

120. The analysis of the data for 1951-196 1 were also compared with those of the Italian
projection data. There were slight differences in the relative importance of the four
factors, but these differences seemed quite reasonable since the projections cover a period
of further growth and expansion in the Italian economy.

12 1. The limitations of the conclusions based on the comparative analysis should once
again be emphasized. The primary purpose of the comparisons made here is to illustrate
the possible usefulness of such analysis of the factors of change as applied to historical
data. A plea must be entered for a larger number of such analyses of the experience of :4
wide number of countries, for then conclusions could be accepted with greater confidence;

I. A further check for a difference in disequalia in the occupational composition of the !about focce La the beginning
of the per!od of analysis 1951 Italy. 1960 and 1961 for Greece and Spain - was made by compuing the percentage occupational
distribution of :he labour force in these years. The distribution was roughly similar except that Greece had a somewhat higher per-
centage of technical workers at the start of the period - this tends to weaken somewhat the conchnion that the growth in this category
is under-estimated for Greece - and both Greece and Spain had higher percentages in c1encai and uses workers - this strengthens
the conclusion that they may have ovel-estimated the required growth in this category.
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a larger number of such analyses would certainly enhance planners' understanding of the
evolution of the occupational distribution of the labour force. By combining the historical
analyses with analysis of their own tentative projections, planners will be better able to
concentrate their attention on those points which give rise to the greatest uncertainties
about the accuracy of the final estimates.

E. Empirical analysis of the inzpnct of manpower requirements

122. At the beginning of Chapter U (Section B), it was pointed out that the basic question
concerning the manpower requirements approach to educational planning was whether the
manpower requirements calculated do in fact have a significant impact on the educational
system. This section contains a description of the empirical analysis carried out in an
attempt to provide some tentative answers to this question.

123. The impact of manpower requirements logically precedes the other questions which
have been examined in this part of the paper. As pointed out in Chapter II, Section B, these
other questions dealing with the reliability of estimates become relevant only if the impact
is found to be significant. The impact problem has been left until this final section, how-
ever, because, being the most difficult to answer, it requires the most complex analysis.
It is hoped that this more difficult analysis will be more readily comprehensible against the
background of analyses which have already been described.

124. It is quite difficult to formulate an empirical example, based only on data in the
Reports, that will provide a significant response to the question of the influence of man-
power requirements on the educational system. There is no simple way to give a quantita-
tive answer to the question: what would the educational system look like in the future if
these specific manpower requirement estimates were ignored? The forces which would
shape the educational system in the absence of the manpower requirements type of planning
are too obscure, the future course of the educational system without such plans is too
uncertain to be meaningfully predicted.

125. In the MRP Reports themselves two partial approaches to the impact question have
been made. In the Greek Report two tables are presented comparing the estimated 1962-
1974 graduate requirements for higher education and for middle technical and vocational
education derived on the basis of the manpower requirements approach, with the number
of graduates which would be produced over the period if first enrolments had been maintain-
ed at only the 1961-1962 levell. In the Italian Report the rate of growth of the educational
system from 1951 to 1961 was extrapolated and compared to two alternative estimates of
educational requirements: t1,3=_, first based upon what are called "the objectives of our
study" - which seem to be based on desired educational reform - and the second the man-
power requirements2.

1. Greece, op. cit., Tables 3 and 4, pp. 36-37.
2. Several tables in the Report must be combinid in order to make a direct comparison of these three estimates in terms

of educational requirements. The tables ate 29. 36, 40 and 41.
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126. According to the comparisons carried out as described for each country, the impact

of manpower requirements is quite significant. Neither of these comparisons is completely

satisfactory however. The Greek comparison, holding enrolments constant, does not seem

sufficiently realistic as it is to be expected that enrolments would at least keep pace with

population growth. The Italian extrapolation of the 1951-1961 rates of change seems too

remote from the underlying factors which might cause such a change to be useful as a

standard of comparison. For instance, Yugoslavia managed a rapid increase in the relative

size of higher education in the 1950-1960 period; if this trend were extrapolated and applied

to the next period it would generate a supposed standard with an unreasonably high percent-

age in higher education. Extrapolations are distorted by the peculiarities of the recent past

and, therefore, provide a rather unreliable standard for judgement.

127. In seeking a more definite answer to the question of the impact of manpower require-

ments, a somewhat different 1.o e of approach from that taken in the Italian and Greek

Reports was adopted for the present study.

128. Educational requirements, as derived from those of manpower, are composed of three

major elements: i) the education required to keep pace with the growth of the labour force

as a whole; ii) the education required to allow for the necessary adjustment in the occupa-

tional distribution of that labour force and, hi) the education required because of changes in

the kind of education associated with each occupation (the occupational-educational relation-

ships discussed in Chapter II, Section F). 'in order to develop an empirical example relevant

to the impact question, it was considered that the last two elements formed the basis of the

manpower requirements approach, and that, therefore, the impact shouk be judged only by

the measured effect to these two elements. As the labour force grows the "output" of the

educational system must be increased if the average level of education attained by the labour

force is not to decrease. That is, if the larger labour force is to have the same percentage

distribution among education levels, there must be some growth in the output of the educa-

tional system. It is argued, for the purposes of this empirical example, that this element

of growth, just sufficient to maintain the educational level of the labour force, should not be

due to the impact of manpower requirements.

129. If this view is accepted, in order to measure the impact of manpower requirements, it

is necessary to subtract from the final estimates of educational requirements, as derived in

the Reports, that increase in educational output which would be just sufficient to keep the av-

erage educational attainments of the labour force at the level they were at the beginning of

the period. The remaining estimated required growth in the system would be due only to

the shift in the occupational distribution of the labour force and to changes in the estimated

education associated with each occupation. This remainder would be the measure of the

impact of manpower requirements.1

1. One weakness of ihis approach should be noted here. If the "social demand" for education, ic. demand not associated

with education required for productive objectives, is positively related to the growth in income, the method described will auribute

the increase in education in the lab= force due to this "non-productive, social demisnd" to the finpact of manposer requirements.

Fortunately, this shortcoming can be somewhat reduced by thesecond stage of analysis descilbed. This point is more fully discussed

later in the text.
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130, It is important, however, to carry the analysis a stage further in order to show how

much of the difference due to the impact of manpower requirements can be attributed only

to the estimated shift in the occupational distribution and how much to estimates of the shift

in the kind of education associated with each occupation, to get a clearer view of the nature

of the impact,

131. Some very specific types of data are needed if the analyses outlined above are to be

carried out. In particular, it is necessary to have good data on the education associated

with each occupation group (this set of relations might be called the occupational educational

matrix)1. The necessity for those types of data limited the applicability of the exercise to

two examples: the projections for Spain and the historical data (1951-1961) for Italy2,

Comparisons between the results of the analyses of these different data are possible, but

their validity is limited by many of the factors bearing on comparisons which have been

discussed in previous sections,

132. The empirical example based on the Spanish data for 1960 to 1975 has been taken

first, since the data are more complete and the analysis could be fully carried out, The

first stage was to calculate the total imnact of manpower requirements in line with the

approach described above. To do this, the estimate of the labour force in 1975 was taken

from the Report. The percentage occupational distribution of the 1960 labour force was

taken and applied to the 1975 estimate of the total labour force. This gave an estimate of

what the numoers in each occupation would be if the labour force grew but its distribution

among occupational groups remained the same as in 1960. For facility of reference, this

calculated distribution will be referred to as 0*.

133. Now the numbers in each occupation, as represented by 0*, were broken down into

categories showing the level of education attained. This was done by applying the same

percentages as had been cbserved for this occupation in 1960. This gives an estimate of

what the educational stock of the labour force would have to be in 1975 if the labour force

grew as estimated but the occupational distribution and the education associated with each

occupation did not change. For convenience, this stock will be referred to as estimate E*,

134, This estimate of the required stock, E*, could then be converted into an estimate of

the total flow of graduates required between 1960 and 1975 - if this stock is to be attained

by 1975 - in the same manner as was done in the Report3, This graduate flow will be

referred to as G*.

135. The estimate derived in this manner, G*, is an estimate of the required flow of

graduates if the labour force grows but there is no change in occupational distribution or

To ensure that trades have a clear picture of the type of data referred to hem a copy of the occupation-education

table of relationships (matrix) for Spain for 1960 is reproduced as Table C.

2. The specifics of the methods of calculation for this example ate giv,. in Appendix IV.

3. This requires subtraction of the estimated survivors from the 1960 laboar force, by educational level, and an allowance

for the rates of participation in the labour force of various typesof graduates. For specific details see Appendbc IV.
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Table C. DISTRIBUTION OF THE ACTIVE CIVILIAN POPULATION
BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES AND EDUCATIONAL LEVELS

SPAIN, 1960

TOTAL
(in thousands)

PERCENTAGE DISTREUTION

HIGHER

LEVEL

SECONDARY LEVEL PRLMARY

LEVEL
ILLITERATE

GENERAL TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL

1. Scientific and technical
professional workers 121. 4 78.4 2. 4 11.3 4. 9 3. 0

Architects, engineers,
surveyors, physicists,
chemists 75. 9 68.7 3 .6 16 . 6 . 3 4.6

2. Other professional
workers1 134. 0 22.8 5 .0 3 . 1 9. 0 60. 0

3. Technical workers 79. 7 13 .4 10.3 12.5 16. 8 47.0

4. Administrative, executive
and managerial workers . 120. 9 13.8 18.3 2 . 0 4 . 7 61, 2

5. Clerical and sales
workers 1, 387. 6 1.5 7 .2 1.3 2 .7 86 . 8 .6

6. Farmers, cattle-breeders
and fishermen 4, 630.5 0. 1 0.2 84.3 15.4

7. Workers - skilled, semi-
skilled, unskilled 4, 865.3 0.5 0.2 0 .2 92 7 6. 4

8. Total active civilian
population2 11, 484.4 1.7 1.7 0.5 1 . 6 85.5 9. 0

1, Excluding the 145,000 teachers.
2. Including the 145,000 teachers.
SOURCE: Sample of 1% of the 1960 census, supplied by the National Institute of Statistics.



in the education amIciated a ith each occupat*On. This estireate otay be subtracted frcm
the esErnate of eradiate flaw requirements for IMO to Isms provided ui ,tte -seat. Call
this ere-mate Gr. TAIS difference ZGr - G) is taken to measure the impact of manpower
recuiremerft. This is because the Report est:mates, Gr, include not only labc.ir force.
vim*, but a/so the etdmated change in the occupational distrilanion and in the education
associated with each eccupaon. Tab/e D. cohmn 3 represents the absolute ske of the
MINI1.11. zer. a-Ea-

V610. ,10. 'X 22101e.10.46 11411V

requirements as a percentage of the Report estimates of required graduate flows
(Gr - . Clearly, according to this approach, the impact of manpower requirements

is very importast for the Spanish plan, since for higher education . it accur.mts for well over
59 per cent of the total requirements for graduates and for secondary education for over
two-thirds of the total requirements.

136. This first stage of the analysis is another example of the application of sensitivity
analysis. Key assumptions were changed (those regarding occupational distribution and the
education associated with each occupation) and tile sensitivity of the fmal estiriates of
graduate requirements to the differences.bithese assumptions was then traced through.

Table D. SPAIN: IMPACT OF MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
ON REQUIRED. NUMBER OF GRADUATES, 1960-1975

In thousands

LEVEL OF EDUCATION OF
REQUIRED GRADUATES

1

Gr = REPORT
ESTIMATES
CRADUATE

REQUIREMENTS

2

Gs = GRADUATES

REQUIRED TO
KEEP PACE WITH

'ARCM FORCE

3

Gr-G-= TOTAL
IMPACT CF
MANPOWER

REQUIREMENITS

4

IMPACT
REQUIREMENTS
AS At OF TOTAL
REQUIREMENTS

With higher education

With secondary education
General ..
Technical
Teacher training

243. 4

1, 153.5
(677. 1)

(356.5)
(119.9)

103.6

312.5
(51.4)

(115.5)
(145.6)

139.8

841. 0
(625.7)
(241. 0)
(-25.7)

57. 4 %

72.9 %
(92.4)%
(67.6)%

(-21. 4)%

Gr = The projected requirement of graduates by Spain from 1960-1975. This involves Labour Force growth to the projected 1975
level: occupational distribution of the Labour Force at the projected 1975 level: and education associated with each occu-
pation at the projected 1975 level.

= Graduate Requiremcnts assuming only changes in the Labour Force, This involves tabour Force growth to the projected 1975
level; occupational distribution of the Labour Force in the same proportion as existed in the 1960 Labour Force, and educa-
tion associated with each occupation in the same proponion as existed at the 1960 Labour Force.

Gr-G* = Total Impact of manpower assumptions on graduate requirements. This gives the number of graduates required because of
dianges in the occupational structure of the Labour Force, and the requiremenu due to changes in the education associated
with each occupation, and the interaction of these two factors.

Gr-G
= Per cent of total requirements due to manpower requirements.

NOTE: Estimates have been made for secondary and higher education only, as primary education is compulsory, and consequently no
special provision is necessary on the basis of manpower requirements.
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137. The sttoce stage oflte =24sis isnoZwed ae attcmpt te dottereakae tow gem% t3e
trefereact doe to t'ae itepect of tua,vostrer regairesetzts ckeid be a,tuillatted to eat o r title tso
eleccmts which swat op that impact,. 1.e.. the e-sthented, shift ie the ofor.qsaticr=1 distrZa-
tion and the esdteated chantv in the e16-1:aUer. assoc:ted with each occupation. To do this
two meat sets of ireates of gredtntte flow reqatrements were made. each reflect;r4; a
different set of assumptions.. Oce set estir=tes vras made on the assumption that the
lat.aar re' grew the estimated 1.S1.5 imm1 ""411.-1 *-- 41"--

percentage distribution estimated in the Report for 1975. but the education associated With
each occuaation ran held at Zhc level observed in 1960. This set of estimates was derived
in a manner similar to that described for the first stage of the analysis, with the excepticn
of the difference in the assumed percentage distribution of occupations. 'The full description
of the derivation need not be repeated here. These estimates can be called, for convenience.
CF. Now taking the difference between these estimates G+ Including the allowance for oc-
rupational shift, and those derived for the first stage. G*, which are based on the assumption
of no occupational shift, a measure is obtained of the portion of the impact which can be at-
tributed to the estimated occupational shift (G+ - G*). These values for each education level
are reported in column 3, Table E.

138. The second set of estimates was derived by assuming that the labour force grew to
the estimated 1975 level, the percentage occupational distribution remained as it was in
1960, but the education associated with each occupation shifted to the 1975 levels estimated
in the Report. This set cf estimates was also derived in a manner similar to that described
for the first stage of the analysis, with the exception of the difference in the assumed
education associated with each occupation. Once again, a detailed description of this
derivation is not necessary. These estimates can be called, for convenience, G -. Taking
the difference between these estimates , G", including the allowance for the shift in the
education associated with each occupation, and those derived for the first stage G*, which
are based on the assumption of no shift in education associated with each occupation, a
measure is obtained of the portion of the impact which can be attributed only to the estimat-
ed change in the education associated with each occupation (G- - G*). These values for each
education level are reported in column 4, Table E.

139. Now it is important to note that a portion of the impact has been attributed to each
factor but the two portions do not add up to the total values of the impact for each level,
The difference between the total impact and the sum of the portions which can be attributed
to each factor singly is due to the interaction between the two factors1 The interaction
element is reported in column 5, Table E. For some levels of education the interaction
element is relatively unimportant, for others it is larger than the portion attributed to
either of the factors singly.

1. This problem should be familiar to the reader. It was mentioned in Section D of this chapter and is more fully ex-
plained in Appendix III. It is now clear that the analysis of this second stage is a focm of what has been called analysis of sourcm of
change.
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Tab* E. SPAM RELATIVE IMPORTANCE Or OCCUPATIONAL
AM) EDUCATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS DC DETLRMLICLNG TOTAL IMPACT

In thcasands
I.

LEW- OF EDUCATION
OF ESIOCIC) GRADEAT

1

G

.

a-

3
V= TO

OCCUR-
IFIX'CAL

AZaTerE

G. -G

A
DEE TO
EDOCA-
TIMM

AIME

G"'" - G

S

VIEME-

G

TOTAL
1331RACT

With higher
education .... 170.3 177.0 66.7 73.4 - 0.3 139.8

With secondary
education ... 509.6 694.4 197.1 381.9 + 262.0 841.0

general .... .. (158. 9) (433.4) (107.5) (382.0) 4(136.2) (625.7)
technical ..... (205.1) (141.1) (89.6) (25.6) I 4(125.8) (241.0)
teacher training (145.6) (119.9) (-25.7) - (-25.7)

Gs' = (Radium Requirements assuming no change in the cdtwr, sociated with each occupation. This involves Labors
Force growth to the pto;ected 1975 level: occupatiooa, ail:neon of en Labour Force at the projected 1975 level .
and the education associated with each occupation in the same ptoportka as existed in 1960.

G" = Graduate Re-qt.:en:eats assuning no change in the occwatiunal distribution of the LAMM Fate. Thb involves Labour
Force growth to the projected 1975 levet occupational disuibution of the Labour Fccce in the same propottion as
existed in 1960; and the education anociated with each occupation at the Fojected 1975 level.

Gi-G = Portion of total inyact due to occupational assumptions alone, (For definition of Gs, see previous table.)
G"-G = Portion of total impact due to educational assumptions alone.

Interaction = Portion of total impact due to inteaction cf occupational and educatiooal assumptions.
= (Gr-C") - (Gt-G).

NOTE: Estimates have been made for secondary and higher education only, as primary education is compulsory. and ccesequently
no special provision is necessary on the basis of manpower requirements.

140. The results of the second stage of the analysis of the Spanish projections can now be
evaluated, but they must be evaluated level by level. For higher education the assumptions
about occupational shift and about shift in education associated with each occupation were
both fairly important in determining the size of the impact; the assumed shift ta education,
associated with each occupation, was slightly more important. The interaction element
was negligible.

141. For secondary education as a whole, the shift in education associated with each
occupation was relatively more important, but the interaction element was quite significant.
For secondary general education, the shift in assumptions about the education associated
with ma occupation was the most important factor (this is shown by the fact that, although
the interaction element was large, even if it were to be lumped together with the portion
attributed to occupational shift estimates, the sum of these two elements would not approach
the portion due to shift in education associated with each occupation). For technical second-
ary education, the interaction element heavily outweighs the portion attributed to either of
the factors alone. The impact of manpower requirements in the case of technical secondary
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edocation nes geserated largely by Are tact that shifts ia both faclars were assemed . where
as a shift in tidier one of them alma used hare pendsced a :snob smaller impact.

142. This eralnation shows that the assansei shift in ethscatioa assoeated with each once-
pab-on played a very important pazt in determining tire extent of tin impact of manpower
requirements in the Spanish projections. This fact must he viewed in the light of the
discussion in Chapter II, Section F. on the lack of information concerning occupational-
educational relationships. As noted in that section, this element is tbe weakest link in the
whole estimation process, in terms of the present state of knowledge. Thir Amid not be
tAken to imply that the Sionish estimates of the required shift in education associated with
each occupatim are not reasonable. It is simply necessary to point out the importance of
these assumptions; the final estimates are exbremely sensitive to these assumed shifts.
If, in the process of formulating estimates of educational requirements based on manpower
requirements this type of anal)sis were carried out, it would allow planners to concentrate
more effort on those assumplanns, (in ties case assumed shifts in occupational-educational
relationships) which are important in the determination of their fmal estimates. This
deeper awareness of the nature of the impact of their manpower requirements would allow
them to draw their plarming inferences with a firm eye on the relative uncertainties in the
different elements making up the plan. The importance of the assumed change in the occu-
pational-educational relationships in the projections for Spain suggests a further question.
If the shift in occupational-educational requirements is clearly the major element deter-
mining the size of the impact of manpower requirements, as measured here, what impli-
cations does this have for the entire manpower requirements approach? A digression will
be made here to examine this questiou because it provides further insight and gives rise to
suggestions for important research.

143. If it were found, on examining a large number of historical examples, that change in
the labour force could be largely attributed tn a shift in the occupational-educational relation-
ships rather than in the occupational distribution, basic doubts would be raised about the
manpower requirements approach as presently practised. Such a finding could be viewed
in two general ways. First, the shift in the educational stock in the labour force could be
largely unrelated to the production requirements of the economy. That is, most of the edu-
cation could be acquired for the purposes which have often been lumped under the heading
of "social demand". Such demands could be related to the growth of income - this has
sometimes been called the "consumption" demand for education - or they could be related
to non-economic developments. When the change hi the educational stock in the labour
force is analyzed according to the approach used in this section, growth in educational
stock due to "social demand" factors would be included in the measured impact of man-
power requirements in the first stage of the analysis. To this extent this approach could
lead to mistaken inference - more than the minimum educational requirements being
attributed to manpower requirements. However, at the second stage of analysis such
"social demand" growth in the educational stock in the labour force would be clearly at-
tributed to the shift in the occupadonal-educational relationship. Thus, the second stage
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al the analysis pear-biles a rough check for deatinsace uE tkis type of dews& When dontit-
a=e of the occopatirccal-elacational she: anpears Za the second stage of anallsi.; care
rnust be tatter about calling the inepsct mAtastered in the rust stage that doe to xsafrporrer

req4rerments.

144. One general way of viewing suck a dominance then, is to consider the possZility tkat
it iz to nhawir.r.1%.,_ irbe seccied ecneral view is to coraider that there

is a commotion between the growing, changing productive processes and the changing occu-
pational-educational relationships, i.e. that the changing productive processes require such
a shift in the education associated with each occupation. If this were the case, then the
measured impact could still be said to be due to manpwer requirements. IR*
dominance of the shift of occupational-educational relationships would still cast a Aous

doubt on the present methods of deriving education requirements from manpower require-
ments estimates. The present methods focus closely on the occupational distribtaiion, but
evidence of dominance of the shift in occupational-educational relationships would suggest
that even when the occupational distribution is accurately estimated, only a small portion of

the total relationship between economic processes and the corresponding education required
has been pinned down. In this case, centering a large part of the planning effort on estimat-
ing the occupational distribution would not be very wise. A search for other factors relating
economic: processes to education required would have to be the focus of the main plarning

effort.

145. While for a digression, this discussion has been rather long, it has been only a
cursory examination of these issues. Even this brief examination shows there is an imme-
diate need for a further analysis of the historical data of many countries using a method

similar to those outlined in this section%

146. Fortunately, this digression can be followed by a description of an empirical example

which takes a partial first step in the direction just suggested.

147. The data for Italy for 1951-1961 contained in the Italian Report permitted a first
stage analysis similar to that carried out for Spain. The second stage could be only partial-

ly carried out for Italy because of data limitations.

148. The impact of rnanpower requirements on the Italian educational system from 1951-
1961 was measured as described above for Spain, except that educational stocks were used
rather than graduate flows, the information for conversion to flows not being readily avail-
able. This makes no difference in the evaluation of the results, however, since the con-
version to flows simply requires the multiplication by certain constants (as explained in

I. Evidence for the U.S. experience suggest dominance of the shift in occupational-educational relationship, see J. Folger

and C. Nam, "Trends in Education in relation to Occupational Structure Sociology of Education, Vol. 3S, 1964. The examination

of the Italian data below suggests the contrary. Clearly, the U.S. experience could reflect its level of economic and educational

development - perhaps the "social demand" elements are responsible in this case. A wider sample of countries must be analyzed if

the differences in evidence are to be fully understood.
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Appm*.x FirA a set of esti=des was obtained allowing for the bho=- force vow* to

the 1961 level bt keepim the 1951 accncational ....struttion and the 1951 occutpatiosal-

eduntn'onal dis'' Irina:ion a the lab=force. These estites znAy he called E (since

they are edocation stocks rather t radeate flows). These es*.ircates show what the stock

Ii ealcation yacht hare beta in 1561 if the labour force had grown to the 1261 level but

there had beta no change in the percentage distrThution of occupations or the education

associated with each occupation. Taking the difference between these stock estimates. Es,

and the actual educational stock in the labour force in 1961, E:=, a measure of the impact of

the manpower requirements upon the educational "output" is obtained (Er-Es). These

results are reported in column S. Table F. in column 4 Table F the impact is shown as a

nercentage of the actual change in the educational stock front 1951 to 1961 (Er_ssiEr-E51,

where E51 is the educational stock in the labour force in 1951). The impact on this evidence

was very significant.

149. Only a partial comparison with Spain was possible for the second stage of the analysis

of the Italian data for 1951-1961, since no Liformation was available on the relation of edu-

cation to occupation in 1951. With the information to hand it was possible to calculate that

portion of the impact which could be attributed to the shift in the education associated with

each occupation. The portion attributed to shift in the occupational distribution could not

be separated from the interaction element%

Table F. ITALY: IMPACT OF MANPOWER CHANGES ON
NUMBER OF GRADUATES, 1951-1961

In thousands

LEVEL OF EDUCATION OF
GRADUATES

1

Er = STOCK OF
GRADUATES 1961

2

V = STOCK IF GROWTH
ONLY KEPT PACE WITH
LABOUR FORCE GROWTH

3

Er-V TOTAL
IMPACT OF

MANPOWER CHANGES

4

IMPACT AS S
OF TOTAL CHANGE'

Higher education

Secondary education
1st cycle ....
2nd cycle ....

446,0

2,988.0
(1, 920.0)
(1,068.0)

388. 0

1, 920.0
(1, 183.0)

(737.0)

+58.0

+1,068.0
+(737.0)
+(331.0)

50,9

82.3
(83.8)
(79.2)

Er = Number of graduates of secondary and higher education in the Labour Force in 1961.

= Number of graduates of secondary and higher education in the Labour Force in 1961, if no change had taken place in the

occupational distribution of the Labour Force, and if the education associated with each occupation had remained in the

same proportion as existed in 1951. This allows for growth of the Lebo= Force to 1961 level.

Er-E = Change in the stock of graduates of secondary and higher education between 1951 and 1961 due to manpower changes.

1. Total change is the actual difference between the number of gaduates of secondary and higher education in the Labour Force

in 1961 and 1951.
NOTE: Estimates have teen made for secondary and higher education only. as primary education is compulsory, and consequently no

special provision is necessary on the basis of manpower requirements,

1, In view of the previous sentence the ability to calculate only the portion attributable to the shift in education associated

with each occupation alone may seem curious. The reasons for this are presented in Appendix IV.
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150. The resets of thrs pardal seentd stare analysis are reported in Tabte G. -rae teal
impazt (Er-r',) is repotted in color= I and the portion att-ruted to due *Mitt in cdecolif. as
aociated with each occupation (f---E4D) is reported in column 1. These results show that
for Italy 1951-1961, the portion of the impact that =a be attrLThoted to the shift in the etc-.
cation associated with each occupation is ranch less significant b relation to the totil impart
than for the Spanish projectiotzl.

151. Sincelhe interaction element cannot be separated from the portion attrzotable to
occupational shift, the implications drawn from this comparison of partial results must be
very limited. The retult for Spain for technical secondary education provides sufficient
warning that the interaction element can be quite significant indeed. Thus, again, the
temptation to conclude that the major portion of the impact can be attributed to occupational
shift alone must be resisted.

152. The results of the second stage of the analysis of the historical data for Italy are
encouraging from the point of view of the present practice of deriving educational require-
ments from estimated manpower requirements. This is because (as discussed in the
digression in pp. 54-55) a finding that a laro portiori could be attributed to the shift in
education associated with occupation alone would raise serious questions about the man-
power requirements methods currently used. Since in the period 1951-1961 for Italy, as

Table G. ITALY: RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
IN DETERMINING TOTAL IMPACT

LEVEL OF EDUCATION OF CAADUATES

1

E"

DUE TO EDUCATION CHANGES

TOTAL IMPACT

Er -

Higher education - 59.0 + 58.0

Secondary education + 276.0 +1,068.0
1st cycle (+ 234.0) (+ 737.0)
2nd cycle (+ 42.0) (+ 331.0)

E Gives the difference between the stock of graduates in 1961, had no change in the occupational distribution of the Labour
Force taken place, (this assumes 1961 Labour Force, with 1961 education associated with each occupation, but 1951 occu-
pational distribution of the Labour Force) and the minimum number of graduates required to keep pace with labour Force
growth,

1. It Ls not poasible to separate the interaction and occupational shift factors, as was done in the case of Spain (see previous
tables).

NOTE: Estimates have been made for secondary and higher education only, as primary education is compulsory, and consequently
no special provision is necessary on the basis of manpower requirements.

1. The result for higher education of a negative value for the portion due to the shift in education associated with each
occupation may seem strange. One interpretation of this result would be: the pressure of sulstained growth raised the numbers in high
level occupation categories rapidly and thus drew into this group a large portion having lower educational qualifications than those
who were already in these occupations. This, of course, reflects back upon the substitution questions raised in Chapter U (parti-
cularly, p. 23),
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represented the Report data, the shift in edAzation associated with each occupation llsas
not a ol'oesimne. clement. the creol,lems discussed in the dagression may not be important.
Howeier. it zYzu Id be danteron3 to view this evidence as conclusive on these issues. A
much wider sample of historical data for several countries must be analyzed befote these
problems can be explicitly dealt with.
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A REVEW OF THE RESULTS AND FURTHER CONCLUSIONS

153. The empirical analyses carried out in the previous chapter were rather rudimentary
and, therefore, they provide only tentative or partial answers to the questions raised at the

end of Chapter II. Their rudimentary nature was dictated by the limitations of the data

available. However, for the first fime, through the pioneering efforts of those involved in

the MRP, it was possible to attempt to put into quantitative dimensions the arguments which

had heretofore been the subject of purely theoretical squabbles.

A. A Review of Ow Results

154. Having completed the description oC the empirical examples, it is possible to review

the results of the analysis in terms of the questions which were raised earlier.

a) As measured in this 3tudy, the impact of manpower requirements upon the educa-

tional system is likely to he very significant. That is, even after allowance is made for

the growth in the output of the educational system which would be necessary to keep pace

with the growth in the labour force (in order to keep the "average" level of educational

attainment in the force constant), the impact of changes in the occupational distribution of

the labour force and changes in the education associated with each occupation would require

significant shifts in the output of the educational system. This finding was based both on

the analysis of projected changes in the economy, as estimated in the MRP Reports, and on

an analysis of the actual changes in Italy from 1951 to 1961. On this evidence, the direction
of the manpower requirements approach - which focuses on the careful calculation of shifts

in occupational distribution and in education associated with each occupation - seems

reasonable. However, as the other results of the empirical studies indicate, much work

remains to be done to improve the reliability and sophistication of the manpower require-

ments methods.

b) The problems raised by uncertainties about productivity change (technological

change) loom quite large. The problem of estimating productivity change is one which

plagues general economic planning as well as manpower and educational planning (but, it

should be noted, this ha* not inhibited world-wide use of economic plans). In this sense,
the burden of this problem is widely shared. However, the analysis of the sources of

change in the occupational structure showed that productivity estimates played a major
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role in the MRP projections, in determining the overall occupational structure estimates
iand that the estimates of GDP growth *ece equally important). Thus, uncertainty about
productIVity change is largely transformed into uncertainty about the occupational structure.
A more striking way of putting this is that small errors in estimates of productivity change
(or of GDP growth) would be likely to wipe out the effectiveness of extremely eareful and
accnrate estimates of shifts in the occupational distribution within a sector or of the relative
growth of various sectors, i.e., careful disaggregation of GDP. The importance of this
productivity change element in occupational shift was confirmed hoth in the MRP projections
and in the analysis of the historical data for Italy.

c) The results of the empirical investigations suggest that occupational ineut coeffi-
cients at a given point in time are variable, i.e. that substitution possibilities exist, so that
the amount of various types of labour demanded can be adjusted in response to changes in
relative supply. In addition, an empirical example, based on MRP data, was constructed
to illustrate the possible degree to which substitution among occupations - even with total
eectoral labour productivity held constant - could have an effect on the final estimates of
educational requirements; the example indicated that these effects could be substantial.
Thus, on this limited evidence, substitution possibilities both exist and can be important
in their effects on manpower requieements estimates. The existence of a range of sub-
stitution and, therefore, the possibilities of supply effects on the amount of manpower
demanded, can be significant because, unless carefully considered, supply effects can
introduce unsuspected biases in the procedures used to estimate manpower requirements,
Substitution is also important because it indicates the possibility of a range of choice among
alternative patterns of manpower inputs which would be consistent with a given set of eco-
nomic output targets.

d) The question of the desirable degree of aggregation to be used in manpower
requirements estimation remains open. The analycis of the MRP Reports suggested that
disaggregation of GDP to economic sectors did not contribute significantly to the estimates
of occupational distribution. This does not mean that in every case disaggregation will not
be useful. In fact, it can be argued that the results suggest that the pay-off from disaggre-
gation has not yet been realised. However, a should be remembered that there is no
guarantee that the effort to disaggregate data will yield better estimates than could be
obtained with aggregate information.

e) The most serious Problem which emerges from the empirical analyses is that
which results from the lack of knowledge about the education associated with each occupa-
tion. It was shown that for one of the MRP countries, estimated changes in the occupational-
educational relationships were of over-riding importance in the determination of the final
estimates of educational requirements. Because of the lack of knowledge about these
relationships, estimates can, for the most part, be based only upon assumptions about
their nature - this is certainly the weakest link in the manpower requirements estimating
procedures. One way of reducing the sensitivity of final results to these assumptions has
recently been suggested by a group formed to create similar educational plans for Ireland.
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They proposed that rather than converting occupational estimates into educational equivalents
for the entire labour force in the target year, the conversion to educational requirements
should be applied only to the estimated new inflow of workers into the labour force over the
period of the plan%

155. In order to attempt to determine the potential importance of the weakness in the man-
power estimating procedure arising from ignorance of occupational-educational relationships,
historical data were considered. Analysis of the data for Italy for 1951-1961 showed that
the shift in education associated with occupation was not nearly so important in determining
the total shift of the educational stock in the labour force as had been suggested by The
analysis of projections for the MRP countries. On the other hand, a published analysis of
data for the United States fcr 1940-1960 provided results which were quite similar to those
which emerged from the analysis of the MRP country projections. Thus, the historical data
do not, at this stage, yield any definitive insight into the likely importance a this weakness
in the manpower requirements approach.

B. Further Conclusions

156. Having restated the results which bear specifically on the questions raised in Chapter II,
there are further conclusions and suggestions which can be put forward on the basis of this
study.

a) As noted in the text, because of limitations of the data, the evidence of substitutim
possadlities can be viewed only as indicative and not conclusive. It follows that more basic
research, using better data and more sophisticated techniques, is required in order to
establish on a more scientific basis the existence and range of substitution possibilities_
In addition, as suggested above, the existence of substitution at a given pcint in time indicates
that a range of alternatives woad be available among which it would be necessary to choose..
Such choices could follow either a two lines: the range of 1terrialivs could be presented
as such to policy-makers and they could choose according to their own criteria or phoning
critia could be ammciated a wioui. This suggests further studies of the possible criter:ia
which rode* be applied in such sitrations, to the choice arncogst alternative manpower
education regairements cocetpatMe rith the given economic targets). One snob criteria
wradd be 05:caban1 cost nmetimization: t.Ws possaility indicates the importance of farther
storfies of the factors affectin educational costs_

b) ihe problem of producty dome has been shown to affect the ski/1 net of the
Taburr forre hot it is also helpful to consider the reverse possslui-trty i.e., that the alma-
ataStrof Woo= can affect the Bevel of proluctisitv cittained_ Ms suggests that it
is armlet cotadtring where= the proems of estimating matkpcmier rowdremenes shoat not
be faeplasite =ftur ler into the total ecomanic planning .rocess- f there is as ore woad
'mese. some sort of real:tam between tarskill rat o of Lao= and produrtitrity and tr

L Ricagars me W.. CgAmoslime.. "We Iltivowerilitaseanaull IlaCultromedic Ifiramr., ORM VIZ ec
guladiallsoetif ito Xespowar roscaufag kV-limiest:0 Miming,.
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in addition, there is a range of substitution alternatives, then the planning of economic out-
puts should take into account the affects of alternative skill mixes on productiiity and output

and the relative costs, in terms of educational expenditure, of such alternatives.

c) The sophistication in methods just suggested will require more data and more re-
search. Until such research is forth-coming educational strategy should be formulated

with the uncertainties engendered by technological change clearly in mind. For this reason,
objsctives of labour force flexibility might, for example, receive more stress in the planning
of educatioml structure and content. Certainly manpower estimates should be presented in

a way which reflects to some degree these underlying uncertainties. Manpower require-
ments estimates which conceal these uncertainties, by presenting single value estimates of
revirements rather than ranges or alternatives, rru..7 do great disservice toformulators

of educational policy.

d) It is clear that since the ignorance of occupational-educational relationships is the
weakest part of the manpower requirements approach, further studies of these relationships
have a high priority. This necessity is underlined by the fact that the analysis of historical
data in this study provided somewhat contradictory results and this contradiction can cetly

be c/eared up when more suth analyses have been completed). As noted in Chapter III, the
question about the relative role oi the shift in education associated with each occupation in
determining change in the educational stock in the labour force is of basic importance to
the strength of current procedures. A dominance of this type of sldirt could memthat current
procedures produce overestimates of manpower requirements by inadvertently including
what has been called "social demand'. Alterwtively as explained in Chapter DI. dot:ikons*
of this type of shift could mem that current procedares are lihely to miss the more im-
portant economic-edocational relationchips.

e) The usefulness at sensitivity analysis and the analysis ot sources ofchange as tads
in manpower and educational planning was demonstrated irs several places ice this study.

These rrednods allav planners tz realistically erakate their estimates in light of Vie an-

certainties °Icarian elements of the esidenaticog procedure. The =doses Pgsalso toe toed
to work cot various alternatives wiain foot pdscs so that a set of option can be mese:tad to
decisiect-makers. Mangy, carryisg out analysis losing Vale allitthadS SZ the peocessar
&retaining plans "all beg" pdarams to review the development at their estimates. Usually,
in planedeg, estimates are devekped seprestially. There is,, iftereforro alma at IrJarienS
stages to reconvider the structure of the gan not a resultant of the simeltmeous "varialtfau

af the sapenidally developed es.estates. Iss plIzendagoshere the claw is seressarisy' forwards

tbe importance of booking hutch as the mare tithe prannin' g gnome abide bass bees covered

is often weirdo& Am evalu 'Mina of methads, [sr fes *More. leads Ina ret*sfs off :he
ineporeatce ed this bacievard glance. ke sem. tee math** off seszleirks amtssisand

ree now facings tic Os ajliegaturCillaftifitaiwif "MisCimplitdicasicaaliseCausiMagglitgabletaRAC
AC% Mum.
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analysis of sources of change allow planners to understand more fully the nature of the
plans they develop and allow them to develop plans which more frankly represent the under-
lying uncertainties of their analysis.

f) It follows from the results of this evaluation that there is a great need to follow-up
projections of the MRP type in two ways. First, at the same time that attempts are made
to implement plans, it is desirable that further data shoul' be systematically collected and
a means provided io continually 2:corpece; the phn proil:cticas in light of the newly accumul-
ated evidence. Second, it is important that follow-up studies be made which analyze in
detail the actual development of the economy and the e5acational svstem and compare them
with the developments estimated in the plan projections. Only with this type of basic
research can the methods of estimating manpower requiremtnts become mere sophisticated
and effective. This is certainly tbe way to gain even greater benefits from the MR?
experience.

'2S
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A PERSPECTIVE ON EDUCATIONAL PLANNING AND
THE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS APPROACH

157. It is low important to attempt to place the concentrated analysis of technical issues,

reported in the prevkws chapters. in a more geteral perspective.

158. A statement of views on educational planning cannot spring from a study of the MRP

experience alone. It must be based upon a broader, accumulated experience in educational

planning in genera/. Thus the perspective suggested below Ikrives from the wider range

o! OECD experience in this field, embracing the MRP. but extending beyond it as wen.

15%. In the past few years there has been a cmIrtimzing ccnburersy abetzt various 'ap-

peoadw to educational plaracing. In reviewing thearguments over which "approach" to

educational planning is the wrigbtm one, it becomes clexr that when oce views the educational

system as a whole. and, =Ore gerema, the educational complex as an emery/ within the

overa3 social and economic system, all et these "approaches" fit together widen the logic

or the total system. The conflict =me 'approaches" arises cooly because there is a

scarcity of resemrees which can be apyslied t plancting ant to research arta therefore

priorities mast bc established:, St rasstt be decided which ":-.22pronch" vo-H1 be investigated

in depth =el ernlized anti ens. in term leads to argunnerts abrat which is =ost Maly to

imentallate, pruZmotk resano for pottier =Msg. The decision ,s to which line to

take rat be ireicereced by tha pertimdar cbaracteristics of a cometry, such as the type of

data MEW*, ete Berea of teams* dereleptztentc, =3 the =cyst pee*** context ant

institnticum. Thts,, it ES =et srtz-zrisig eat, 1= the pose., teffieurent approcches have neva

favoured in afiereat courcfties.

lox As *venial= in edutustiercallptomaine ani restaxeh accumtafatett, frawever the

priorieEes furtner i=re -stiestiom dame, bet& became some amazes bane been aceetuatite-

tv moilbeued and Demme* La tibc moose; of mvforadom a mare emorprete untfersearding off

tbe critical points of the system bras beenobtains& it can be arepend tak, resintektss oder*

oppanacht inzatete faceurtyi =lb= futraidualls. the *writers* Bac extrenedi Ernstsch a nay

egg freer gain bt% grsts2M aerecrrentt cm eke eurreatpriorities Sfr lireleer Rbtrageg.ame

stores effort- 1 is semis artett-ur way of =Tete that thyorafertioe Yogic Of the nue=

is beginning *a =crew and as tort Ls pmestrame cm Woe cartEguratient off inge41xerensr_



161. These generalizations need to be spelled out more fully1. It has become evident that
at the center of educational planning and research there must be a clear picture of how the
educational system operates - in current parlance, a "model" of the educational system.
This picture should illustrate the quantitative flows into and out of the educational system
- these flows would involve pupils, teachers, facilities and materials, finance. But ideally,
if it is to be useful, such a picture, or model, should include or be complemented by an
indication of the structure of decision-making within the system, which influences these
quantitative flows.

162. Such a picture, or model, is essential for educational planning no matter which
"approach" one starts from. Clearly, if what has been called the "social demand"2 approach
is the starting point, this model of the system is a requisite both for isolating the elements
of "social demand" and for working out the full implications, in terms of the structure of
enrollments, teacher force, etc. of tbe anticipated final demands. It has also been pointed
out3 that if one starts from the "manpower requirements" point, the result of the work is
an estimated set of final education needs for which it is still necessary to work out the
enrollment, teaching force and other structural implications. This will require the uSe of
a system model for education. Another, slightly different, approach has been mlled "social
objectives" and one of thtt difficulties this approach has encountered is tLt it has proved
difficult to supply ctuanti=tive correlatives for some of the "objectives" which have been
suggested. It can be argaed that the existence of a quantitative model of the educational
system will facilitate the search for quantitative expressions of "social objectives'', since
various intft-pretations of such objectives (e.g. "equalization of cpporMaity") can be
trorked out in ternts of such a model_ Thus. further Mir k. to construct and anprove this
pictere of the educari:onal system is a major priority from all points cf view. Countries are
at various stages of dtvelopment in this work and the OECD is atternpting to es..-ear--ge such
woe* throe& its program:tot of Oper"tin= P-Losench and Systems Artalarsis is Educattan.

la. One of the dements ad the Fierce of the eesoztiocal system most be the specificatice
es the direttitc wc gesicates tile upon leaving tEr system Since most gradcates weer
the lance onaziket rod since an inkEvichzal"s world* envizorszte nt. plays such a =ajar part

inflorzeing Us social rde, stare perfection of the reranpower sittation is essential to
aaty approach to ettlizatieral phenzirg. The need for inxestigstion ol the link between the
ethontdecal sysitntt almal *et teogovass fig seetssary whetter one begins with the prensise that
indtividbal choice shoved * Oren =mins= cataleratiote is shaping the edheatticual systene
or with tte premise that, the ellonst.kra3 sole= on= * glared to =ott the exiaprelos of
economic smote. le s pessear Otter Ito 3.7rtit MOM tit* lack of tree proper ethozatSste So the
Maur form az the factor selhich =WS conatrain ecomroin growth or Ice look woo the lac*
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of economic growth as the factor which might limit the ability of the labour market to
effectively absorb the graduates of the growing educations system. In either case, the
educational planner must be concerned about anticipating possible surpluses and shortages
of educated manpower.

164. In fact, those who have made the "approach" to planning from these different views
have converged in seeing the same problems as objects for more careful study. These
problems are essentially those of the relationship between work activity (occupation) and
educational background. For example: how do the techniques of production, and the change
in these, effect the requirements for education; how broad is the range of educational back-
grounds which are appropriate for a given work activity; how do individuals make career
choice or what information should they have to make such choice "better"? The answers to
these questions are important both to those who wish to improve estimates of the educational
requirements for economic growth and for those who wish to insure that individual demands
for education should be formulated on the grounds of expectations of future careers which
stand a reasonable chance of being realized. The importance of these questions has
emerged jointly from the study reported in the previous chapters, the work on Social Ob-
jectives in Educational Planning1 , and the studies of the utilization of highly qualified
Blanpowerz.

165. Against this backvound, it is useful to indicate the current state of affairs with
respect to ete estimation of manpower requirements. Taking first positive achievements,
it can be said that in any case estimates of manpower requirements are a necessary part of
educational pluming and that farther research to improve estimation methods is warranted_
Even as the methods exist at present they can be used to pick out major potential shortages
or =plaints in the labour market. TIms the effort to formulate manpower requirements
is justified in terms of current usefulness. Only through the experience accumulated by
making such projections and through research on the question already outlined can im-

in methods be expected.

116. The impoctance cd maispown- projections mast also be looked at frOOS die =ore
rascal poini of view which emphasizes doe educational compkx as an emelt in the eco-
nomic. and social system.. Consideratiass of this type bare hewn $ uggested in previous
chapecco. but tory bear reemploris here. When used iles doe "Manposer requirements
approtrar,, the pralectiams wore =de by takfirg the keel and composition of economic out-
puts as the ghats (doe katependene variable) and din eotucatioial inputs as the Wog Ss be
dehrenchned (the dependent roriside). It is also impartuat to renerse this vim. The educa-
tional 'awes can iiekoeure te dettemination of the lerel and corrpo&tion cteceac mopes
he tam ways:; rmst, doe avadatrilley ci gaols= types of educated mairposer to he mod as
inputs in production can affect the sure and swam of enocom:c grouitft meads the level of

S.. Rpm limordie INICSrampetos am Olf aliknulltScpuStioNarSimirtr..
ibarmimiSaadlappsysied an =DI mosnag bodirasSormallos rax.



education in the population can influence the tastes of the population and therefore the level
and composition of final demands for economic outputs. In addition to these interrelations
in terms of real resources, there is the two-way relation between the education system and
the economic system in terms of financial resources. The state of the economy both sets
the requirements for educational finance through its effect on the required output of the
educational system and it also determines the amount of financial resources which can be
made available to the educational system. It is clear, therefore, that the information from
manpower projections would flow both ways from economic to educational policy and
vice-versa. There should be ideally a certain simultaneity of, or integration in, the
determination of the two types of policy planning. Manpower projections help both to indi-
cate the feasibility in educational terms of economic plans and the feasibility in economic
terms of educational plans. For this reason, also, the continued improvement of manpower
projection methods is warranted and the necessity of moving toward more sophisticated
integration of economic and educational planning is clear.

167. Having drawn conclusions about positive aspects, the lessons which have been learned
from the awareness of the weaknesses of current manpower projection methods should be
indicated. First, while, as stated above, methods of estimating manpower requirements
are sufficient, at present.r to indicate major potential labour market disequilflirias. it has
been shown that a fairly wide range of uncertainty remains with respect to specific long-
term requirements. This not only implies a need to rerme estimation techniques, but it
also leads to suggestions about the qualitative nature of the educatioral system. If one is
somewhat uncertain about the nature of requirements, flexibility in the system and curri-
cula which promote flexibility in the graduates shou/d perhaps be emphasized.

/6a. A. second specific wealmess of manpower projections led to similar questions about
the qualitative characteristics of the system. An attempt to reduce ignorance about occu-
palional-educationd relationships - the major weak point in current manpower methods -
stiriudated. as part of the OECD prograrn=e on Utitizztion ce Highly Qualified Manpower,
invest/gat/a= at the industry and fir= level of the =laden between edweational background
and wreck activity.. It was found that the industrial employers of graduates either 1.,Aral very
little about the educational background ed their employees or coraphined that the formal
educational system did little to prefare workers fin- industrial tasks. This raised a very
important set of quingions: a) is the forrial educational system a very inefficient =mar
of trained rinumpoure.- or b) are the rezr2s very itzeseadt, users of trafted manpower or,,
c) is there sErztjey a !Val stimiratim of ecireat.no,- cal tasks., the formal syer.t reopseyere
general emekgrared and the f.n. and other informal systems supplybugspeciricskills? an
thus inuplias a more careSil stuts, of the proper Ci=rictift corrEtra and the rote of trailierg
and cz-t5v-istb esverSvzor outestife etc Amaza temtatleul system. In adrarairk, tt =ggt-xts an
iinwestigitiora of tie operations of the labour =Went in allocating ftaimed raneupnwer zs
=wired-



169. The OECD programme, which was initially centered on investigations of the relation
between investments in education and economic growth, has evolved considerably. The
accumulation of experience in planning has led to the realization that the inner dynamics
of the educational sector must be more fully examined. At the same time, it is clear that
the educational sector must be viewed as an entity which operates within a more general
economic and social system. An effective programme of research and action in this area
must be based upon this concept of education as a system within the larger societal context.

170. It is this systems analysis perspective which creates the awareness of the manner
in which the various "approaches" to educational planning fit together. As has been suggest-
ed, these "approaches" are connected through the system of education itself. At the same
time, education as a sector is an element of the total socio-economic system and the various
"approaches" form links to particular aspects of this larger system.

171. From this more sophisticated standpoint, it is evident that educational policy must
be integrated with economic and social policy. But this objective can only be achieved when
the educational policy maker is equipped with the means to work out the full implications of
various educational policy alternatives. It is through programmes such as the Mediterranean
Regional Project that the necessary models and methods, including the estimation of man-
power requirements, are developed and improved in order that the educational planners and
decision makers may be provided with a more complete set of effective tools. The improv-
ed procedures which result will hopefully lead to more enlightened and dynamic educational
policy formation.
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Appendix I

THE METEODS AND DATA USED
DI THE MEDITERRANEAN REGIONAL PROJECT

The basic methods used by each of the MRP Teams in deriving estimates for educational
requirements in the target year and the sources of the data utilized in their calculations are
very briefly outlined in this chapter. For tha purposes of review the elements of the methods
used have been ipouped into five categories:

i) The projection of ecmomic output; The productivity asaumptionc; iii) The em-
ployed projections, iv) The projections of occupation structure; and v) The conversion to
educational requirements. In order to provide easy comparisons among countries, the out-
line refers to one category at a time and reviews for each of the sixcountries the particular
adaptation and sources used for that element of method. Although such a breakdown into
categories does not suit all methods equally well, the basic procedures of each country are
adequately represented in the 'whole.

The =formation on the methods used was drawn directly front the country reports and
from limited conversations with members cf the various teams.

Metkods of Projecting Oulad

Unless otherwise noted, the breakdown according to economic sectors followed the
International Standard Classincation of Industrial Activity.

Italy

Proktctione of Gross National Product at factor costs and in 1961 prices were made for
she p=ici covering 1961 to 1975. The projections were broken dawn into ten ecoccmic
sectorn and were further divided between North and South Italy.

These data were taken directly fro= independent estimates made by SVIDAEZ. A discus-
sini of factors determining the relative growth of the Frimary, secondary and tertiary
sectors is prorided in the text of the rtport.

Treals in C24P at factor costs 1954 prices fram 1951 tc 1961 broken down accoading to
the same sectors and North and South are also provided in fee text as a basis for comparison.
These data were also drawn front those provided by SVIMEZ.



Greece

Projections of Gross Domestic Product at factor costs in 1961 prices for the period
1964-1974 were used. These were broken down according to eight economic sectors. These
data were based upon detailed provisional estimates for 1964-1969 and broad perspectives
for 1970-1974 drawn up by the Planning Division, Ministry of Co-ordination.

Projections of GNP at 1961 prices for 1974-1979 were made. These data were broken
down only according to primary, secondary and tertiary sectors. These projections were
made by the MRP Team assuming a slightly lower overall rate of growth than that projected
for the 1964-1974 period.

Portugal

GNP estimates at factor costs in 1954 prices for 1950 and 1958 broken down into nine
economic sectors given by the National Institute of Statistics (Rapport final préparatoire du
troisieme Plan de Développentent, Etudes genérales, 1958) were presented in order to
illustrate what were apparently anomalies in the data. On the basis of this demonstration
of the unreliabilitY of present data the method of estimating manpower requirements based
on economic projections was rejected as statistically unfeasible.

Spain

Projections of GDP at factor costs in 1960 prices for the period 1961 to 1975 were made.
The projections are presented in the report in the form of a breakdown into nine economic
sectors. The figures were based on the same assumed rate of growth as for the preliminary
work on-the 1964-1967 Development Plan. Base year data were drawn from provisional
figures on the Spanish National Accounts reported by the Ministry of Finance. Projections
were made by the MRP Team, A brief description of their procedures is presentedin an
Annex to this Appendix.

Turkey.

Two types of projections of output are given in the Turkish report. Projections of GNP
for the period 1962 to 1977 are presented. Projections of an index of real output for the
period 1962 to 1977 are broken down into five economic sectors. Projections of an index of
value added and value of production for the manufactezing sector are broken down into
13 sub-sectors. All these data are based on figures provided in the 1963-1967 Development
Plan and its IS-year perspectives_

Trends in GNP at constant factor costs for 1950 to 1962 for eight economic sectors are
presented for purposes of comparison. These data were taken from the OECD Economic
Sumey - Turkey. 1963.

ngoslayia

Projections of Social Product (which differs from GDP because of the "non-productire"
sectors being excluded which under ISM would normally be counted in the Service sector)

$6



in 1962 prices for the period 1960 to 1975 are broken down into eight economic sectors
(which, with the exception of Arts and Crafts, Trade and Catering, and Municipal Activities,
fit the ISCIA Classification). The projections were made by the MRP Team with some co-
ordination with preliminary work on the 1964-1970 Yugoslav Plan. Projections were made
by co.-sidering agriculture, forestry, and manufacturing as "autonomous" and the five
remaining sectors as "depending on" the "autonomous" sectors. These estimates were
checked against global plan estimates of levels for consumer goods and producer durables.
Private sector output was estimated and reported in some tables but it was not used directly
in estimating manpower requirements.

Trends in Social Product from 1952 to 1962 broken down into the same eight economic
sectors were presented for comparison. A regional breakdown of an index of industrial
production for the same period is provided. Both sets of datawere drawn up by the Federal
Economic Planning Bureau.

Productivity AssumPtions

In all cases the index of productivity used was that of output per worker.

ItaI7

Productivity trends in 1961 prices for the period 1961 to 1975 broken down into ten
economic sectors and for North and South Italy were taken from estimates made by SVIMEZ.

Productivity trends in 1954 prices for 1951 and 1961 for the same sectors and areas
taken from the same source were also reported.

Greece

Productivity in 1961 prices was projected for the period 1961-1979 according 'to eight
economic sectors. The source given for these projections is the Planning Division,
Ministry of Co-ordination but undoubtedly, as with output, the projections from 1974 to
1979 were done by the MRP Team.

Productivity for the period 1661-1971 in the manufacturing sector broken down into
11 sub-sector groups was reported. These data were based on early Plan estimates which
assumed a lower growth rate but sub-sector relative growth was assumed to remain the
same.

Portugal

Productivity estimates for the year 1950 by nine economic sectors were drawn from the
same source as the output data and also used to point up the statistical weainesses od 2.1221-
able data.

Productivity trends in IMO prices for the period 1960-1215 ter nine economic sectors
were estimated by the IMP Ficares far the base year Isere dram= from prolisland Armes
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[M] = [M]50

It follows that:

f. Am] = [m]60 - rm;50

-E60 . -E 4. A

L60 . L 4. A L

660 . -6 + p -6

[p,]60=[m]+[Am]
so that time superscripts are eliminated.

3.2. The main equation

Equations corresponding to years 1950 and 1960 are respectively:

t = L 6 m (3)

E + A 14 = (L + AL) (0 + A ii.) ((M) +[AM3) (4)

Subtracting (3) from (4):

A-E = (L + AL) (0 + A.0) ([14) +(AM)) - L o IM3 (5)

Developing and simplifying:

Ag = AL izi pvt3+1,0 (a) + L i5 (Am)
+ ALAb [Au + A L '6 (AM) + Ltra [AM)
+ AL All (Am) (6)

Equation (6) explains the change in the educational level of the labour force through
changes in the other variables. These changes are considered in seven terms, presented
in three separate rows to make them clearer.

I) In the first row there appear the three terms in which only one factor changes.
They represent the pure variation due to each of them.

ii) In the second row there are three terms in which two factors at a time change
simultaneously. They are interaction terms.

iii) In the third row there is one term accounting for the triple interaction between
the three factors at one time.

3.3. The results

Since one is interested in the change to be attributed to each of the three chosen factors,
the results will be the more precise the more important are the terms of pure variations
relative to E.

When interaction terms become of significant magnitudes, conclusions of the analysis
are subject to some assumption made concerning their distribution between the intervening
factors, as such results share the error contained in the hypothesis used. In the Technical
Evaluation, while ;.ammenting on the analysis of sources of change, an equal distribution of
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each term among changing factors involved is proposed. Instead of distributing them equally,

one might also distribute them according to the amount of pure variation shown by each factor

- that is to say, taking the elements of the first row as the weighting figures. This might be
a more satisfying procedure, although there are also good arguments against it, e.g. the
non reversibility of the results with an index-type of analysis and the fact that the arbitrary
nature of this weighting scheme lies in the necessary influence of the relative size of the

pure terms on the relative shares in the interaction terms.

3.4. Differences with the Technical Evaluation

This brief development has brought up some differences with the method proposed in

the main document:

i) It is proposed as a first step to eliminate the effect of the growth of the labour force,

on the grounds that the part of the change in the education of the labour force that consists in
keeping pace with the growth of the population should not be considered as the result of man-

power requirements. The rest of the equation is retained at least in the example considered.1

The arguments for this choice are questionable. L is a complex factor and, depending
on which concept is chosen, it can include not only demographic factors such as the growth
of population, but also other, more socio-economic variables, such as activity rates, em-
ployment rates, etc. These last elements have more things in common with Ôand EM3 than

with the demographic factors with regard to questions like identification of supply and demand

and the approach to planning.

Even if we accept this first step proposed in the Technical Evaluation, there are some
observations on the manipulations made with the equation. The technique proposed in order
to eliminate this factor is to keep L constant at the base year level. However, the equations

used indicate that the constant level of the end year was chosen.2 Both techniques are tra-
ditionally employed in such index-number problems but they yield different results. Neither
of them solves the problem of the interaction between the factor left constant and the other
variables. Strangely enough this problem evoked in the preceding section of the main docu-

ment was not dealt with in this part. To keep its same notation as far as possthle:

Change due to population growth

= (L +AL) e [lc - L 5 [rd]
=AL ö [m] (7)

Change due to manpower requirements:

40, = - kg* = (L + A L) /18 +AO) (Evo +AM) - OEMF

= LA6 rm] + L 6 Cam] +

+ALA-sti Cm] + AL 6EAMII+LATSCAM]+

+ A L [Am] (8)
1. Page 48 of the Technical Evaluation.

2. Ibid., page 48 and Appendix IV.

MEI
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The only term that disappeared from the equation (6) is - as might have been expected
- A L 0 [M.). In the second and third rows of equations (8) we can fine three terms where
L appears in interaction with the change in other fantors. So if the purpose is to eliminate
the effect of variable L, any assumption about the distribution of interactions, as already
proposed, would be more advisable than leaving them all inside.

It is interesting to develop this line of reasoning in order to see what happens to these
terms in the second step proposed in the main document: the separation of the effects due
to the occupational variable and those due to the change in education associated with'each
occupation.

The effects due to occupation are defined:

aE+ = (L + A L)At[M] = + tIL1t rhu (9)
The effects due to the occupational/educational matrix change are:

(L + p 6 [two = L 6 [Am) + AL 6 EA wt) (10)
Interaction is defined as the residual:

Atr AE" = (L + AL) AO CA A43 = LAO A Ath- AL a EA m] (11)
In fact we can see that A E+ includes also the interaction between L and 8, that a

similar term for L and mill is in A.g , and the residual called interaction covers only
the one between 6 and fm) and the triple interaction among L, 6 and EM3, and leaves
alI the others out.

ii) Another difference with the Technical Evaluation process is that here we have re-
frained from calling the joint effect of 6 and [843 the impact of manpower requirements.
Apart from what we said at the beginning of (i) it is apparent that [ M3 reflects also what is
called the social demand for education which is acknowledged in the main document. It can
be said, too, that changes in the relative scarcity of labour force with different levels of
education, as a consequence of social demand, might also influence o through supply effects
affecting the equilibriumconditions. t is then the result of a confrontation of demand and
supply of qualified workers, and at this stage it would be dangerous to jump to conclusions
on the effect of manpower requirements.

The method used in the Technical Evaluation however show a most interesting road to
explore and provide a stimulating presentation of the problems involved.'

3.5. A case of inadequate information

Applying the analysis by means of the method proposed in the Technical Evaluation
(with the modifications of the last sections) requires full information on L, 6, [14] , L +A L, 0 4. A b. and(M)+IAM)inordertoexplainAE.

The attempt to apply the method to the Italian case2 brings up a very interesting
1. See page 159. Second Note on the Variations of the Educational Stock of the active Population. Second stage of theanalysis of change facton.
2. See pages 55-58 and Appendix IV pages 93-94 of the Technical Evaluation.
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situation: the lack of information on Din. What can be done when the link between occupation

and education is unknown for the base year ? The interest in this case derives from the fact

thatalthough the knowledge of [M3 and ([M3+ Et M3) all at the same time is an uncommon

situation, recent improvements in national statistics normally allow one to know EM3 + (AM]

alone. Historical data on total labour force and the occupational structure are more easily

found. So this makes the Italian case a typical case of availability of information. If the

method could be adapted to it, the uncertainties introduced would be largely compensated

for by the wider applicability and comparison possibilities.

The Technical Evaluation shows a way to partially achieve this objective. Although

the idea is interesting and tin method is pertinent, it was not developed as far as it could

have been, so the results arc not too satisfactory. I shall propose here some improvement,

enlarging the possibilities of dissociation, with the same information as point of departure.

I shall obviate the developments that can be found on page 93 and page 94 of the Tech-

nical Evaluation. The result is the dissociation of the following terms (adopting the notation

as was done before).

i) A L "6 [M]

ii) L Ar) [M3 +A L AZ [M3 + LAZ)4[ A MII + AL/10[ Awf] (12)

iii) L ii [ Am] + A L i.) [ A DA)

The first term in each row is evidently the t'pure" change term.

As before, (ii) plus (iii) are called the impact of manpower requirements. Now (iii) is

presented as the impact of educational change per occupation, and (ii) as a residual.

Apart from the observations made in the last section, that separation between (i) on

the one hand and (li) plus (iii) on the other leaves inside these latter all the interaction ele-

ments, with L that should he differently distributed, there are now some new problems:

- Term (Ili) is not exactly the impact of educational change: it also includes total
interaction with li L, and excludes the part that should belong to (AM1 in the interaction

terms grouped in (ii).

- The residual (ii) including at the same time the pure occupational change term
and three interaction terms has no great significance, since there is no way of knowing

which is the part belonging to each of them.

Although the lack of r M3 obviously cannot be surpassed, a better result can be ob-

tained from the data vailable.

The information at our disposal is:

+ A E ; L, L + A L; -45, 6 +A 0; [M] + [AM] (13)

So we can derive by difference:

is 5, AL, Ao4 (14)



Although (WI cannot be obtained separately we also know from (3) that

= L iv)
thus L = (84.1 (15)

With the information mentioned in (13) and (14) the following dissociation can be
proposed:

A L 5 owl rAw) = AL 5 Emf+ AL OrA (16)

LAt(tM) + EAM:1) = LA51114 + LA5[APA3 (17)

ALAZ (1:84:1 +(A = A Lao' iv) + AL Ad [Am] (18)

The first members present all known factors.

As we also know ó CM), thenA L 0 rm) is known and the expression (le
dissociated in

A L 5 iv), and (19)

A L 0 CAW (20)

Furthermore we know the total le E, and by difference between it and the expressions
(16), (17) and (18), we get the missing term from the equation (8).

L CAM]

We finally arrive at the following dissociation of Ag:

I) A L 5 EpAl from (19)

ii) LA5 (M1 + LA5 CAM) from (17)

iii) L Ô (A Ml from (21)

iv) A L ö (AM1 from (20)

v) A LA5 (511 + ALA5 (A M:1 from (18)

There is an advaltage of this formulation as compared with the one presented in the
Technical Evaluation. The pure terms of variation are almost completely dissociated in
(I), (11) and (iiI), except for the change in the occupational structure, including also its
interaction with (A As another though less important imperfection, interaction between
L and 0 in (v) appears added to the triple interaction term. However, with only one addi-
tional assumption about the importance of L (AM] almost the entire analysis can be
carried out. If it is real bled that many countries are in a position to supply this kind of
information, the processing of it in the manner suggested above could bring out some very
valuable information on the relative importance of the changes in the occupational and edu-
cational structure in the past years.
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4. EXAAPLES OF APPLICATION

4 1 Application in Japan

The equation (5) will be used with Japanese data for 1950 and 1960. The Japanese case
was selected because it provided acceptable census informatier for both years. As has
been pointed out, it is not easy to find any time series on (NI].

Factor L: The basic changing variable chosen was employed population of 15 years old
and older and it is to be found in the total figure of tables 1 and 2 and In table 3. The reason
for this choice is the availability of information for the two other factors.

Factor 0: Both the 1950 and 1960 Censuses were based on the ISCO classification
nd largely disaggregated. These groups were condensed into more aggregate groups for

the following reasons:

1) As an example of application, such multiplicity of cccupational classes would be
time-consuming and not necessarily better priori.

1i) At that level of detail, there were many differences in the occupational groups
presented in the Censuses of 1950 and 1960. These differences disappear in the
process of aggregation.

iii) The groups finally selented corresponded approximately to those that were to be
used in the Census Study of the OECD, in order to carry out the numerical work
of both studies jointly and hence in a more efficient manner.

Im the left hand column of tables 1, 2 and 4, each of the final groups are presented,
ind1cat1ng the 1960 groups they include and the corresponding Japanese code .1

The absolute numbers for each occupation are in the last column (totals) in tables
1 and 2, and the percentage form of 6, + A 0; and A ri are presented in table 4.

Factor M: Table 5 reproduces the absolute figures of tables 1 and 2 in the percentage
form of the matrix considered. Table 5 presents superimposed matrices [M], [M] + DIM],
and (A M] in order to facilitate calculations, and says at the head of each column to which
matrix it belongs.

The occupational classification has already been commented on. More trouble was
met when de.aling with the educational one. The educational classification in both Censuses
is totally different. 1950' s classes are defined by years of schOol completed (0, 1-3, 4,
5-6, 7-8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14-15, 16, 17 and +) deducting repeating yaars, and with
no specifications whatever of the type of education followed.

The classes appearing in 1960, .under the heading of the "type of the highest school
completed" were the following:

1. Sevezal problems were met, which ue commented upon in a special note by Mr, I, Van de ViIveze fcc the "Census
Study" conducted in 050),
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-

a) Elementary School
b) Higher-Elementary School (old)
c) Junior High School
d) Youth Training School (old)
e) Middle School (old)
f) Senior High School
g) Higher School (old) and Junior College
h) University and post graduate course
i) Persons attending school
j) Persons having never attended schocl

Several attempts were made, with the information at hand, to transform this last
classificatIon into groupings of levels by years of education. The other way round was
even more difficult, having different types of education and successive educational reforms
(1900, 1919, 1941 and the recent one in the 1950' s) for which to account. Some inconsis-
tencies even in the definitions of 1960 were apparent (for inMance, the non-existence in
the whole labour force of people with incomplete primary education;.

The calculations were explained in full details in the paper already mentioned. No
single assumption was eatisfactory enough, and in order to carry out the exercise, only
the implicit interpretation of the official unit was used. It can certainly be disputed but
it provided a reasonable basis on which to proceed.

The classes were then grouped in the following way:

1950 1960

0-6 0

1-3

4

a + j

5-6
7-9 7-8 b + c

9

10-12 10 e + f
11

12

13-15 13-15 g
16 and + 16 h

17 and +

Results

The results of the exercise are presented in table 6. As a cons2quence of misinter-
pretations of 1960' s Census, the drop in absolute figures for the level 13-15 years of edu-
cation.is most probably inaccurate. Safe conclusions cannot be arrived at until some time-

1. "Education in Japan, 1960". Minituy of Education, Tokyo,
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consuming conversion of 1960' s classification is done. In order to overcome it provisionally.
we have added up alternatively categories 10-12 plus 13-15 or 13-15 plus 16+ to check if
there was any significant change in the interpretation when these different aggregations were
used. Also in oider to avoid cancellation of percentages with different signs, the parti-
cipation of each factor is presented as a percentage of I rather than of A V at the bottom
of the table.

The conclusions are the following:

1) Ignoring classification problems, results show an acceptable precision in the
context of this method. Except for level 13-i5, pure terms of variation cover more than
70% of the total change in each level. If claws 13-15 is aggregated alternatively to both
contiguous levels, we have between 80 and 90% of total change in pure terms. This means
that an alternative hypothesis on the distribution of interaction factors would not significantly
affect the results. In the face of this evidence, and since this was only an example, it was
not considered worth doing the rather long calculation of each interaction term.

11) As might have expected, the influence of L is the same in each level. The rather
high increase of employed population during this decade (more than 2% per year) makes
this factor quite an important one in the explanadion of AV - for some levels even the
dominating one, for other levels the opposite sign is more important. This confirms the
need for a careful consideration of the allocation of interaction with L. as stated in 3.4.

iii) The change in the occupational structure turned out to be a secondary factor in
this case, but with increasong importance for higher levels of education. As depicted hi
table 6, for level 0-6 it exerts a moderate negative influence and for all other levels it has
a positive influence, growing from 1.85% in level 7-9 to 19.71% in level 16 and +. This
means that there is a decrease in occupations that require low 1:eve1 of education (thus
accounting for the diminishment of about one million persons of that level), and vice versa.
It means also that the higher the level of education the more invortant occupation at change
becomes as an explanatory factor.

iv) The effect of the education associated with each occupation is more difficult to as-
certain, because all the defects in the interpretation of the Census are manifest here. How-
ever, it shows up as the most important single factor (in general) about five times the in-
fluence of 0). It also begins with a strong negative influence for level 0-6, and increases
up to + 100% for level 16 and +. The discontinuity for level 13-15 is hardly believable.
If level 10-15 is aggregated, the percentage influence of CM1 grows uniformly. But it shculd
be noticed that ff 16 and + is aggregated the influence of I.M] turns to be negative owing to
the prevalence of the negative figure for level 13-15. It can be tentatively concluded that
somewhere around the higher leve3s of education the influence of [M3 becomes very mild,
if not negative.

These results partly confirm some of the tentative conclusions also of the Technical
Evaluation: [M3 is more important than 0 in the whole labour force, and it is precisely
here that the information is doubtful. liowe,;er results are not exactly the same as cited in
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the Spanish case: o increases its influence with the level of education and perhaps overtakes
M] for some of the higher ones. A more precise comparison with the Spanish case would

require some transformation of its results because they are not calculated on a strictly com-
parative basis with Japan. Besides the level of disaggregation of '6 and t are much more
detailed in Japan, and Spain is a case study of projection, while Japan is a past trend. These
facts suggest that further analysis would not yield better results. As will be seen, the Italian
case shows very different results. This certainly emphasizes the need for a more general
trial on different countries before anything conclusive can be said.

4.2. Application to Italy

On the basis of the equations proposed in section 3.4., the Italian figures shown in the
main document were reconsidered. The basic data are presented in Table 7 and Table 8
and the results in Table 9.

Again, they appear to be of good precision as seen in the percentage of the total vari-
ation originated in pure terms - the fact that interaction between '6 and rari is mixed with
the pure variation of 0, characteristic of this situation of inadequate information, is not
likely to affect too strongly the rather high percentage of pure variation.

The most interesting aspect of these results is the notable difference in respect to
Japanese figures with regard to the comparative influence of 0 and rut]. In the Italian
case, '6 is by far the most important factor, and [M] is secondary.

Their influence according to the level of education is also different from the Japanese
case: the peak of positive influence is in junior secondary, and decreases for higher
levels of education. The behaviour of [M1 is quite similar.

It is remarkable that NI s influence should be negative for higher education. It
means that there is a relative decrease in the proportion of university graduates on the
total labour force in each occupation (on the whole).
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Table 1, JAPAN 1950: LABOUR FORCE

OCCUPATIONS

0

0-1+0-2

0-3

0-4
0-5
0-6

0-7
0-8
0-9
0-Y

1

0-01+0-02,02/22+0-45
0-02,24/36+0-X9.20
0-02,38/52+ "
0-02,60/64+ "

0-02,66/48+74/82+ "
0-02,84/99+0-X-10-03

0-1+0-22
0-21
0-23

0-31
0-32

0-61
0-69

2+3

6

5

4

1

11+13+14

37

21

7+10

19

20

24/26
22/72+27/29

17

16+18

43

41

30/34+36+40

38+42+44/45
46/47+51/53

III

IV

VI
VIV-12+15+
48/50+54

vm
EK+35+39

X

68 346 215 366

49 425
106 904
761 405

6 683 573
131 796
81 049

2 091 424
384 001

7 537

4 348
1 140

920

430
106

196

1 556

1 646

483

4 706
22 023
2 102

18 010

309
11 338
3 381

172

54

1 420

280

203

63
2 039

160 698

1 033 549
1 364 226
7 517 160

225 704

348 591
4 536 580

742 699
12 001

74

31 520

5 710

7 830
3 408

724

1 118

12 730

17 112

1 821

243

15 048
2 541

1 086

1 455
54 782

37 568

19 060

251

18 809
23 385

1 693

17 929

9 796

53

17

1 36

68

2 151

4

a
1 00

29

10 365 460 16 156 574 6 35

I o

fro



Y OCCUPATIONS AND EDUCATION

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

10-12 13-15 16. TOTAL

316

77 861

37 675

5 952

63 554

34 405

243 519

28 233

2 185

20 190

21 742

635

939

357

327

246

090

586

759

726

23 046

15 939

9 649

2 800

1 949

24 478

6 061

2 701

28 913

3 029

2 023

1 271

242 248

504 003

119 827

384 941

128 594

335 671

8 89'
21 296

178 875

45 323

1 521

66 170

21 416

33 662

$ 752
27 827

293 910

22 495

2 529

14 705

12 537

19 764

12 356

11 946

4 888
2 126

15 090

6 544

4 24.0

10 632

18 128

15 534

5 849

288 061

199 379

86 787

122 461

29 622

18 808

1 021

3 616
22 618

6 031

537

23 009

6 500

59 621

446

5 684

68 982

13 847

5 900

9 225

6 165

5 426

3 882

5 109

2 878

1 307

4 407

4 158

628

1 714

53 025

6 596

18 286

50 696

1 522 410

593 372

3 013 794

2 969 204

16 706 539

407 664

541 642

7 835 083

1 477 813

27 322

202 908

84 349

102 259

132 220

127 507

627 573

105 970

12 616

73 387

53 621

55 086

40 927

30 542

11 396

6 696

58 261

18 756

7 866

57 727

75 548

26 711

25 720

601 853

981 1 728 948 490 880 35 094 843



Table 2. JAPAN 1960: LABO

OCCUPATIONS

CODE ISCO
CODE JAPAN

1960

04
a41

74
1st

0 37 600 234 400

8-0+0-X - 9 000

0-01+0-02,02/22+0-X9 6 - 3 600

0-02.24/36+0-X9.20 4 - 1 900

0-02.38/58+ " 3 - 1 700

0-02.60/64+ " 5 - 700

0-02.66/68+74/82+ " 1+2 . -
0-02.84/99+0.X-10-03 4 - 1 100

0-1+0-2 - 6 300

0-1+0-2 29 - -
0-21 22 - -
0-23 7 - 6 300

0-3 - -
0-31 15 - -
0-32 16 - -

0-4 18/20 2 200 83 800

0-5 17+21+23 13 500 56 800

0-6 1 500 11 100

0-61 13 - -
0-69 9/12+14 1 500 11 100

0-7 33 11 900 23 700

0-8 30+31 - -
0-9 24/28 4 600 18 800

0-Y 32+34/5+37 3 900 24 900

1 38/40+43 49 900 254 900
2 ILI 53 800 905 200

3 IV 587 200 2 111 900

4 V 3 838 900 8 020 800
5 VI 63 700 246 000
6 VI1+41+42 58 000 883 500

7/8 VIII 1 543 600 8 124 000

9 1X+36 315 300 1 687 000
X X 2 100 5 300 .

TOTAL (employed labour
force 15 years old 6 550 100 22 473 000
and "

, 1T1 A
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_

R FORCE BY OCCUPATIONS AND EDUCATION

t

LEVEL O =CATION

1

10-12
of

13-15

8

16+
12

TOTAL

I 703 600 571 000 544 900 2 091 500

,

94 100 56 900 89 300 249 300
44 900 20 100 23 500 92 100
18 000 11 600 14 400 45 900
17 200 13 200 24 800 56 900
i3 300 3 900 9 800 17 700

1

5 500 2 600 7 200 15 300
, 5 200 5 500 9 600 21 400

49 200 21 100 20 000 96 600
11 400 7 400 13 500 32 300
2 000 5 400 2 200 9 600

35 800 8 300 4 300 54 700
1 no 45 500 81 000 127 700
- 25 900 70 100 96 000

1 200 19 600 10 900 31 700
119 300 25 300 500 231 100
51 800 40 800 14 500 177 400

214 700 317 400 241 100 785 800
600 7 100 34 100 41 800

,
214 100 310 300 207 000 744 000
37 500 15 000 24 900 113 000

6 200 1 800 12 800 20 800
44 700 17 200 39 300 124 600
84 900 30 000 21 500 165 200

372 100 144 500 175 200 996 600
2 778 000 297 800 471 200 4 506 000
1 609 300 121 900 152 400 4 582 700

, 2 235 100 53 500 17 700 14 166 000
52 800 2 800 1 800 367 100

,461 200 23 100 13 100 1 438 900
2 471

i
900 130 700 100 600 12 370 800

757 500 43 000 33 900 2 836 700
3 400 400 - 11 200

111 444 900 1 388 700 1 510 800 43 367 500

15) 6
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Table 3. JAPAN: EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE
1950 AND 1960

....
1950 1960 1950

E % E +A E T. AB

0 - 6 10,365,460 29.53 6,550,100 15.11 - 3,615,360
7 - 9 16,156,574 46.04 22,473,000 51.12 + 6,316,426

10 - 12 6,352,981 18.10 11,444, 900 26.39 + 5, 091, 919

13 - 15 1,728,948 4.93 1,388, 700 3.20 - 340,248
16 + 490,880 1.40 1, 510, 800 3.48 + 1, 019, 920

TOTAL 35,094,843 100.00 43,307, 500 100.00 + 8,272, 657

(L) (L +A L) (EL)

Table 4. JAPAN: OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE, 1950 AND 1960

(1950) (1960) (DIEFTIMICE)

=MUM
-.
0

... .
0 -1-t 0

-.
k 0

0
0-0+0-X

0-01+0-02.02/22+0+9 .16 .21 + .05
0-02.24/36+0-X9.20 .12 .11 - .01
0-02.38/58+0-X9.20 .09 .13 + .04
0-02. 60/64+0-X9.20 .03 .04 + .01
0-07. 66/68+74/82 .02 .03 + .01
0 -02. 84/99+0-X+0-03 . .17 .05 - .12

0-1+0-2
0-1+0-22 .05 .07 + .02
0-21 .02 .02 -
0-23 .16 .13 - .03

0-3
0-31 .22 .22 -
0-32 .08 .07 - .01

0-4 .38 .53 + 15
0-5 .36 .41 + .05
0-6

0-61 .07 .10 + .03
0-69 1.72 1.71 - .01

0-7 .30 .26 - .04
0-8 .03 .05 + .02
0-9 .21 .29 + .08
O-Y .15 .38 + .23

1 1.69 2.30 + .61
2 8.59 10.39 + 1.80
3 8.46 10.57 + 2.11
4 47.60 32.66 - 14.94
5 1.16 .85 - ,31
6 1.54 3.32 + 1.78

7/8 22.33 28.53 + 6.20
9 4.21 6.54 + 2.33
X .08 .03 - .05

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 -



Table 5. JAPAN: EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE

LEVEL

OCCUPATION 06 7-9 10-12

1960 1960 41950 1950 1960 L1950 1950 1960

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

0 2. 14 1. 80 - .34 15.54 11.21 - 4.33 38.37 33.6.
0-0+0-X

0-01+0-02. 02/22+0-X9 2. 07 - - 2.07 10.36 3.91 - 6.45 41. 84 48.7'
0-02. 24/36+0-X9.20 2. 25 - - 2.25 19.13 4.14 - 14.99 38. 90 39.2
0-02. 38/58+0-X9.20 1. 41 - - 1.41 11.16 2. 99 - 8.17 31.59 30.2'
0-02. 60/04+0-X 9,20 . 93 - - . 93 6.35 3.95 - 2.40 24.57 18.6'
0-02. 66/28+74/82 2. 93 - - 2.93 16.69 - - 16.69 29.11 35.9.
0-02. 84/99+0X+0 /03 2. 67 - - 2.67 21. 85 5.14 - 16. 71 42.02 24.3

0-1+0-2
0-1+0-22 . 92 - - .92 9. 71 - - 9. 71 32.31 35.2 ,
0-21 . 69 - - .69 3.09 - - 3. 09 34.34 20.8
0-23 2, 46 - - 2.46 26. 07 11.52 - 14. 55 50.08 65.4.

0-3
0-31 . 37 - - .37 1.44 - - 1. 44 4.01 -
0 -32 . 76 - - .76 5.45 - - 5.45 10. 94 3.7'

0-4 3. 56 . 95 - 2.61 41.42 36.26 - 5.16 48. 07 51.6
0-5 17.27 7.61 - 9.66 29.46 32.02 + 2. 56 26. 98 29.2
0-6 ,

0-61 .24 - - .24 . 98 - - . 98 4.94 1.4
0-69 . 34 .20 - .14 3.13 1.49 - 1.64 40.25 28.71

0-7 16. 99 10.53 - 6.46 22.07 20.97 - 1.10 26.64 33.1'
0-8 2. 45 - - 2.45 13.42 - - 13.42 17.32 29.8
0-9 15. 45 3.69 - 11. 76 24.43 15.09 - 9.34 27.51 35.8
0-Y 6. 30 2,36 - 3.94 18.27 15.07 - 3.20 40.55 51.3

1 8. 33 5.00 - 3.33 27.08 25.58 - 1.50 29. 77 37.3
2 3. 55 1.19 - 2.36 34.30 20.09 - 14.21 45.32 61.6
3 25. 64 12. 81 - 12.83 45. 95 46.08 + .13 23.08 35.1
4 40. 01 27.10 - 12.91 44. 99 56.62 + 11. 63 12. 88 15.7
5 32.33 17.35 - 14.98 55.37 67.01 + 11.64 9. 87 14.3
6 14. 96 4. 03 - 10.93 64.36 61.40 - 2. 96 16. 08 32.0

7/8 26. 69 12.48 - 14.21 57.90 65.67 + 7.77 12. 84 19.9
9 25. 98 11.11 - 14. 87 50.26 59.47 + 9.21 20.28 26.7
X 27. 59 18. 75 - 8. 84 43. 92 47.32 + 3.40 20. 96 30.3

TOTAL 29. 53 15.11 - 14.42 46. 04 51.82 + 5. 78 18. 10 26.3

x
z 285. 14 135.16 708.61 601. 79 763. 09 857.1
o

o-x
Z 89. 06 25.34 284.48 152.55 572.01 582.7

o-o
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Y OCCUPATION 1950 - 1960

EDUCATION (IN PERCENTAGE)

13-15 16+ TOTAL

-A1950t1950 1950 1960 k,1950 1950 1960 031950 1950 1960

On (3.0) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (11) (19)

I- 4. 73

1t 6.98

f 15.. 3926

6. 84
- 17.'72

2. 98
13. 51
15. 37

r 4.01
= 7.15

3. 55
2. 22

3. 51
- 11.47
I- 6. 55
[12.49

8. 37
10. 84

r 7. 57
'r 16.33
'r 12. 04
I- 2. 90
1- 4.52
- 15. 97
;- 7.14
t 96..4420

32. 61

35. 818

4329.. 8191

31. 75
25. 90

34. 89
53.90
18.42

24.00
58. 16
6. 62

21. 83

22. 74
47. 86
21.23
20. 04
20. 04
23. 38
20.19
18. 73
4.33

12. 08
2.18
3. 93
2.28
35.. 5077

27.30

221.827

2223.. 2030

16. 99
25. 70

22. 91
56. 25
15. 17

26. 98
61. 83
10. 95
23. 00

16. 99
41. 71
13.27
8. 65

13. 80
18.16
14. 50
6. 61
2. 66
.38
. 76

1. 61
1. 06
I. 52
3. 57

- 5. 31

- 14. 06

2105.. 9861

- 14. 76
- .20

- 11. 98
+ 2.35
- 3.25

+ 2. 98
+ 3. 87
+ 4.33
+ 1.17

- 5. 75
- 6.15
- 7. 96
- 11. 39
- 6.24
- 5.22
- 5.69
- 6.16
- 1.67
- 1. 63
- 1.42
- 2.32
- 1.22
- 1. 55
- 2. 00

11.34

9..485

2165..2736

19.52
7. 56

22.17
7.98
2.97

70.18
24.69

.33
4.46

71.10
8.42

13.07
46. 77
12. 57
11.50
14.63
4.06
1. 00

.11

.25

.67

.29

.41
1.96

26. 05

251. 3.527

:35.. 3587

47. 06
44. 86

41. 80
22. 92

7. 86

73.02
34.38

.22
8.17

81. 58
27.82
22. 04
61.54
31. 54
13.02
17. 58
10.46
3.33
.12
.49
. 91
. 81

1. 20
-

+ 14.71

7+151..68

+4. 2306..8151

+ 27.54
+ 37.30

+ 19.63
+ 14.94
+ 4.89
+ 2.84
+ 9. 69
- .11
+ 3. 71

+ 10.48
+ 19.40
+ 8. 97
:1- 14. 77
+ 18.97
+ 1.52
+ 2.95
+ 6.40
+ 2.33
+ . 01
+ .24
+ ..24
+ . 52
+ . 79
- 1.96

100. -

11000. -

110000.. :

100. -
100. -

100. -
100. -
100. -

100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -

100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100.-
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -

100. -

11000. -

110000.. :

100. -
100. -

100. -
100. -
100. -

100.-
100. -
100. -
100. -

100.-
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100. -
100.-
100. -
100. -
100. -

-

-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

- 8.29 4. 93 3. 20 - 1. 73 1.40 3. 48 + 2. 08 100. - 100. - -

635. 16

605. 83

491. 35

464. 61

408.00

384.62

701. 57

674. 50

2800. 00

1400. 00

2800. 00

1900. 00
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Table 6. FACTORS OF CHANGE IMPACT ON VARIATIONS

OF EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE LABOUR FORCE - JAPAN 1950 - 1960

CHANGING

!ACTOR

LEVEL OF

L
.
0 DC « (INTINACTION) -.

. . . . . . .
IDUCATION
(1N YEARS)

.
AE = tIa 0 [M3 +L LO (M] + L 0 (AM] +AL tO DC +AL 0 fAM3 +L AO rAM3 +ALAO[AM3

0 - 6 -3,815,360 +2,443,304 -1,009,647 -4,125,498 1,123,519

7 - 9 +6,316,435 +3,808,219 + 299,407 +2,225,484 16,675

10 - 12 +5, 091,919 = +1,497,812 + 435, 143 +2,095,304 +1,063,616

13 - 15 - 340,248 + 407,733 + 178,344 - 747,152 - 179,173

16 and + +1, 019,92p + 115,542 + 96,751 + 550, 753 + 256,874

PERCENTAGE OF DISTIHRUTION Or FE IN PURE AND airfaAcram TERMS

LEVEL
a PURE TEXAS INTERACTEN

0 - 6 100.00 70.55 29.45

7 - 9 100.00 100.26 - .26

10 - 12 100.00 I
79.11 20.89

13 - 15 100.00 47.34 52.66

16+ 100.00 74, 81 25.19

10 - 15 100.00 81.38 18.62

13 and + 100.00 88. 57 11.43

INFLUENCE OF EACH FACTOR (ONLY PURE TERMS OF VARIATION) AS A PERCENTAGE OF E

LEVEL E % AE L o NO

0 - 6 10,365, 460 100.00 - 36. 81 4' 23,57 - 9.74 - 39.80

7 - 9 16,156, 565 100.00 + 39.10 + 23.17 + 1.85 + 13.92

10 - 12 6,352, 981 100.00 + 80,15 + 23.58 + 6.85 + 32.98

13 - 15 1, 728, 948 100.00 - 19,68 + 23.58 + 10,31 - 43.21

16 and + 490, 880 100.00 +207.77 + 23.57 + 19.71 +112.19

10 - 15 8, 081, 929 100.00 + 58.79 + 23.58 + 7.59 + 16.68

13 and + 2,219,828 100.00 + 30.61 + 23.57 + 12.39 - 8.85

......----

......a.Limesoramormmorommt

.411ff"



Table 7, ITALY: LABOUR FORCE BY OCCUPATION
AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL IN 1961

(in thousands)

EDUCAT1ONALLEV11

OCCUPATION

PRIMARY

ORLOWER
SECONDARY
1STCYCLE

SECONDARY
ENDC1rCLE

HIGNI9t TOTAL

Heads and managerial staff - - 188. 0 446. 0 632. 0
(29.4) ( 70. 6) (100. 0)

Intermediate managerial staff - 1, 461. 0 882. 0 - 2, 343. 0
( 62.4) (37,, 6) (100. 0)

Qualified personnel 5, 146.0 459. 0 - - 5. 605. 0
(91. 8) (8.2) (100. 0)

Non-qualified personnel 10, 820.0 - - - 10, 820.0
(100. 0) (100. 0)

TOTAL 1961 15, 966. 0 1,920.0 1,068.0 446. 0 19, 400. 0
82. 3 9. 9 5. 5 (2, 3) 100. 0

TOTAL 1951 14, 977. 0 1, 041.0 650. 0 337. 0 17, 000. 0
(88. 1) (6. 1) (3. 8) (2. 0) (100. 0)

Table 8. ITALY: OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE

OCCUPATION

Heads and managerial staff

Intermediate managerial staff

Qualified personnel

Non-qualified personnel

TOTAL

1951 1961

2.40 3.26

8.78 12. 08

22.12 28. 89

66.70 55. 77

100. 00 100. OC
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Table 9. ITALY: THE SOURCES OF EDUCATIONAL CHANGE: 1951-1961
AINO.M.11

Level E = AL 3[M] + L itb[M] + [ AM] + 1:40EAM] + A LO[AM] + AL it*O[M]+ [AM]

Primary or lower
-

+ 989 + 2215 - 801 - 185 - 27 -113

Secondary 1st cycle + 879 + 146 + 444 + 198 + 29 + 62

Secondary 2nd cycle + 418 + 91 + 254 + 32 + 5 + 36

Higher + 114 + 48 + 103 - 45 - + 15
ONO,

Percentage distribution of d'E in pure and interaction terms

Level

pure terms
Other interaction(Plus inter-

action Bye

Primary or lower 100.00 114.3 14.3

Secondary 1st cycle 100.00 89.6 10,4

Secondary 2nd cycle 100.00 90.2 10.4

Higher 100.00 92.1 7.9

Influence of each factor (only pure terms of variation) as a percrntage of E

Level (in thousands)
tro ICE (plus 6[M])

Primary or lower 14,977.0 100.00 + 6.6 + 14.1 - 5.4 - 1.2

Secondary 1st cycle 1,041.0 100.00 + 84.4 + 14.0 + 42.8 + 18.9

Secondary 2nd cycle 650.0 100.00 + 64.3 - 14.0 + 39.1 + 4.9

Higher 332.0 100.00 + 34.3 + 14.5 + 32.5 - 15.4

rmaas



SECOND NOTE ON THE VARIATIONS OF THE EDUCATIONAL STOCK

OF THE ACTIVE POPULATION
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SECOND STAGE OF THE ANALYSIS OF CHANGE FACTORS1

I. THE SECOND STAGE

This paper tries to follow through and go a step further with the methods of analysis
proposed in the first part of this work written by R. Hollister. In a previous paper on the
methods of analysis proposed in The Technical Evaluation of the Mediterranean Regional
Project I have made some comments on the analysis of sources of change, and appliedthose
methods to the data for Japan 1950-1960. The objective of that exercise was to test the
scope of such a method in a situation where better comparative data for two different periods
in the same country existed.2 As a consequence of the virtues and shortcomings observed,
this paper proposes some possible ways of complementing that type of analysis in order to
deal more effectively with additional information that might also be available. I also think
it interesting to arrive at less complex factors than those used before , and to be able to deal
with some theoretical issues that require an adequate framework for the discussion.

I shall call the first stage analysis the one that divided the change in the educational
vector of the labour force (E) into the combined effect of respective changes in the total
labour force (L), the occupational structure (0) and the educational distribution by occu-
pation (EM]).3

The second stage will consist in trying to break down each of these variables into new
subfactors and thus getting a more complete explanation of them and - subsequently - of t.
The methods applied to L and Cr are similar to that of the first stage, so the only interest
there, could be the example of how the analysis of sources of change can proceed by suc-
cessive approximations, and the selection of the new explaining variables. In the case of
[M], the situation is much more complicated, azd requires a totally different treatment.
That is why the section commenting on that matrix predominates largely over the other two.

As very little methodological experience has been gathered on these problems, this
study will be only tentative. It must be clearly stated that one should not conclude from this
paper that the desired results can only be achieved through the methods proposed here.
Certainly the value of such developments as presented for L and 5 for instance , will depend
largely on the part of total change for which the factor to be analysed is responsible. In

1, This note was written by Raul Traitenberg, a fellow of the Ford Foundation Programme of OECD, in agreement withR. Hollister.
2. In the Technical Evaluation a great emphasis Is put on the limitations of the data available,
3. The detailed explanation of terms and the development of the identities can be found in Appendix IV of the Technical

Evaluation and in the Application already mentioned. They will be recalled when necessary.

,



other words particular types of disseciatioa will be worth continuing depending on the results
of the first phase in any research.

II. FACTOR L: THE TOTAL LABOUR FORCE

The type of dissociation feasible in the case of L will depend on what kind of population
was used in the first stage as the basic changing variable. If, as has been proposed, L is
total employed population , one possible set of subfactors c)uld be:

- a- eL = L. L. L (1)

being L: (line vector) Total population by age groups.

aL: (column vector) Activity rate for each age group.

eL: (scalar) Global rate of employment for active population.

This is a weli covered field, and there is no need to insist too much on the importance
of separating these three factors, each of them being under the influence of very different
variables and subject to varying degrees of political influence. When the labour force is
dealt with as a scalar number, there is a great temptation to consider it purely as a supply
factor. This was done in the Technical Evaluation, where the procedure began by separating
L from 6 and I m). * When the three subfactors are distinguished then their differing natures
can be assessed, and furthermore, regroupments of factors of change for theoretical
reasons - for example identification of supply and demand - can include only part of L.

The division accepted is not the only possible one. ti is obviously the product of a
scalar by a percentage structure vector. Furthermore, if the rates of employment for the
active population are available for each age group, the second factor should be presented as
a diagonal matrix, and the third one would be a Column vector.

If the presentation in (1) is, for example, accepted, the identity to be used in order to
obtain the respective weight of each of the three factors in the total change of L is:

t- a- eA L = A L. L. L + tL. LiaL. eL LieL

At-L. AaL. eL a-L. AeL AaL eL
.4

+ At L A aL AeL (2)

* Tech. Eval., para. 128-129.

(1) This identity is arrived at in the first paper. Briefly:

L
e=L L L (3)

and I. + A L = + + (eL + tel.) (4)
Subtracting (3) from (4). we ge!:

L = + A tL) (21. + Pat) (eL + teL) - L.
eL

(5)
Developing (5), identity (2) b obtained.
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As explained also in my first paper, for similar identities, the first line groups the three
terms of pure variation; the second, those of interaction between pairs of two elements and,
in the third line, there is the triple interaction term. I will refrain then from any comment
on (2), since it is an identity of the same nature as that used in the first stage, the only
difference being that now it is applied to one of the factors of change.

III. FACTOR t: THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE

Factor 6 is more complex and the practical. value of its analysis for manpower planning
is greater. Several variables of interest, implicitly combined, produce b. In ov der to
evaluate them, they must be made apparent in some way.

There are many ways to deal with it, but perhaps the most useful would be to uEe the
elements already put forward by Parnes and made explicit in the Technical Eva1uation.1
In that case we would be dissociating the influence of 0 into the respective influence of two
principal subfactors:

- the economic structure
- the occupational structure in each economic sector.

There is a positive advantage in bringing up separately these two factors. Some occu-
pations are strictly associated with certain economic sectors (e.g. farmers). Others, even
if they can appear in most of the sectors, tend to concentrat? In only a few. If there is any
significant change in the structure of the economic sectors, and if the relative importance
of the sectors associated with particular occupations varies, there will be a change in the
total occupational structure. This is a well known fact but it will not be possible to quantify
it, unlesz factor "6 is dissociated.

There is an immediate way of doing it:

0 = ij CO (6)

where
-1j : (row vector) Percentage distribution of labour force by sector ot economic

activity

[3711 : (matrix) Percentage distribution by occupation of the labour force in each
economic sector.

However the suggestion of taking occupational co-efficients (related to output figures)
instead of percentages is worth taking into account: independent changes in one occupation
will effect its own percentage and all the others, while at the same time, they would modify
only its own co-efficient. In that case a previous change of the basic changing variable from
labour force into output should be made. The identity would then turn into:

6 = P.S. ET] (7)

1. See Techn. Eval. pan, 103-121.
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being
P : (a scalar) Average productivity in the whole economy (GDIP:L)

g : (row vector) Percentage dlitribution of GNP by economic sector.

(T) : (matrix) Occupational co-efficient s by economic sector.

Every element in the matrix is then: Lii/GN.::j (i standing for occupations and j for eco-

nomic sector). Rows represent different industries and columns represent

different occupations. The horizontal addition of each row will equal Li/GNPj.

That is: the inverse of the average productivity by economic sector.

P is the factor changing the oasic variable - e: viously L.P = G.N.P. So the part of

the variation (positive or negative) finally assigned to it will indicate the correction on a

of basing it on the variable output instead of on population.

S introduces explicitly the economic structure (in percentage output figures). After

deducting the weight of this element, judgment of the importance of change in occupations

can be based on variations originating in the shift of occupational co-efficients. These are

included in the third factor IT). It should be recalled that f 11' s quota in the change of i

is not necessarily lower than 01 s. It might well happen that changes within g and [T] would

show that the restructure of occupations has a more significant place in total change of E

than was thought at the end of the first stage.

Factor( T] brings in as has already been mentioned, the occupational distribution by

sector in the form of technical co-efficients. It is an extension of the concept of labour

prodrctivity (here inverse). It has the same disadvantage as long as it measures only the

relation between output and one factor, but not the contrllmtion of this factor to output.

However, some refinement Is made since each occupation is mer.sured separately (as

analogous to a factor of production).

Following the same algebraic method as in (2), we arrive at another identity that will

allow us to compute the respective weight of each of the three factors in the variation of 0:

-PO = AP g [T] + PAg[T]+ Pg [AT7+APA-8.1T]+

AP g [AT]+ PAg [ AT] + APA-8. [AT] (8)

IV. FACTOR IPA]

1. Presentation

Of the three factors whose influence was dissociated in the first stage, the matrix

relating occupational and educational categories in the labour force appeared to be by far

the most important one. The kind of analysis made up in preceding paragraphs, however,

does not allow one to determine the real relation between occupations and education as it

appears numerically in FM ] nor how, and under which forces it changes from one situation

to another. The relation between these two variables is not a very well explored field and
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is generally considered one of the weakest parts in manpower planning. Some effort towards
clarifying its intricacies and searching for appropriate measures would probably be rewarding.

Since in the analysis of I'M) the method of dissociating factors through the development
of identities has not proved fruitful, it seems more interesting to concentrate on the problem
of association between the two variables.

This chapter will contain a detailed description of matrix (M1 , some comments on the
meaning and ways of measuring the association between the two variables involved, and an
attempt to put together the set of different factors that may affect such a statistical relationship.

2. Description of (M]

Let us remember the structure of FM1 ; vertically appear the different occupations In
the labour force and horizontally a distribution (in percentage form) of the labour force in
each occupation by level and/or type of education.

The following matrix FM 1 corresponding to Japanese data for 1960 is presented as an
example summarized in aggregate categories.' M1 is enclosed by double-line.

TABLE 1

YEARS OF
EDUCATION

OCCUPATIONS
ISCO

04 7-9 10-12 13-15 16 and , TOTAL

0 1.80 11.21 33.64 27.30 26.05 100.00
1 5,00 25.58 37.34 14.50 17.58 100.00
2 1.19 20.09 61.65 6.61 10.46 100.00
3 12.81 46.08 35.12 2.66 3,33 100,00
4 27.10 56.62 15.78 .38 .12 100.80
5 17.35 67.01 14.39 .76 .49 100.00
6 4.03 61.40 32.05 1.61 .91 100.00

7/8 12.48 65.67 19.98 1.06 .81 100.00
9 11.11 59.47 26.70 1.52 1.20 100.(,0
X 18.75 47.32 30.36 3.57 - 100.00

TOTAL .... .... 15.11 51.82 26.39 3.20 3.48 100.00-
The two-dimensonial distribution in consideration has certain characteristics that make

it especially difficult to handle. The vertical variable (occupations) has no underlying
continuity and does not present any natural order. The first aspect seems clear enough.
The problem of ordering occupations could be subject to more discussion; I will deal with
it afterwards. Let me say for the moment that as long as we are dealing with the relation
between education incorporated in each occupation and the role of these occupations in the

1. See Annex to Techtical Evaluation.
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production process, any criterion for ordering occupations should be based on the last link.

That is, fa should be derived from some hierarchyof the occupations in the economic system.
Even if some partial order can be found among groups of occupations in a particular industry,

there is no satisfying overall order in the economy.

The educational variable has neither underlying continuity nor natural order if the whole

of the possible specifications are considered even though some groups of classes may be
ordered (for example a succession of levels of the same type of education), there are break-

ups of continuity and of order whenever different types of education are taken into consider-
ation. However, it is important to remember the possibility of treating it as an ordered
variable as long as the different types of education are not considered; in what follows,

education will be treated as an ordered succession of levels.

There is another aspect to take into consideration when we are dealing with such an

ambiguous problem as that of the association between occupation and educational level in

the labour force; which of the two is to be considered the causal variable and which the

consequence ? Ln view of the implicit logic of the current approach the occupation is con-

sidered as the cause and the education as the consequence. This means that the function
each occupation exercises in the production process determines, in the way of a technological

co-efficient, the educational input needed or desirable for that occupation. This is not the

only way to look at this relationship, but it should be kept in mind that any reversal causal -
or chronological - link would have a very different conceptual implication. Besides, the
presentation of the two dimensioned distribution in a horizontal percentage form, already
indicates which is the causal link to be considered.

Having thus defined the variables connected by 1:111-.1 , this matrix. could be thought of as

a series of horizontal distributions of different educational levels by occupation. The charac-
teristics of each of these distributions, their mutual relationship, as well as the variety of

factors that produce them, is our concern.

3. Study of association in nu)

A. Importance

I list below some of the reasons why I think a study of association in the two-variables
distrthution CM] would be of use.

II) In general a more precise indication of the degree of statistical relationship
between occupations and education would be obtained. The analysis of production function

formulations relating quantities of education to the occupation in the economic system is not

yet well developed. A study of their degree and type of associationwould certainly be a useful

basis for some provisional conclusions about the link between the two. If possThle, asynthetic

way of expressing the association in (NO should be devised in order to make comparative

studies easier.

ii) The conclusions of the first stage could be revised in the light of what is found

from CM]. As will be seen later, a part of the dispersion inside this matrix could be
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explained by shortcomings or plain defects in the occupational classification, the result of
which would have been to assign initially to (1\13 some of the variations that should belong to o.

ill) Some valuable information concerning substitution possibilities. At first it

might seem that a perfect association case - considering such the situation where there is

only one filled up box in every row in the matrix - would indicate the complete absence of

substitution, a rigid technological co-efficient relating both variables. As association de-
creases, occupations begin to be filled up by people with uneven educational background,

indicating a greater amount of flexibility in substitution possibilities. In the extreme situation

of independence - all conditional educational distributions (per occupation) being identical -

the analysis of occupations would become useless for purposes of planning educated manpower.

But substitution possibilities, even keeping apart for the moment every statistical
practical problem, should not be so easily identified with association in INT]. The case of
complete association could be also explained by a different set of hypotheses; complete rank
correlation among the educational level, the productivity, and the average salary by occu-
pation, plus a perfectly competitive labour market. In this situation, even if substitution

were technically possible, the complete association would result from the operation of the
market. Furthermore some administrative (e.g. hiring) methods or sociological (e.g.
prestige) reasons could theoretically replace productivity and salaries as the mechanism

producing a certain order of educated people through occupations that would result in a

complete association. Thus, the underlying technological substitutability would be again

disguise&

The inverse is also true: the lack of associations does not guarantee the existence of

substitution possibilities. This point will be further developed in a coming L:ection.

Although these alternative interpretations require a more refined analysis in order to

draw any conclusion about substitution possibilities, the information from r?-1 is a fairly
important starting point, especially if a set of matrixes [M] are available fo Iferent

times and countries.

Two more general problems could be also dealt with while considering matrix Fyn;
the identification of supply and demand effects in the educational co-efficients, and the even

more basic one of evaluating the whole manpower approach to educational planning. These
two aspects, plus the one treated in the preceding paragronh, are sometimes considered

one and the some thing in discussions; this does not help to get a clearer view. Although
the logical order of presentation should have been different, we have begun with substitution

to make the exposition easier.

iv) The controversy over the most valid app :oach to educational planning can be

illustrated when referred to matrix [A1]. The manpower requirements approach - and all

approaches that deal with the problem of supply - demand consideration at the point where

outflow from the educational system meets the demand for workers. These approaches are
based on one essentially simple idea; the educational level of the worker is abasic element

In determining his skill and that educational level either makes production possThle, or
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makes it more economic. In the first case a strict correspondance would be found between
the functions performed and the level of education. In the second case, employers would be
willing to pay different salaries to workers according to their level of educatton, and workers
would seek employment at the highest salary possible. In both types of situation one can
speak of a market supply and demand facing each other. Both situations which have already
been mentioned when commenting on substitution possibilities, would tend in principle to
produce a close association between occupational and educational categories.

On the other hand and taking things to the extreme - if the effects of education on eco-
nomic efficiency are presumed non-existent, the labour market problem regarding education
disappears entirely since no differential in wages is conceivable. The whole problem of
educational planning is shifted to the inflow side of the educational system; the demand for
places in the educational system originates in totally different factors. Whatever the occu-
pation, the employers are indifferent to the level of education of the worker. There being
no differential in salaries, there is no way cf channelling certain levels of education to
specific occupations. As a result, the educational distrthution within each occupation tends
to be the same. As will be remembered, this is the situation of perfect independence in
matrix E13.

Briefly, the degree of association in matrix EM3 would tend to indicate the relative
need for, and adequacy of the manpower requirements type of approach. A similar idea is
held by Folger and Nam.1 It can be recalled that the Technical Evaluation of the MRP that
comprised only a first stage type of analysis could not go any further than calling attention
to the possthility that part of the variation attributed to [11,1] could be owed to factors different
than power requirements.

v) The problem of identification of supply and demand effects in the change of EM1
is now more easily placed.

All change in the educational level of the labour force brought up by the type of factors
grouped under the leading of "cultural" are to be considered a supply - originated variation -
since demand has no effect on them. It must be stressed that these changes do not originate
independently of any economic consequence, but also that they have no repercussion on
prodoction.

For all other changes in the educational level of workers by occupation, the identifi-
cation of supply and demand is investigated the same as in any other similar problem, and
is very much related to the substitution problem.

In this respect, two levels should be considered: first the determination of the edu-
cational co-efficient by occupation; and second, the size of each occupational group.

In the no substitution case, the coefficients are directly fixed by a given technology,
so that the number of educated people available can have no influence on them. It is clearly

1. See J.F. Folger and Cb. 8. Nam, ''Trenda in Education in relation to Occupational Structure*. in Sociology of Education,
i,f4 38, 1964.
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a demand dominating situation at the level of the determination of co-efficients. This does
not mean that demand dominates all over; the anount of people in each occupation is decided
by the interplay of supply and demand as usual in those situations. In a first approximation
the employment level cculd be thought of as fixed - at the level where the bottleneck group
would be fully employed - all other groups showing sorne degree of unemployment. Demand
would still be dominating. However, supply could influence the labour market through salary
adjustments or other factors, and there being no possD3ility of changing the factors' co-
efficients, the adjustment could show up in a restructure of the output in order to minimize
redundancy. In this second level, then, the respective influence of supply and demand cou/d
be approximated further by an analysis of the level and evolution of salaries and especially.
unemployment.

In the case of substitution between educational categories, the availability and wages of
different educational categories of workers will also influence the size of the co-efficients.
To find out exactly how the equilamium is achieved, a great amount of information is needed
on the technological internal of substitution, and on the evolution and determination process
of salaries.

vi) Another more detaile d. point of interest would be related to the type of pro-
jections to be made concerning the educational level in each occupation. Currently there is
some discussion about the convenience of introducing a matrix of transfers from previously
forecast optimal allocation situation to the expected one taking into account all the forces
that shift the distribution of workers out of the purely technologically based estimates.1

If manpower projections are not to be turned into a somewhat academic exercise their
objective should not be to work on the basis of suitably educated stock, but on the uumber of
workers that under the pressure of all foreseen policy measure and all other socio-econoznic
variables, will not be affected by policy action, and will be available as an effective supply.
This means that one must take into consideration on the one hand, a certain matrix of transfers
that is already at work - in order not to extrapolate blindly present misallocation - and on
the other hand, the transfers to be predicted all through the planning period in order not to
create a future disequilibrium situation.

The determination and qualification of the various components which shape the transfer
matrix is a very delicate problem and will not be fully answered before other questions such
as those referring to optimal allocation, positive and negative mobility. etc., are solved.
But the study of EM1 could be a first effort in that direction. The measure of association
in it and the causes of non association are very much (although only partly, as will be seen
below) related to tranders among occupations.

As planning cannot wait for final theoretical answers, the kind of spreading throtnp
education that will be found in FM) - adequately interpreted and corrected - could be used
in the conversion of projections of occupationally distributed manpower into educated stock.

1. Bernard Glatt: "rechniques de prevision de population active par profession et raven de quolificatfon", OCDZ, 19rA and
H.S. Fames: "Forecasting educational needs for Economic aad Social Development", 6CLE. 1962.
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B. The search for a synthetic measures

Although a study of association in EN13 seems rewarding because of its theoretical im-
plications the problems to be faced in order to achieve it are quite important. In fact this

section should be the result of a statistician' s research butunfortunately experts have not

gone very far toward solving this kind of problem. Here, I will try to define with some
precision a field were methodological research should be carried on, and develop what can
be considered of interest for immediate application. At this moment, when as aresult of
large scale data collection in the OECD there begins to become available some sets of -tables

that could be presented in the [M3 form, empirical research should be conducted with the

best measures available, even if they are far from being perfect. To discuss them briefly

is my intention.

There are many reasons - and later on I shall deal with them - to react to the difficulties
of achieving a global measure of association. That is, one that supplies the probability that
people working in certain occupations should have a certain educational background. The

way out would be either to devise a graphical presentation or to deal separately with each
occupation. But graphical studies will not go farther than analytical ones, and particular
analysis, when there is no clear way of relating the different findings in each occupation,
are no substitute for some measure synthetic enough to give in one number a summary of
information relative to a whole market - all occeplt.ional and educational classes comprised.
As a first approach to a fairly complex set of information, this would be the more practical
method because it would allow for very general primary conclusions taking into account the
maximum of data available at the same time. On the convenienee of complementing with
particular studies, I shall comment again in 3 next section.

We must remember what was said while making a description ofnu) (Section 2):
while searching for a measure of association we came across thrce big problems; (a) is
there any order in the educational variaLle; that is, is there any underVing principle that
will aliow us to order in a uniform way all the educational classes we have from the statis-
tical tables ? (b) a similar question concerning occupational categories; (c) is the link
between occupations and education to be considered symmetric or asymmetric, and in the
last case, which of the two is to be taken as the causal variable ?

In order to deal with them I shall consider three cases considered significant:
i) the most complex case, taking both occupadon and education as politomies

without natural order or underlying continuity;
ii) accepting - and conforming rm) in a corresponding way - that the educational

classes could be presented in an hierarchic order;
iii) adding to the last assumption some way of ordering occupations. The symmetry

problem will be considered at the same time.

a) The unordered case
Most known statistical measures deal with ordered variables, which makes this a very

difficult case to handle. E:ccept for the mode, most measures of central tendency and of
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dispersion arP unapplicable to the unordered case and so are measures of association based
on them.

Furthermore, the greatest interest of an analysis of association in [M) is the possibility
of comparing different matrices over period time or among different countries. In that case
all, measures based on chi-square must be dropped on account of their numerical uncompara-
bility, as advised by Goodman and Kruska1.1

These two authors consider among others a type of measure that could well fall under
these specifications; the A (lambda) measure based on a probability model of prediction.
It is of a certain interest - its properties are discussed more extensively in the reference
made - because there is a comparison possible between two different matrices and their
respective degree of association, and because the measure does not change by permutation
of rows or columns.

Reproducing the table with notations used in this article.

Calling:

Pab

'

Pa.
Pmb

Pam =

p. =

Pm.

A2

Aa

Total

E p
b au
E
a

pa
b

Max p
a au

1/11Pc Pab

Max n
b

Max n
a z'a

TABLE 2

Bb Total

Pll P12 Plb

P21 P22 P2b

Pal Pa2 Pab

P*1 P' 2 P' b

Plo

P2,

pa.

1

proportion of the population classified as both Aa and Bb

= marginal horizontal frequencies

= marginal' vertical frequencies

= maximum frequency in column b

= maximum frequency in row a

= maximum marginal horizontal frequency

= maximum marginal vertical frequency

1. lee Leo A. Goodman and Willi= H. Kruskal "Measures of Association for cross-classifications", In the Journal of the
Amezkan ttatistical Association, Decetn'er, 1954, pp. 732-763.
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The measured proposed - its development to be found in the reference - is:
E,T
b z-rob Pm.Xa - 1

if education is taken as the causal variable, and

a Pam P' m
Xb

1 -

(6)

(7)

if the asymmetry is taken from occupation to education. It means the decrease in the pro-
bability of error in determining the education of an individual, from a situation where the
occupation held by him is not known to the one where the occupation is previously known.

This results from the following (always choosing lambda b as the example): in situation

will be done on the basis of the whole educational distribution for the population, i.e. the row
of vertical totals in Table 2. The maximum frequency in that row (p. m) will be selected,
and the error of doing so will be 1 - m.

1, ignoring the occupation of any one person, the determination of his educational background

In situation 2, the occupation is known to be a certain occupation a. Then in the corre-
sponding row, Pa, in. will be chosen, and the error will be 1 - Pa. m. If this is generalized
for the whole population, the error will be:

Z ,
a tva. 13am) """ a l'am (8)

The measure lambda, defined as a percentual decrease in error from a situation type
1 to one type 2 is then:1

(probab. situation 1) - (probab. situation 2) Pam - P' m
Ab

(probab. situation 1) 1 - p.m (8)

Some variations on these formulae can be made considering the possibility of conveniently
weighting rows or columns.

An example of the application of this measure will be shown in the Appendix. It was
decided that the most convenient form was as follows:

1. Lambda b rather than lambda a (always considering occupation as the vertical
variable and education the horizontal one). Lambda b is preferable because it measures
horizontal conditional probabilities where the condition is some occupation and the maximal
frequency considered is a level of education; thus the technological relationship going from
occupations to education we are considering, is respected.

2. With respect to the weighting problem in measuring lambda b there are five
alternatives:

a) no weighting (respecting original horizontal and vertical totals);
b) equalising horizontal totals;
1. This development is similar to the one presented in op. cit. p. 14, footnote M.
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c) equalising vertical totals;
d) giving other weights to horizontal totals;
e) giving other weights to vertical totals.

The measure according to (a) is the one that better represents the real association in
the whole market. If there are some occupations that largely predominate, their association
with the educational alternatives will heavily effect that of the whole labour force. Thus the
association for the whole will take into account conditional probabilities of different occu-
pations, weighting them according to the importance of the respective occupation.

But if the purpose is t:o compare spatially or tempolay two matrices, then the different
weight of each occupation should be eliminated so as to deduce from the variation of the
association measure the effect of a changing occupational structure - which has been taken
into account already Vat the factor 0 in the source analyses.

Corrections (c), (d) and (e) do not apply to the kind of study we are now considering.

We may remember that the presentation of [M] that has been in consideration is already
in the form (b).

Problem of partition and aggregation in the matrix will also exert an influence on the
result. Examples of these and the precedent - alternatives are to be found in the Appendix.

3. Shortcomings of a lambda type of measure,
Taking into consideration lambda' s definition and the numerical exercise put forward

in the Appendix it cannot be considered that too much progress is made by its use. However,
rather than its own defects, it is the restriction set up in the beginning that makes it difficult
to handle.

Association, as measured by lambda is very much influenced by two things; the con-
ditional relative modal frequencies (pam), and the relative disposition - vertically speaking
of those different modes.' Although the mode is a measure of central tendency, its relative
frequency can be taken as an indirect way of measuring dispersion. As such it would be
useful to measure association. aat it is a very imperfect one.; it does not take into account
the actual dispersion, nor any irregularity (plurimodal), a symmetric distribution, kurtosis,
etc.) that might appear. As will be seen, the very nature of factors that influence these
distributions makes it likely that different and changingpatterns inthe distributions willappear.

The other factor strongly influencing the result is the vertical relative disposition of
the different conditional modes - indicating in their turn the extent of superposition of con-
ditional distributions. This is also an interesting element in measuring association, but as
we are not to expect regular distributions, it is again not sufficient.

1. This results from the definition of lambda: the relative frequencies of conditional modes are important because they add

up in the numerator ( Pam). The more each row is concentrated in the modal figure Pam will tend to one, and lambda b
would tend to 1 (perfect usociation). On the whet hand, vertical disposition of conditional modes also has an effect: in an extreme
case if all were to coincide in the same column, then E Pam = Pam, and the numerator of lambda b would be 0 (and so would
lambda b). a
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b) Education as an ordered variable

The possibilities of measuring this relationship would certainly improve if we introduced
some concept ordering one or both variables.

Let us begin by considering the educational variable. This gets us back to one of the
problems already mentioned: is education really an ordered variable or not ? The situation
is very uncommon, and there is not any single answer. If all problems of translation to one
equivalent time of study are previously solved (this problem will be referred to in a coming
section) there is certainly an underlying order to be considered between all educational
classes. This information has been wasted above in 3 B (a) while considering educational
classes as unordered attributes. However, it is certainly significant in the association
problem; and it does not mean the same that horizontal frequencies should be distributed
between two contiguous classes or that they would appear disposed in classes far from each
other in the time of study scale.

But the problem is not only of conversion: it is to be expected that different types of
education would require the same time period. So the order could not be made among all
educational classes, but among groups of them inside which there would be no order.

This poses peculiar problems to the use of traditional measures. One way out of it
would be to consider each of these groups as only one class. In this ease - the contrary of
(a) - we would be using the information on different levels of education and we would be
partly losing that referring to types of education.

Still, we would face the problem of measuring the association between one ordered
variable and another that is no! ordered. Some measure using the maximum of information
would probably not be difficult to devise, it is well inside a statistician' s field.

As we ha.e seen that neat.. case (a) nor (b) are too convincing, and since they use
partly different information, one obvious possibility would be to work with both of them
successively.

c) Both occupation and education as ordered variables

One more possibility, worth exploring since there have been some attempts to use it,
is to order occupations following some criteria to be devised - remembering what was said
about the ordering of education. If it is possible, certainly the statistical problems are
quickly simplified because ix is a more common situation where normal procedures - as
for instance rank correlation - could be applied,

It is not easy to propose any convincing ordering for occupations that would adapt to
the problems under consideration. As is set out in the description of [M] in the rationale
of this approach, occupations are representative of skills for certain economic activities.
To this should be related any order given to them.

It might be worth mentioning the possibility of ordering them according to their average
salary. Behind it there is a complex set of hypotheses on the representativeness of salary
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as income level; on the wage determination process; on the correlation between economic
efficiency and salary rate among occupations, etc. As a consequence, we might well ask if
the rank correlation between educational level and average salary by occupation that we
would be in fact measuring would actually answer our questions.

In their study of the association between occupations and education in the United States,
Folger and Nam1 used a somewhat different approach. They employed a measure r (gamma),
based on a probabilistic model taking into account the order of both variables. The sort of
ordering they used for occupations was based on their social prestige following the conclu-
sions of empirical studies made in the United States.2 Furthermore, the symmetry taken
into consideration was the inverse of ours; they used education as the causal variable and
occupation as the function. As can be seen from both exercises, what they are in fact
measuring is the ability of persons with different educational levels, to climb up the social
ladder. It is doubtful that any conclusion on supply - demand effects could be arrived at in
this way. The dangers might be foreseen in the case of a labour force allocated strictly
according to technical needs of production. A social prestige order different from that of
the economic needs, would be enough to have the pmma association measure decreased.

4. Factors Influencing the Educational Distribution by Occupation

A. The Probletrt and the Approach

We might ask ourselves at this point if we have not beer. considering matrix [14 in a
rather simplistic way. It might prove useful to leave for the moment the attempt to get a
global and synthetic measure of association, and go somewhat more deeply into all the
variables that could be influencing the horizontal distributions. One point of obvious interest
is to determine the degree to which these other factors can affect educational distribution
in a different way for different occupations. If that is the case, global analysis of association
would appear of a more restricted importance , and should be complemented by a compar-
ative study of distributions in specific occupations.

What follows is an enumeration of different aspects - going from mere mechanical
side-consequences to socio-economic and technical variables - that combine to explain the
relationship. Some of the basic problems already mentioned, for example, substitution are
reinserted -with some more details.

The evaluation of such things as the whole approach to educational planning through
projected manpower requirements, could also be attempted by considering of the factors
to be mentioned which questions the premises of that approach, and which merely affects
the outcome in matrix [MI

Tha method followed will be to start with a very simple thecrtical matrix and by adding,
literally one by one the variables expet.:ed to exercise an influence, arrive at the type of

1. LF. Folger and Ch.B. Narn, op. cit.
2. This was kindly explained to us in a personal communication.
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matrix normally found in reality. Later on, it will be interesting to restate our originaltheoretical link and to examine which factors are likely to affect it basically thus invitingus to deny some of the hypotheses, and which affect only superficially the statisticalexteriorization.

This initial matrix would result from the following considerations: putting togetherformal education and all forms of training - respecting the unity of each step whenevernecessary - there would be as many classes of educational output differentiated as possible,including levels as well as types of education. If we accept hypothetically that education isan input in the production function we are also accepting that occupations should be relatedclosely to the educational level of workers. Finally, if occupational groups in a classificationare derived by putting together occupations according to the educational background neededto perform the economic tasks, we will arrive at a square matrix with complete associationin both senses (only one cell would be filled for each row or column). Such is the situationfor example, in the following matrix:

TABLE 3

UC.

OCCUP.

1

2

3 ,

4

56 x

This very simple rigid one-way relationship will have to be refined. Its underlying
complexities could be more easily discussed by referring to a diagram where the mainsteps in the reasoning are made explicit.

PRODUCTION
TECIVIQUE

II

FUNCTIONS
LABOUR IN

IN PRODUCTION
* QUALIFICATIONS

NEEDED

A B C
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Each production technique will be linked with education through defining the place of
labour in production and the qualifications needed. I shall make a quick enumeration of the
principal problems to be found in each cell of the diagram, from left to right.

B. Coexistence of Different Production Techniques

It may be accepted that techniques in production determine not onlya particular mix of
factors of production and a structure for them, but also the function to be performed byeach
particular element in the process and the quality required for it. When we pass from this
rather abstract statement to the consideration of a concrete situation in a particular branch
of industry, we will find an initial complication arising from the fact that normally there is
coexistence of various techniques. This heterogeneity has two principal sources; first,
temporal differences in the original investment data may include different incorporated
techniques because of technological knowledge and/or the relative factor prices may change
over a period of time;1 second, different choices of techniques from what is called the best
practice technique at each point of time. This can be due to several imperfection factors
such as obstacles to the diffusion of new techniques, the unawareness of managers and labour
pressures, the imperfection in the market, the amount of initial investment required, etc.

The result is that, ceteris paribus, and accepting the link occupation-education pro-
posed at the beginning and that techniques of production determine not only proportions of
each occupation but also their content in terms of knowledge and skills, some explanation
for the dispersion of educational requirements for particular occupations can alreadybe found.

C. Degree of Homogeneity in Occupations

Passing to the section B of the diagram, a careful consideration of what types of
functions actually exist in production and what is their relation to the occupations usually
found in classifications and national statistics will throw some light or. the link A-B and
especially the link B-C.

The are several problems to consider:

a) Relation between Jobs and Tasks

Some jobs cannot easily be related to one or more tasks. The degree of homogeneity
of jobs in terms of functions to be performed in them is then a further complication. This
might occur for instance, when very heterogeneous tasks are aggregated into one job, or
when certain tasks appear only seldom and occupy a very small proportion of total working
time, but are the most demanding in terms of background needed. OECD has recentlybrought
attention to the fact that modern ways of production may be enlarging the proportion ofjobs
where no strict association with tasks can be found. When this kind of task heterogeneity
appears, there is room for a dispersion of the educational backgroulid supposedly asso-
ciated with each job.

1. See W.E.G. Salter "Productivity and Technical Change".
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b) Homogeneity of occupations

Jobs aggregate themselves into occupations according to similar educational standards
nceded. However, oczupational classifications are still too imperfect to allow for an ade-
quate grouping of jobs. Furtherznore, national statistics in each country add up minor
occupational groups into aggregates in such a way that heterogeneity can only increase.
This effect can be even woesened when the criteria for grouping has not been purely edu-
cational. In a matrix like the one suggested above in para. 3. A, the aggregation phenomenon
(adding up rows) would necessarily create more dispersion in the resulting row than there
was in the initial ones. This sort of dispersion could account for an important part of the
distribution whose origin we are trying to explain.

D. Under and Overquelification

Cell C in the diagram deals with the qualifications needed to perform the economic
functions. An increasing amount of work by job analysts is helping to define the qualifications
needed in terms of mental and physical faculties; professional kmowledge, responsibility, etc.
Accepting for the moment that there is some strict relation between qualifications and edu-
cational background, the implicit assumption of the theoretical matrix proposed in para. 3.A
would be that the latter' s needs would be clearly defined.

However, this estimate results from the minimum amount of education needed in order
to achieve some specified level of efficiency. There is always a possibility that persons
who have more than the necessary qualifications will offer themselves and be accepted in
occupations of a lower category. Scales of salaries, social prestige, excess supply, rigidity
of labour market (salaries included) and awareness of employers are some of the variables
that can produce this overqualification (or overeducation) phenomenon. Even if it is difficult
to say abstractly what would happen to the function performed; in general, one would expect
a less than proportionate improvement in efficiency (the optimum defined being left behind)
and thus, a waste of education. The effect on the educational distribution by occupation
would be a shift to the right in the measures of central tendency, an increase in dispersion,
and some skewness to the right.

There is aleo the inverse case of underqualiflcation. The determination of a minimum
qualification needed does not necessarily mean that for the employee possessing less than
the minimum the performance of tasks comprised in the jobs becomes impossible. It can.
however, mean that it will take the employee more time and involve more risks, or that he
would produce worse quantitative or qualitative results. Translating again qualification _
directly into educational level, we would also increase dispersion, and for the rest it would
have the traerse results on the educational distribution than those mentioned in the last
paragrapn.

E. Alternative Ways of Acquiring Qualifications

Several problems appear in section D of the diagram. The first is concerned vi.;.th the
different ways of acquiring qualifications. This touches one of the weak points of educational



planning and manpower statistics. Both techniques hane not yet developed enough to be used
for specifying much more than the educational background alone, and sometin to; referring
only to formal education. However, it is recognised that qualifications for work are the

result of natural aptitudes of the individual and environmental influences, formal education
and training, training on the job, professional experiences, study at home and many other
factors. They are partly complementary and partly substitutable. In addition some of them

are quantifiable and some of them are not, and all of this poses very delicate problems.

The substitution possibilities between them will have two types of effect on the theore-
tical matrix considered. If the substitution is between factors included as horizontal classes
(for instance between types of education, or between education and training), the result would
be dispersion (each occupation being associated with more than one educational class). If
the substitution is possible between some factor included in the horizontal scale and some

other that is not (for example, between education or training and professional experience),
the effect on the educational distribution would be a shift to the lower level classes, and
probably an increased dispersion and a skewness to the left.

F. The Measure of Education

Let us concentrate for a moment on education, and forget alternative ways to qualify it.
Several problems will affect its measure, introducing changes in the distributions.

If we were still interested in considering a sort of functional relationship from right to
left in the diagram, we ought to have a measure of the education received sophisticated
enough to allow us to consider it in some strict relation with the qualification needed.
Unfortunately, such is not the case, and many years will pass before someway and data
are found to measure output of education. In fact, what we do use is an indicator: time of
study. Difference between educational institutions, methods, teachers, etc., apart from
all the aleatory phenomena associated with the result of education, make it foreseeable that
for a similar result to be obtained (for example, ability to perform certain tasks) there will
be a dispersion in the time of study required.

Furthermore, time of study is not usually measured by its real length in hours of study
(anyway, there would be problems of difficult solution, i.e. individual participation, home

study, etc.) but by a simplifying measure: years (or fractions of years) of study.

It should also be recalled that this type of measure is quite affected by repeaters and

drop-outs in the educational system. Any assumption that is introduced to convert them

into the common measure will certainly introduce irregularities.

G. Cultural Professional Balance in Education

In paragraph 4.E above the problem of substitution of other means of achieving quali-

fication for education was mentioned. There is also the reverse. Education is not only a

way of obtaining the necessary abilities for production: at each level and type of the edr
cational system people are being taught - for cultural reasons - a wide variety of subjects

that will not affect, or only affect in an indirect way their economic efficiency after graduation.
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This very important point makes it more difficult - but not impossible - to relate different
occupations to the respective educational classes whose end product* have *he necessary
qualifications for production.

As the theoretical matrix was already thought of in terms of a certain existingeducational
system - thus taking into account both types of knowledge at each level - there is no need to
think of this problem as a general shift towards longer periods of study. But some effects
will be felt in the distribution:

i) The afferent amount of general knowledge in two types of study - without
significant variation in the professional one - would be a new source nf sub-
stitution much the same as the one descr%ed in para. 4.E.

ii) Closely associated with the cultural part of education although not wholly ex-
plained by it - is compulsory minimum education. This is the current situation
in modern societies and has shown an historic tendency towards shifting upwards
the lower limit that is socially accepted. The effect of such a uniformisation
of the lower part of the educational structure is the combining in one group of
all those occupations which would have normally required less than the mini-
mum amount of education. The dispersion is thus decreased, and one could
expect a shift to the right of the mean and mode, and possibly a skewness to
the right.

H. Specification of educational classes

This is a difficult point that has already been mentioned while describing (M) . Even
from the theoretical point of view, maximum disaggregation is not necessarily optimal or
possible. The consistency of the educational system must be taken into account. There
would be no sense in cutting in the middle any level when no output is foressen at that point.
The degree to which this introduces a further rigidity in the relation between occupation and
education will depend on how much the economic needs are taken into account when the edu-
cational system is built and some other considerations to be treated under J.

The result would probably be an enormous classification, if one attempted to incorporate
all training systems. Not many countries are prepared to know so much about their labour
force. What is normally found - if there is any data - is an aggregation of all classes into
a much smaller unit. This also has an effect on the distribution; the addition of columns in
the matrix will decrease its dispersion, although some of them could be left unchanged.

I. Exceptions to the basic diagram

Before leaving these considerations, it would be useful to recall that even if the diagram
of Section 4.A - with all the pertinent comments is at the very base of this association
between the occupation and education approach - there are some exceptions that produce
further irregularities in some of the distributions.
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There is the case, for instance, when educational background is not taken as an indi-.
cation of qualifications obtained, but as a social or intellectual selective mechanism.
Sometimes, the university degree is more important to the employer as a prestige symbol
than as an indication of professional efficiency. Clearly, in these cases the line of thought

does not depart from technical considerations and the scheme is not applicable. It might be

worth paying attention to this possibility ior certain specific occupations where deviations
from this kind of analysis are greater.

Another source of deviation, although not exactly an exception from the basic diagram
would be the fact that human activity in production is normally characterized by two facts;
it has a certain stability in the location of work, and it presupposes an increasing quali-

fication as time passes. As such, labour contracts are not only decided on the basis of the
qualification already possessed by the worker and the place he is going to nu immediately.
but also on his potential future career in the firm. We have then a sort of superposition of

two negotiations, and, as conditions affecting one decision are not the same as those that
concern the other basic variables like age and sex affect them quite differently. We would
find in this case that even if the conceptual link is unaffected, some disparities in the edu-
cational background for the post to be held immediately would result.

J. Dynamic problems: marginal changes and time-lagged changes

Up to now the analysis.has been merely static, The passage of time seriously affects
all these variables. The four elements appearing in the basic diagram will normally undergo
changes over periods of time. New techniques of production appear in the market; the
functions of labour may either stay unchanged, or vary gradually; new functions may appear
or old ones disappear. The change will bring related variations in the qualification needed.
Occupations may be restructured, some new posts being added, or some posts shifted from
one occupation to another as a consequence of a change in their educational requirements.
The systems of acquisition of qualifications will not only have to adapt to these new require-
ments (for instance, change their structure of levels and types of output) - but will also
suffer certain changes of their own. The educational system, for example will undergo
some technical changes in the methods of teaching, in their output structure and in the
balance between cultural and professional courses, etc. Consequently, changes in the

relation between time of study and qualifications acquired may also occur.

All this would not be worth worrying about, if it were not for two further conditions;
first, changes are always marginal in the principal variables; and second, changes are
normally lagged among these variables. These two conditions may have a predominant

share in the explanation of heterogeneities and disequilibrium shown in any cut in time of

the type of [M3.

The first of these conditions was partly referred to when considering the selection of

any specific techniques (section CB). The educational structure of the labour force under-
goes a similar process. Apart from the professional experience gained through normal
work, there are two principal ways of changing qualifications in the labour force; first,
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through the entrance of new workers; and, second, through retraining. The first of these
is the main one and it is clearly marginal. Only a small percentage of the labour force can

cone directly from the yearly output of the educational system. Consequently, changes in
the educational system will in reflected in the labour force only many yearsafterwards.
A short-cut to account for this fact is retraining (or any type of study done after the begin-

ning of working life), but this has had only limited scope. Besides, it presents 1.Kr:delicate

statistical problems of translation into qualifications acquired through the first method,.

The second type of phenomena is the lag between changes in different variables. Here
we have the educational response to the change in economic needs delayed not only by the

marginal mechanism but also by several factors of inertia in the educational system; time

to be aware of productive needs, time and ability to translate them into an adequate edu-

cational programme, time and desire to make a start (rigidity of structure), problems of

buildings, teacher' s formations, time to form new graduates under new programmesand so on.

It is very difficult to say abstractly what would be the effect of these dynamic factors
on a matrix EAU at one point of time, but it is undeniable that they would exercise a very
important influence. The relative speed of change in functions and educational level and the

respective relative importance of the marginal changes to the total will be useful elements

in interpreting some shiftings and distortions of the educational distribution. One could

probably expect at least more dispersed ones.

h:

K. The Table No. 4 that follows, will give an idea of the influence some of the variables
above mentioned can have on the distributions. The high proportion of blanks is due to the

fact that in several cases it is not possH2le to say in advance, in a general form, what will
be the direction of the shift or change in the distribution. Only empirical studies of concrete

cases would answer this kind of question. Of course* the filled spaces should not taken as

more than a priori an example, to be worked on empirically.

5. Conclusions

The mere stating of a set of variables, most of them very difficult to measure and some

of them with hardly any data at all, must appear very confusing to anypractical minded

person wanting to make the quickest possible decisions for planning purposes. However,
if any progress is to be achieved in a new field such as this one , it will ne through a healthy
equilibrium between theoretical developments and empirical research and planning. Perhaps
there is no perfect measure to work with while dealing with [M3 still, it is important to know
the shortcomings of those which will be eventually used, and to dissociate the errors coming

of the method chosen from those belonging to the sources of information, and from those

originating in the hypothesis handled.

Furthermore , it is possible that quite a few of the factors introduced to explain part of

dissociation in IM] will not be manageable in statistical terms in a short period. But it is
important to know the risk to be run when only a little part of it is chosen to be used a s
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TABLE 4

SHIFT OF MEASURES

OF CENTRAL TENDENCY DISPERSION SKEWNESS TO THE

MEAN TO THE MODE TO THE

LT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT
REASED REASED

LT RIGHT

4.B Coexistence of productive techniques

4.0 a) Relation between jobs and tasks .
b) homogeneity of occupations

-

-
-

x

x
x

4.D Overqualification - x - x - x - x

Underqualification x - x - - x x

4.E Alternative ways of acquiring qualifications
Substitution between factors included

t/ a //11 and not x -
- x (x) -

4.F The measure of education

4.6 Cultural professional balance in education,
as a source of substitution possibilities
(compulsory minimum education)

4.11 Delimitations of educational classes

- x - x x

x -

- x

4.I Exception to the basic scheme

4.J Dynamic problems

(x)

-
-
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explanatory variables. Besides, among all the possible empirical research that such a vast

and unknown field opens, a better selection of priorities can be made once the whole set of

variables is at hand.

Even at this stage, some primary conclusions could be drawn, as a way to accentuate

the main points in this paper and to suggest some empirical work possible and needed to

follow this line of thought.

I) The method by which labour force by occupation is normally converted in an edu-

cational vector, symbolised by matrix DV is misleading in its apparent simplicity. The

analysis made in the first-stage, by merely separating the pure and interaction effect of

NA] on the change of E does not go far enough.

II) Even the results of the first stage are liable to revision according to what happened

inside matrix Din . For example one of the principal conclusions of the application of L.O.

CM] analysis to some countries was that CM) had generally a much more pronounced effect

than 6* on the change of E. But the problem of aggregation of occupational categories -
already studied as a factor of dispersion in Din - could well have a misleading effect.

Consider the case when the relation between two occupations associated with different edu-

cational levels, but aggregated into one category - dispersion generating case in CM] -

changes, without a change in their respective levels of education. The apparent effect -

shown by a first stage type of analysis - would be a shift due to factor [N) . In fact this kind

of change would have been attributed to -6, if the classification system had been better.

In the same example, the results of a second stage analysis of Owould have also changed,

and instead of leaving immobile all three subfactors [T3 should have suffered the variation

wrongly attributed to EM).

Some other examples of aspects of CM) affecting the results of a first stage analysis

could be thought of, but of course many - probably most - aspects of [M] would leave them

unchanged.

Hi) Some important points of discussion could be illuminated by a study of CM). Such

is the case for the convenient degree of aggregation, the scope of substitution possible, the

identification of supply and demand and in general the way to approach educational planning.

Some light will be shed on them by the mere global kind of comparative study among

matrices [M]. A deeper consideration of specific conditional distributions will be in certain

cases more useful or will complement our knowledge of the behaviour of the two variables

under consideration. As a result, some more detailed aspects of human resources planning,

such as the more effective way to translate an occupational vector into an educational one,

and the convenience of using transfer matrices, might be somewhat more clarified.

iv) Even at this theoretical stage it is possible to see more clearly how dangerous is

the use of too linear and simple relationships between occupations and education, and how

misleading or insufficient some types of categorisation can be for planning purposes. One

could well ask what do occupations account for in the context of the factors mentioned in

Section 4, and if there is not a dilemma between somewhat arbitrary grouping, stable enough
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to be manageable for intersectoral, international or intertemporal comparisons, and a
permanently adjusted classification that would be of little statistical use. A great deal of
factual knowledge is needed before anything definite can be said.

Some advantages exist from the conceptual point of view, in passing through the occu-
pational categories. This should be true for most sectors of economic activity where the
link between education and occupation can be spread in steps similar to those in the diagram
No. I. Some studies have been tried relating the output of sectors of economic activity
directly to the educational level of the labour force. Referring to diagram 1, it can be seen
that what in fact is done is to group into only one category all the different functions in box
B belonging to the same economic sector and by dropping all other information concerning
boxes A, B and C, to link it directly to box D. As usual in similar statistical problems,
'the decision to pay attention or disregard information available must be taken in the light
of the particular balance of virtues and defects in the information. It is possible that in
some economic sectors, certain biases in the occupational classification tend to increase
up to a point where they may add more errors than useful information. For instance, where
for technological or organisational reasons posts tend to group heterogeneous and/or shifting
tasks, as mentioned in 4.C. In this case, occupational categories would disturb rather than
help the analysis. Better results might be expected linking output directly to educational level.

At the present stage of knowledge, it can be then said that in general, occupational
classifications should be used as much as possible, and efforts should be directed towards
refining their measure, rather than dropping them, although in some cases a mixed pro-
cedure - considering also the association, output - education - would be recommendable ,
or even only the last one advisable.

v) The enumeration of factors in Section IV 4. calls attention to the need of specifying
with more precision the conceptual link chosen as basic for the whole approach. If we
consider it to be between occupations and formal education, then all those factors are relevant.
But we could chose jobs instead of occupations, eliminating 4.C. (b) or even tasks, thus
eliminating 4.C. (a). On the other side, instead of formal education we could refer to the
part of it interesting from the professional point of view, doing away with 4.G, or consider-
ing minimum education (4.D) or taking Into account all means of acquiring qualifications
(4.E). The more we specify the concepts in use, the fewer sources of errors are left to
affect their relationship (and also the more generality we lose).

It could be also interesting to recall that some of the factors mentioned in IV 4. do not
affect the conceptual link initially set between occupation and education - whatever the exact
concept chosen - but the statistical exteriorisation of its relationship. This Is the case for
instance of coexistence of productive techniques, or measure and aegregation, problem in
education, or some of the dynamic problems.

vi) It would be too ambitious to determine here exactly what kind of statistical or
econometric studies would be advisable in order to take maximum advantage of information
appearing in a matrix [M]. The type of information available would certainly be the main
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obstacle and the study should be programmed correspondingly. Some information already
collected recently in the OECD census study provides a good point of departure for it. There
are some first obvious steps in such an analysis: comparative studies in global association;
application of some basic statistical ne asures of central tendency, dispersion and skewness
to conditional distribution; a comparative study of these changing either the occupation in
the same matrix, or the country for the same occupation. If more data becomes available
for comparattve periods of time or different economic sectors, the scope of the study could
certainly be enlarged. Furthermore , data on trends and structure of salaries and unemploy-
ment would become necessary at a certain point, and so would information on physical
capital and investment. But the scope research should be made in more concrete terms
taking into account the information available.

Studies of the age structure by occupation would lead to interesting results on dynamic
problems, and they would be all, the more useful given the lack of historical trends.

L. general, a multivariate analysis should be tried with all the possible quantifiable
variables mentioned also introducing some obviously important characteristics of the labour
force (age, sex, etc.). The analysis that has been made should have separated, for instance,
the problem of women as distinct from men workers. No doubt some of the factors in IV.4.
have a quite different influence on both sexes. Methods such as multiple regression analysis
could help to make these apparent.
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APPENDIX

As an example, some applications of measure lambda are shown. Japan' a case Is
chosen, since it allows for comparison between 1950 and 1960 in an approximate way.

Tables 5 and 6 present the basic data I'm Japan in both years and Tables 7 and 8 show
the corresponding percentage form of (M1 50 and (m3 60.1

As explained in the text, only the following case will be presented:

I) two politomies: A (occupation)
B (educational level)

ii) no continuity
iii) no natural order
iv) asymmetry holds: A classification precedes the B one.

E E
X b a ram P. In a vaui v* m (10)

v - vm m

Where X b' pam and p. m are the symbols already explained in section IV 3.B (a) and v
s stitutes p indicating absolute frequencies instead of relative ones (in order to make the
calculations for the no weighting case).

(1)

(2)

Without weighting

Weighting rows

1 50
" b

60
X b

=

=

16 960 585a i - 16 156 574 =

=

.043

.128

35,094,843

25 153 600

- 16,156,574

- 22 473 000
43,367,500 - 22,473,000

The weights are chosen to equalize horizontal marginal frequencies. Then it comes to
the same thing as applying the measr.ri. to a table disposed as [M] where all horizontal
marginal frequences are equal to 100.

50 1279.56 - 763.09 254b 2800.00 - 763.09 .

60
1468.68 - 857.13 .315

X b = 28:9.00 - 857.13

The following two cases are equivalent to the former, but applying the measure only to
the cccupational categories beginning by digit 0 (professional workers).

1. The source is again the application el me methodology to Japan already mentioned.
2. See page 170.
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(3) Without weighting

50 655,827 - 535,316 _ .122
b 1522,410 - 535,316

60 959,100 - 703,600
X = .184b 2091,500 - 703,600

(4) Weighting row (Same considerations as in case 2)

50 851.72 - 605.83
X b 1900.00 - 605.83

60 963.30 - 674.57
X b 1900.00 - 674.57

.182

= .236

Although the application of lambda to only one country, and with only two points of
reference in time does not allow for many conclusions on the numbers themselves or on the
method, some remarks can be made on the results.

i) There is in general a very weak association - as measured by lambda - in the case
of Japan between the two variables.

ii) The association has risen significantly from 1950 to 1960.

iii) The method of weighting equally each occupation greatly improves association.
This means that there is an inverse relationship between the relative importance
of some occupations in the total, and their internal association with any educational
class. 'The validity of this consideration has been decreasing along time increases
6 times from case 1 to case 2, while A does it only 2.5 times.

iv) Cases 3 and 4, chosen as an example of particular application of the same measure
on some sector of [MI indicates how much the pattern of association can change.
Occupations under group 0 can be said to be more closely associated with education
in both years than the whole of the labour force. The increase during the 1950' s
in their association is less significant than the one experienced in the total labour
force: .5 times in the former; 3 times in the latter. Weighting of rows does not
improve association of 0 groups and education as much as for the labour force as
a whole.

More conclusive remarks could be put forward if a complete study on the variations of
conditional distributions as proposed in IV. 5 were made showing how conditional modes
change their relative frequency and shift horizontally, and what happens to conditional dis-
persions. But this is quite a long exercise and the results would justify the work only when
a sufficiently large number of cases is at hand, and calculations could be programmed in a
computer.
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BelgiElei 147. ANVERS.
Librairie des Sciences (R. Stoops).
76-78. Coudcnberg. BRUXELLES 1.
CANADA
Queen's Printer - L'Imprimeur de la Reine.
OTTAWA.
DENMARK -DANEMARK
Munksgaard Boghandel. L'd., Narregade 6.
KOBENHAVN K.
FINLAND - FINLANDE
Akateeminen Kirialcauppa. Keskuskatu 2,
HELSINKI.

FORMOSA -FORMOSE
Books and Scientific Supplies Services, Ltd.
P.O.B. 83, TAPEL
TAIWAN.
FRANCE
Bureau des Publications de l'OCDE
2. rue André-Pascal, 75 PARIS-16.
Prinapaux sous-déposilaires :
PARIS : Presses Universitaires de France,
49. bd Saint-Michel, Se
Librairie de Midicis, 3, rue de Medicis.
Sciences Politiques (Lib.). 30. rue Saint-Guillaume. 7.
La Documentation Française. 31. quai Voltaire. 7.
13 AIX-EN-PROVENCE : Librairie de l'Université.
31 BORDEAUX : Moffat.
38 GRENOBLE : Arthaud.
59 LILLE : Le Furet du Nord.
67 STRASBOURG : Berger-Levrault.
GERMANY -ALLEMAGNE
Deutscher Bundes-Verlag G.m.b.H.
Postfach 9380. 53 BONN.
Sub-Agents : BERLIN 62 : Elwert & Meurer.
MUNCHEN : Hueber. HAMBURG : Reuter-
Klöckner; und in den massgebenden Buchhand-
lungen Deutschlands.
GREECE -GRECE
Librairie Kauffman n, 28. rue du Stade. ATHENES-132.
Librairie Internationale Jean Mihalopoulos
33. rue Sainte-Sophie, THESSALONIKI
ICELAND - ISLANDE
Snabblirn Jónsson & Co.. hi. Hafnarstraeti 9.
P.O. Box 1131. REYKJAVIK.
INDIA -1NDE
International Book House Ltd.,
9 Ash Lane. Mahatma Gandhi Road. BOMBAY 1.
Oxford Book and Stationery Co.:
NEW DELHI. Scindia House.
CALCUTTA. 17 Park Street.
IRELAND - IRLANDE
Eason & Son, 40-41 Lower O'Connell Street.
DUBLIN.
ISRAEL
Emanuel Brown,
35 Allenby Road, and 48 Nahlath Benjamin St..
TEL-AVIV.
ITALY -,ITALIE
Libreria Commissionaria Sansoni
Via Lamormora 45. FIRENZE.
Via Paolo Mercuri 19/B. ROMA.
Sous - Dépositaires : GENOVA Libreria Di
Stefano. MILANO : Libreria Hcepli. NAPOLI :
Libreria L. Cappelli. PADOVA : Libreria Zannoni.

PALERMO : Libreria Dante. ROMA : Libreria Rizzoli,
Libreria Tombolins. TORINO : Libreria Lattes.
JAPAN -JAPON
Maruzen Company Ltd.,
6 Tori-Nichome Nihonbashi. TOKYO.
KENYA
New Era Associates
Ghale House, Government Road.
P.B. 6854.
NAIROBI.
LEBANON - LIBAN
:taco
lmmeuble Edison. Rue Bliss. B.P. 5641,
BEYROUTH.

LUXEMBOURG
Librairie Paul Bruck
22. Grand Rue,
LUXEMBOURG.
MALTA - MALTE
Labour Book Shop. Workers' Memorial Building.
Old Bakery Street. VALLETTA.
MOROCCO -MAROC
Editions La Porte. Aux Belles Images.
281, avenue Mohammed V. RABAT.
THE NETHERLANDS - PAYS-BAS
W.P. Van Stockum & Zoon.
Buitenhof 36. DEN HAAG.
Sub.Agents: AMSTERDAM C: Scheltema & Holkema
N.V.. Rokin 7476. ROTTERDAM : De Wester
Boekhandel, Nieuwe Binnenweg 331.
NEW ZEALAND - NOUVELLE ZELANDE
Government Printing Office.
20 Molesworth Street (Private Bag). WELLINGTON
and Government Bookshops at
AUCKLAND (P.O.B. 5344)
CHRISTCHURCH (P.O.B. 1721)
DUNEDIN (P.O.B. 1104).
NORWAY - NORVEGE

Bokhjornet. Akersgt. 41. OSLO 1.
PAKISTAN
Mina Book Agency. 65. The Mall, LAHORE 3.
PORTUGAL
Lsvraria Portugal. Rua do Carmo 70, LISBOA.
SOUTH AFRICA - AFRIQUE DU SUD
Van Schaik's Book Store Ltd..
Church Street. PRETORIA.
SPAIN .ESPAGNE
Mundi Prensa. Castellé 37. MADRID 1..
Libreria &winos de José Bosch. Pelayo 52.
BARCELONA 1.
SWEDEN -SUEDE
Fritz.% Kungl. Hovbokhandel,
Fredsgatan 2, STOCKHOLM 16.
SWITZERLAND -SUISSE
Librairie Payot. 6. rue Grenus, 1211 GENEVE. 11
et 4 LAUSANNE. NEUCHATEL. VEVEY.
MONTREUX. BERNE. BALE et ZURICH.
TURKEY -TURQUIE
Librairie Hachette. 469 Istiklal Caddesi, Beyoglu.
ISTANBUL et 12 Ziya Gökalp Caddesi. ANKARA.
UNITED KINGDOM - ROYAUME-UNI
H.M. Stationery Office. P.O. &ix 569. LONDON.
S.E. 1.
Branches at : EDINBURGH. BIRMINGHAM,
BRISTOL. MANCHESTER. CARDIFF. BELFAST.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OECD Publications Center, Suite 1305.
1750 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W.
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20006. Tel ; (202) 298-8755
VENEZUELA
Libreria del Este, Avda F. Miranda, 52.
Edificio Galipan. CARACAS.
YUGOSLAVIA - YOUGOSLAVIE
Jugoslovenska Knjiga. Terazije 27, P.O.B.
BEOGRAD.

Les commandes provenant de pays oil rOCDE n'a pas encore designé de dépositaire
peuvent are adressées 4 :

OCDE. Bureau des Publications, 2. rue Andri-Pascal. 75 Paris (1119.
Orders and inquiries from countries where sales agents have not yet bun appointed may be sent to

OECD. Publications Office. 2, rue André-Pascal. 75 Paris (169.
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